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Abstract
Although some methodologies exist for the systematic and strategic consideration of emerging
and converging technologies, they typically do not incorporate agency current use, strategies, or
foresight. This research develops a methodology to characterize current and potential United
States federal agency use of emerging and converging technologies to fulfill agency strategic
plans and serve society.
Phase 1 of this research develops a methodology to fulfill criteria derived from a literature
review and an assessment of best practices. Designed to be implemented in four phases—
develop, apply, evaluate, disseminate—the steps of this methodology include definition,
collection, organization, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and dissemination. Within the analyze
step, a mix of qualitative and quantitative analysis approaches are applied to answer the defined
questions. Current agency use of emerging and converging technologies is characterized with
content analysis of strategic documents; technology assessment analysis by experts; and
individual interviews with government employees. Potential agency use of emerging and
converging technologies is characterized with individual interviews with government employees;
plausibility matrix analysis by experts; and crowd-sourced intelligence. The methodology is
applied in Phase 2 to two cases, the Department of Commerce and the Department of Energy,
then evaluated in Phase 3 versus the design criteria and visual analytics, and disseminated in
Phase 4 to researchers, policymakers, and the general public.
Key findings, results, and meta-inferences of this research are that many more potential uses
exist for using emerging and converging technologies to fulfill agency strategies and the research
identifies some of the potential uses by technology and strategy. These potential uses also are
presented in terms of comparable technical feasibility and societal benefit. Implications for
policymakers are that governing with foresight is critical; encouraging systematic agency
consideration of emerging and converging technologies is necessary; and it is important to
implement a government-wide methodology that will characterize current and potential use of
emerging and converging technologies for fulfilling agency strategies. This research contributes
the criterion for such a methodology as well as the methodology and the results of its application
to two agency cases.
Keywords: emerging technology; converging technology; federal agency; agency strategic
planning; foresight; public administration; governance
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Gouverner, c’est prévoir,” “to govern is to foresee,” French politician Pierre Mendès
(Gouverner c'est prévoir, discourse d'investiture et réponses aux interpellateurs 1953).
“…invest in the emerging technologies that will create high-quality manufacturing jobs
and enhance our global competitiveness” (Executive Office of the President 2014b).
Gaps exist in the information about United States (US)1 federal agency use of
technology—especially emerging and converging technologies (ECT)—to benefit individual
agency strategies2 and our society. Agencies collect some of this information, of course, and
staffers in the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) sometimes collect
this information from the agencies when needed for particular studies. As each requirement
arises, staffers ask agencies to submit a report detailing science and technology use to
accomplish specific objectives such as reducing disasters or enhancing Earth observations.
When I asked the Principal Assistant Director for Science at OSTP (Rubin 2013) if
anyone in his office consistently collects data about federal agency use of technology in general
and ECT in particular, he informed me that no one does. The other likely organization, the
National Science Foundation (NSF), collaborates with other agencies on specific projects such as
the National Robotics Initiative (NRI; National Science Foundation 2014b) and the National
Nanotechnology Initiative (National Nanotechnology Initiative 2015; Paradise et al. 2008), and
NSF does publish survey data about federal funds for research and development and federal
science and engineering support to universities, colleges, and nonprofit institutions (National
Science Foundation 2014a). However, extensive research and a cognizant NSF program manager
(Yamaner 2015) confirm that these data do not include technology-level information and that, to
his knowledge, technology-level information is not being collected elsewhere in the
organization.
Gathering technology-level information about agency use of technology, especially ECT,
is important because ECT can support federal agency strategies by facilitating the work itself or
by facilitating the success of the agency’s strategies. Longer lives, enhanced physical and
intellectual abilities, improved control of our emotions, tailored manufacturing, guided decision
making, economic growth, job creation, and public health and welfare are among the many
societal benefits offered by ECT. Information about which ECT agencies could be using now or
in the future is necessary so that researchers and policymakers can understand which available
technologies might serve each agency strategy and thus benefit society. This gap in knowledge
can be filled with a methodology that systematically answers two questions: 1) Are ECT being

1

Unless otherwise noted, all mentions of “government” and “agencies” reference the US federal
government and agencies.
2
Note that US federal agencies refer to “strategic” documents that detail the agency’s strategy in
decreasing increments from missions, goals, and objectives to “strategies.” I use the terms
“strategic” and “strategies” in the same manner for this research.
1

used to fulfill agency strategic plans?, and 2) Could ECT be used more extensively to fulfill
agency strategic plans?
1.1 Overview of the Study
Researchers, policymakers, and members of the public need a multi-agency, publiclyaccessible methodology for finding links among ECT and agency strategies. Researchers benefit
from such a methodology, which can be developed to support a variety of research agendas;
policymakers benefit from the findings and results; and members of the public benefit by
knowing more about how ECT are being used and could be used to fulfill agency strategic plans.
Using ECT for day-to-day accomplishment of the agencies’ work and to facilitate the success of
the agencies’ strategies has the potential to benefit society in a variety of ways.
In this study, I develop and apply a methodology with multiple phases and analysis
approaches to answer the two research questions. The application of the methodology answers
the first research question—Are ECT being used to fulfill agency strategic plans (current use)?
—using content analysis, technology assessment analysis, and individual interviews and answers
the second research question—Could ECT be used more extensively to fulfill agency strategic
plans (potential use)?—using individual interviews, plausibility matrix analysis, and crowdsourced intelligence. These analyses produced tables of information characterizing current and
potential agency use of ECT to fulfill agency strategies at the pilot agencies, the Department of
Commerce (DOC) and the Department of Energy (DOE).
1.2 Problem Statement
Although federal agencies use ECT, they often are used with insufficient strategy or
foresight. These two elements are necessary because strategic and foresight-oriented use of
technology could help solve society’s problems either to do the work of the agency or to fulfill
agency strategies. For example, given the DOE’s strategy to support battery-manufacturing
capacity, high-speed materials discovery can speed the process of identifying and rejecting
effective approaches and outcomes. Additive manufacturing can solve short-term problems with
printed objects-on-demand and long-term problems with new, iterative approaches to
development and demonstration.
Beyond facilitating the work itself or fulfilling agency strategies, why should agencies
know which ECT are being used or could be used? Two trends demand systematic understanding
of current and potential ECT: Agency uncertainty about budget amounts and timing and general
increases in social problems that could be addressed or mitigated with ECT (Roco et al. 2013;
Roco 2011b). Both could be offset with improved strategies for investments in ECT that depend
upon improved characterization of current and potential use.
Any approach to strategic planning with foresight must maximize the benefits of agency
investments in ECT and could support a coordinated federal investment strategy that would
allow agencies to leverage coordination and financial commitments. A coordinated strategy
would require an understanding of the current and potential uses of those ECT and any system
that could make those characterizations must be easily updatable because the technology and
strategy information change constantly. Moreover, for potential uses of ECT, some information
about the probability of usefulness (i.e., technical feasibility) and priority for federal investment
(i.e., overall benefits to society) is necessary.
2

Given the benefits of a systematic approach to solving these problems, many calls and
mandates have been made for using technologies, including ECT. Despite these, the US does not
have a federal methodology for characterizing how agencies are using the latest technologies
(i.e., emerging) or combinations of technologies (i.e., converging) to fulfill strategies. At best,
agencies conduct annual performance plans, annual program performance reports, and
quadrennial strategic plans (Executive Office of the President 2014a) and submit aggregated data
through the NSF’s “Survey of Federal Funds for Research and Development” (National Science
Foundation 2013a).
Private sector methodologies to characterize use of ECT fail to characterize current and
potential ECT use for agency strategies. Theoretical proposals of methodologies for identifying
potential uses of ECT are insufficient because they incorporate a single analysis approach,
involve incomplete data, and, of course, remain theoretical. Applied work on methodologies is
lacking because the methodologies only exist for potential use of ECT and rarely incorporate
agency strategies. The most often referenced methodologies in this area provide only general
foresight on specific outcomes (Twardy et al. 2014; George Mason University 2015; Halal 2013;
George Washington University 2015).
My research addresses these gaps by answering two questions:
1) Are ECT being used to fulfill agency strategic plans (current use)?
2) Could ECT be used more extensively to fulfill agency strategic plans (potential use)?
1.3 Research Objective
The objective of this research is to develop and apply a systematic methodology for
characterizing ECT based on the technologies’ current and potential ability to fulfill agency
strategies. I am studying this because enhanced information about agency use of technology
allows agency employees to fulfill current agency strategies and inform future agency strategies.
Secondarily, this work allows me to generate a framework for ECT assessment. If systematically
applied, this could lead to increased scientific, technological, and business process innovation,
which may account for up to half of economic growth in the US (US Department of Commerce
2014). Innovation and ECT also may support the types of outcomes encouraged by the President,
such as promoting economic growth overall, job creation, public health and welfare (Executive
Office of the President 2011) and ongoing international competitiveness (Executive Office of the
President 2014b).
Building on the public administration, public policy, and interdisciplinary literatures on
government use of ECT; strategic planning and forecasting; and the methodologies that
characterize current and potential use, this research acknowledges the planning and forecasting
that goes into government strategies and that can inform day-to-day choices; and the
methodologies that have been developed to characterize current and potential government use of
ECT.
1.4 Contributions of this Study
My research addresses two intellectual challenges. The first intellectual challenge is
characterizing technology use from the standpoint of federal agency strategies: Technology can
enhance human cognition and embed processors in fabric, but how does that help agencies? How
could technical knowledge and innovation affect policy decisions? The second intellectual
3

challenge is making systematic information available to researchers, policymakers, and the
general public.
Solving these intellectual challenges yields three broader impacts. First, my research
benefits society by systematically linking agency strategies with the technologies that could help
to fulfill those strategies. Second, to enhance research and policymaker understanding, I tailored
information about my methodology, findings, and results to the appropriate research,
policymaker, and general public audiences and disseminated it. These two impacts lead to a third
impact: An understanding of ECT that might solve current and future policy issues.
Characterizing current and potential use based on technical feasibility and societal benefit is one
way of prioritizing federal investments in science and technology (Grupp and Linstone 1999;
Lee et al. 2008; Mulgan 2002).
Relative to the first broader impact, this work is theoretically relevant to the political
science discipline because developing the methodology is based on political science notions of
governance as engagement and theories of methodologies as well as other theoretical
methodological development work. Using this methodology, political scientists can make
theoretical extensions and connect agency strategies with emerging technologies to identify
opportunities for changes in governance. Political science researchers and policymakers must
understand ECT current and potential use to understand legislation and regulation of ECT and to
leverage ECT for governance and public administration. The theoretical link between ECT and
agency strategies is also a theoretical link between public policy, in the form of ECT
investments, and public administration, in the form of the strategies and foresight necessary to
make those investments. ECT drive changes in information and service delivery for public
administrators and policymakers and understanding these requires coordinated research.
Relative to the second broader impact, my work contributes to the research literature and
to society. To the public administration and public policy research literatures, I contribute a
methodology that can be improved upon by other scholars and used by any agency or
organization. To society, I contribute the public access to the methodology and the results via a
public web site. I enhance researcher and policymaker understanding with tailored information
about my methodology disseminated to the appropriate people.
The third impact is especially important: With an understanding of ECT current and
potential use at agencies and with tailored information available to all of the relevant
stakeholders, it may be possible to use information about technical feasibility and priority
generated by the methodology to prioritize federal investments.
In the second chapter, I consider the research questions in the context of a review of the
literatures related to political science and public administration research into ECT use in federal
agencies; actual agency use of ECT; agency use of strategic planning and foresight;
methodologies for characterizing agency use of ECT; and develop propositions. In the third
chapter, I detail the methods that support each phase of the overall methodology and, in
particular, detail the collection, organization, analysis, and synthesis that support each of the six
analysis approaches in the methodology. In the fourth chapter, I present findings, results, and
meta-inferences (Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010) for each phase and overall. In the fifth chapter, I
discuss the themes revealed in this study; the key findings; the theoretical relevance; and the
applied relevance. I conclude in the sixth and seventh chapters with policymaker
recommendations, limitations, and opportunities for future research.
4

Chapter 2
Literature Review
Based in the political science literatures on governance for societal benefit; public
administration and public policy literatures on agency strategic planning and foresight, agency
use of ECT, and agency use of strategic planning and foresight for ECT; and the interdisciplinary
literatures on methodologies that characterize aspects of the above, my research on federal
agency strategic planning and foresight and current and potential use of ECT in the public
literatures reveals four broad themes. First, federal agencies have strategies that are not strategic
or foresight-oriented. Second, current and potential use of ECT is ad hoc and incremental. Third,
strategic planning for current and potential use of ECT is also ad hoc and incremental. Fourth,
theoretical and practical work on methodologies for capturing federal use in terms of research
and development on ECT only capture some information, mostly at the project level and only for
current use. Theoretical and applied methodologies do not focus on current and potential federal
use of specific ECT in relationship to agency strategies.
2.1 Political Science and Public Administration Research on Agency Use of ECT
One view of governance is for societal benefit in which strategic planning, foresight, and
use of ECT ensure these societal benefits. This view runs through each of the sections below and
is explicit in the Convergence of Knowledge, Technology, and Society (CKTS) (Roco et al.
2013) work sponsored by the NSF. ECT current and potential use must be understood to legislate
and regulate ECT, but they also must be understood to leverage ECT for governance and societal
benefit.
The theoretical link between ECT and agency strategies is a theoretical link between
public policy in the form of ECT investments and public administration in the form of the
strategies and foresight necessary to make those investments. Unfortunately, the little research in
this area only considers specific topics such as the potential link between technology innovation
and inequality (Cozzens and Thakur 2014; Reiss and Millar 2014) or participation-based
governance (Johnston 2010; Tonn and Stiefel 2012). For example, preliminary research on
participation-based governance finds that access and input to government via information
technology does improve the publics’ future confidence in the agency (Morgeson et al. 2011),
but public concerns about technology require careful attention to how and when information is
conveyed (Roelofsen et al. 2010; Satterfield et al. 2013).
Coordinated research is required as ECT drive changes in service and information
delivery for public administrators and policymakers. ECT also relate to how services [in the UK]
(Schuppan 2009) and information [in Spain] (Rodriguez Bolivar et al. 2007) are delivered.
Although initial research into government use of Internet and e-commerce finds that public
quality is lower than private counterparts (Morgeson and Mithas 2009), it can be effective at
increasing public participation (Desouza and Bhagwatwar 2012), especially for solving public
challenges (Mergel and Desouza 2013).
2.2 Agency Use of Strategic Planning and Foresight
The best available science and technology should inform policy according to mandates
from the President and staffers in the Executive Office of the President (Executive Office of the
President 2009; Zients and Holdren 2012). Researchers remind us that scientific knowledge and
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policy-making processes are interwoven and inextricably interconnected (Jasanoff et al. 1998;
Stine 2009). Both views inform my research, in which I argue that policies should be based on
the best available science and technology (Executive Office of the President 2011) and that
scientific knowledge is interwoven into agency policy documents such as strategic plans,
Congressional Budget Justifications, and quadrennial technical reviews.
Agency strategic planning involves stating the agency’s mission, goals, and objectives
(US Congress 2010). Agencies complete strategic plans because they are required by law (US
Congress 1993, 2010; Executive Office of the President 2014a) and because they are a way for
government employees to consider what the agency is doing or could be doing relative to
societal, presidential, or congressional mandates (Bryson 2011; Moore 1995). Agency strategic
plans also are important tools for communicating with Members of Congress, the President, and
the general public (US Congress 2010; Senge 2014).
The Government Performance and Results Modernization Act (GPRMA) (US Congress
2010, §306(a)) requires strategic plans in order to shift from an agency focus on activities and
staffing to a focus on results (US General Accounting Office 1996, 2). To focus on results, the
Government Accountability Office (formerly the General Accounting Office) finds that effective
strategic planning involves stakeholders, assesses internal and external environments, and aligns
agency activities to support mission-related outcomes (US General Accounting Office 1997).
An expectation exists in the congressional and presidential mandates regarding agency
strategies (US Congress 2010; Executive Office of the President 2014a) that strategic planning is
rational and that agency strategic planning generates strategy (Bryson 2011; Bryson and Roering
1988; Boyne and Chen 2007). The expectation is that strategic plans indicate priorities and areas
of interest because that is the mandate (Executive Office of the President 2014a; US Congress
2010). Moreover, government employees take the time to write documents that they know will
be read by stakeholders (as indicated in the cover letter and transmittal notices), including
congressional appropriators (as indicated by the language in the documents), so they use words
and justifications for funding priorities (especially in the strategic plans and Congressional
Budget Justifications).
Whether foresight is an additional component of strategic planning is less clear. To
involve foresight requires understanding the future with qualitative and quantitative analysis in
order to plan and make decisions (Coates 1985). In strategic planning, this requires exploring
various potential futures (Cornish 2004; Schwartz 1996) and various potential impacts on society
(Sardar 2010; European Commission 2014; Fuerth 2012). Former Prime Minister Blair described
this link between strategic planning and foresight as a combination of thinking systematically
about the future and then figuring out how to get there: “Strategic policy making is a professional
discipline in itself involving serious analysis of the current state of affairs, scanning future trends
and seeking out developments elsewhere to generate options; and then thinking through
rigorously the steps it would take to get from here to there” (Blair 2004).
Foresight is distinguished from simply thinking about likely futures by incorporating
considerations about likely futures into current strategies, decisions, or preparations. The
advantage of applying foresight to strategic planning is that humans then have a chance to make
plans and improvements before the future arrives (Cornish 2004; Fowles and Fowles 1978;
Schwartz 1996). Although corporations—and some nonprofit organizations—engage consultants
from futures think tanks like the Global Business Network (Global Business Network 2013) or
the Institute for Alternative Futures (Institute for Alternative Futures 2013) to include foresight
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in strategic planning, this is less common for federal agencies individually or for the US
government collectively.
Federal agencies usually have a strategic planning function, but each agency handles
strategic planning with little central coordination (Dreyer and Stang 2013; Fuerth 2012):

“Well-established, but decentralised foresight programmes are scattered throughout the US government.
Many agencies (State, FEMA, Defence, Treasury, Energy, OMB and especially GAO) have strategic
planning capacities that use foresight to varying degrees. The National Intelligence Council produces major
Global Trends reports every 4 years. As the world’s foremost producer and user of foresight work in the
last half century, the US military has an array of strategic planning and intelligence organisations, in which
foresight work is well entrenched to inform planning” (Dreyer and Stang 2013, 31).

Moreover, a disconnect exists between public and private foresight experts (Dreyer and Stang
2013) as evidenced by the differences in the inclusion of foresight in the private versus the public
sectors (United Nations Industrial Development Organization 2002; Dirk and Leonid
Gokhbelexander 2013; Ughetto 2007) and ongoing calls for between-sector coordination (Calof
and Smith 2010; United Nations Industrial Development Organization 2002; Cagnin 2008; US
Congress 1982).
In contrast, the Horizon Scanning Programme Team in the UK (United Kingdom
Government 2015) regularly reports to the Cabinet Secretary’s Advisory Group on governmentwide future trends and the attendant opportunities and threats. The Horizon Scanning Programme
Team provides advice and guidance in support of government decisions by combining the latest
evidence and futures analysis to provide foresight for platforms like humans, cities, disasters, or
manufacturing (United Kingdom Government Office for Science 2013).
Agencies function in an era of limited time and money so each must maximize all
benefits across agencies through strategic planning and foresight. Especially given these
competing demands for federal funding in the US, foresight work is an important step in
identifying technically-feasible policies and priority investments in ECT (Fuerth 2012; Martin
and Irvine 1989): “If we are to remain a well-functioning Republic and a prosperous nation, the
US Government cannot rely indefinitely on crisis management, no matter how adroit. We must
get ahead of events or we risk being overtaken by them” (Fuerth 2012, 1). We must prepare with
strategic planning, foresight, and effective use of ECT.
2.3 Agency Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies (ECT)
ECT are the foundation for important breakthroughs (Roco 2011a, 2007; Roco et al.
2011; Alford et al. 2012; Bainbridge and Roco 2005). For example, additive manufacturing via
three-dimensional (3D) printers can provide on-demand objects that solve immediate problems
for government researchers or employees. Advances in cognitive science can improve
comprehension and speed learning, making it easier to conduct research or handle office work.
Nano-strengthened materials could become core, reusable building materials in smart homes.
Each of these solutions requires emerging technologies, technologies that are so new that
they are still being researched, developed, and applied to problems (Christensen 1997; Cozzens
et al. 2010; Daim et al. 2006). Emerging technologies can be from any category of technology
(i.e., any applications of knowledge, often in the form of machinery and equipment (Oxford
Dictionaries 2015)) and are distinguished by their inevitability. Emerging technologies also can
converge with other technologies or on platforms such as a computer, phone, or car to form
converging technologies (Daim et al. 2009; Seelman 2008; Kelly 2010; Nordmann 2004;
Bainbridge and Roco 2005; Roco 2011a; Roco et al. 2013). “[N]ovel technologies arise by
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combination of existing technologies ….” (Arthur 2009, 21). The technologies for electronic
communication (e.g., email) converge on a variety of platforms so that we can read email on our
watches or car’s windshield. Biotechnology and cognitive sciences converge with each other to
enhance human cognition.
ECT can benefit society in many ways. They may help to support the types of outcomes
encouraged by the President such as promoting economic growth, job creation, and public health
and welfare (Executive Office of the President 2011), among other outcomes. Additionally, they
can facilitate ongoing international competitiveness, which depends upon policies and
innovations (Feinson 2003) supported by agencies (Clinton & Gore 1993; Galbraith 2000; Gann
2000; Lall 2004; Samai et al. 2004). Regardless, agencies can use ECT to do the work (e.g.,
using cognitive science to enhance reasoning for hard problems) in addition to nurturing
technologies to fulfill agency strategies (e.g., supporting development of advanced materials for
photovoltaic cells).
For promoting economic growth and job creation, as much as half of income per capita
growth in the US is attributable to technological developments (US Department of Commerce
2014). This assertion is supported by research studies in which income per capita growth is
explained by technical progress in all countries and variation is explained by differences in
technology levels, capital intensity, and human capital (Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development 2012, 195; Fagerberg 1987; Lall 1992; Fagerberg 1994; Pavitt 1991).
Expanding the research, development, demonstration, and deployment of ECT grows the US
private sector economy and increases the opportunities to use those ECT to solve specific
societal problems.
For promoting public health, ECT such as nanotechnology and biotechnology can be
applied to regenerative medicine in which precision assembly of matter (nanotechnology) is
combined with the building blocks of living systems using information technology and cognitive
sciences (Roco 2011a). Public health also could be promoted through nanotechnology sensors in
public places that identify disease emergence; biotechnology implants that sense and resolve
disease; information technology processing of big data to pre-identify issues in an individual’s or
group’s genome; or cognitive science enhancements that resolve mental illnesses and facilitate
adherence to the cure.
For protecting public welfare, ECT can help recreate ecosystems and build new, more
sustainable systems, options that we need. By 2050 the US and world populations are expected
to be 422.6 million (US Census Bureau 2013) and 9.4 billion (US Census Bureau 2013),
respectively. If those projected populations continue to use current technologies in the usual way,
natural resources such as water, food, energy, and climate will be depleted more quickly than
they can be replenished (Roco 2011a).
To develop ECT that can support these societal benefits, federal agencies rely on market
incentives for innovation in science and technology but must fund research where the public
good cannot be fulfilled through market incentives alone (e.g., public health research)
(Conceição et al. 2004; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 1996). Data
about these public investments in and use of ECT are scarce, a part of the general data problem
mentioned above that the Executive Office of the President acknowledges: “Inputs, outputs, and
outcomes are not currently generated or combined in a systematic fashion. The development of
consistent and reliable answers to stakeholder requests requires the use of common data sources
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and standardized methodologies for data cleaning and analysis” (Executive Office of the
President 2014c, 64).
Even the theoretical literature on public sector use of ECT is scarce and focuses on
information technology aspects such as sharing information (Liu and Chetal 2005). The
exception to this is research by Hackler and Saxton (2007) in which the authors find that the
utility of information technology for nonprofit missions is contingent on factors such as strategic
communications, relationship-building, and partnerships—which could be seen as another form
of sharing information—as a way of using information technology to support the not-for-profit’s
mission.
Still, there are signs of increased agency use of ECT. One sign is that President Obama
launched the Advanced Manufacturing Partnership, an initiative to connect the agencies,
industry, and universities for investments in emerging technologies (Sargent 2015). The NRI (led
jointly by the National Institutes of Health, the United States Department of Agriculture, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency) (Kalil and Thorpe 2011; National Aeronautics and Space Administration 2011;
National Robotics Initiative (NRI) 2015) and the National Network for Manufacturing
Innovation (jointly led by the DOC, DoD, DOE, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
and NSF) (National Network for Manufacturing Innovation 2013) are already components of the
Advanced Manufacturing Partnership for which the DOC recently proposed “Innovation
Institutes” for research into biomanufacturing and nanocellulosics to begin to fulfill the mission
of the National Network for Manufacturing Innovation. President Obama also launched the allof-the-above strategy for researching and investing in energy technologies that support energy
independence (Executive Office of the President 2015).
Another positive sign is the Emerging Technology and Research Advisory Committee
(US Department of Commerce 2010), which is comprised of members from industry, academia,
and research laboratories. Federal government participants include the DOC, DOE, and the
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, among others. However, the
Committee’s mission is not to expand use of ECT by federal agencies but instead to identify
opportunities for joint civil and classified uses and to increase regulation for export control and
national security. This group’s focus on regulation and control seems to exclude a focus on
leveraging ECT to handle day-to-day agency work or to fulfill agency strategies, although it is a
positive sign that these projects and agency strategic planning documents even mention ECT.
2.4 Agency Strategic Planning and Foresight for ECT
Agencies know to produce strategic plans because they are required by the Executive
Office of the President and the Government Performance Modernization and Results Act (US
Congress 2010) and those requirements are based in the notion that some amount of strategic
management is necessary to create public value and benefit (Moore 1995). The agencies know to
use technology because agencies receive a copy of the annual Office of Science and Technology
Policy science priorities memo (Executive Office of the President and Executive Office of the
President 2012) and agencies are aware of relevant Executive Orders (e.g., Executive Order
13563 (Executive Office of the President 2011)).
Agency strategic planning and foresight connect with ECT indirectly. For example, in
Executive Order 13563 (Executive Office of the President 2011, 1), President Obama called for
the following characteristics in our regulatory system: “Our regulatory system must protect
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public health, welfare, safety, and our environment while promoting economic growth,
innovation, competitiveness, and job creation. It must be based on the best available science.”
This mandate for considering ECT, among many other science and technology topics, is also
acknowledged in agency strategic plans.
The DOC’s previous strategic plan mentions emerging technologies, although only in the
context of controlling exports (US Department of Commerce 2011); the new strategic plan
mentions actual ECT (US Department of Commerce 2014). The DOE’s previous strategic plan
mentions the term “emerging” once, but in the context of reducing emerging nuclear threats (US
Department of Energy 2011b). The current plan mentions emerging in the context of emerging
commercial solutions, “emerging challenges in energy, environment, and national security,” (US
Department of Energy 2014, 10) and, of course, also mentions specific ECT.
Using ECT to fulfill agency strategies is difficult because ECT emerge and converge as
policymakers attempt to make choices. This requires constant environmental scanning to know
what is available, what the advantages and disadvantages are, and how to implement ECT to
manage costs, opportunities, and risks, all while fielding other options (Eriksson and Weber
2008). These considerations may explain why domestic research on agency strategies and
foresight for ECT is sparse. Technologies such as nanotechnology, biotechnology, and cognitive
science are rarely discussed in this context, except by Roco and Bainbridge (Roco and
Bainbridge 2002; Roco 2011a) and others engaged in the NSF CKTS activity (Roco et al. 2013).
Moreover, even the CKTS activity tends to discuss nanotechnology, biotechnology, and
cognitive science mostly as specific ways of improving human functions (Roco and Bainbridge
2003; Roco 2011b) rather than as general tools for supporting agency strategies.
International research on agency strategies and foresight for ECT is only slightly less
sparse. The strongest work, discussed further in the next section, supports policymaking in
Thailand (Gerdsri and Kocaoglu 2009) and focuses on prioritizing nanotechnology investments
to support agency strategies for agricultural development and developing national policies that
facilitate industry science and technology (S & T) innovations.
Agencies admit to the gaps in strategic planning for technologies, including ECT. For
example, the following appears in the previous DOC strategic plan, “Encourage more resources
to be directed at the needs of the future as compared to incremental developments based on
today’s technology” (US Department of Commerce 2011, 12). In the previous DOE strategic
plan (US Department of Energy 2011b, 20), the agency made a similar acknowledgement, “We
will support objective, thorough technology assessments, including analyses of technology
diffusion and adoption paths that avoid technology advocacy.” These gaps can be filled with a
methodology for characterizing federal agency use of ECT.
2.5 Methodologies for Characterizing Use of ECT
To characterize current and potential use of technology, former Director of the White
House Office of Science and Technology Policy Marburger once called for “the creation of a
community of practice that would create the data sets, tools, and methodologies needed to assist
science policy decision makers as they invest in federal research and development and make
science policy decisions” (Marburger 2005). His request was acknowledged, to some extent, by
the development of RaDiUS and STAR METRICSSM, discussed below. Despite these efforts in
the decade since his editorial, work to meet his challenge remains fragmented and incomplete.
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The National Science Board (2007) followed Marburger’s call with a detailed list of NSF
opportunities for enhancing support of transformative research. The National Academies
(Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century 2007, 7) recommended
that federal technology investments “be evaluated regularly to realign the research portfolio to
satisfy emerging needs and promises—unsuccessful projects and venues of research should be
replaced with research projects and venues that have greater potential.”
Consistent with the principles in Executive Order 13563 (Executive Office of the
President 2011), other practical actions include the work accomplished through the Executive
Office of the President to coordinate the Emerging Technologies Interagency Policy
Coordination Committee (ETIPC) (Executive Office of the President 2010). The group has no
public outputs to date, but the NSF has hosted a series of workshops and published reports.
Following a charge from the President’s National Science and Technology Council, an
Interagency Task Group found that agencies use substantially different data and tools to
understand their investments in science and technology. In short, the data infrastructure remains
inadequate for decision-making (National Science and Technology Council 2008).
The methodologies that emerged to solve these problems for agencies can be organized
based on three capabilities: 1) reporting current agency ECT use; 2) identifying potential agency
ECT use; and 3) identifying any organization’s potential use of ECT.
In the first category, tracking agency current use of ECT, no methodologies incorporate
agency strategies. Individuals at the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy
(Rubin 2013) and the NSF (Yamaner 2015) confirm that they know of no systematic collection
of information about agency current use of ECT or technology-level investments in ECT.
Two methodologies track agency current use of ECT but do not incorporate agency
strategies. The first, Science and Technology for America’s Reinvestment: Measuring the Effect
of Research on Innovation, Competitiveness and Science (STAR METRICSSM) (National
Institutes of Health 2013; Executive Office of the President 2014c) was designed to provide
information about the societal benefits achieved with federal research funds, especially outcomes
such as job creation and economic growth. The National Institutes of Health (NIH), the NSF, and
the Office of Science and Technology Policy (Executive Office of the President) are leading the
project, which bodes well. However, the project depends upon voluntary quarterly reporting
from research institutions, which means the data represent about half of the NSF and NIH
portfolios (Lane 2012) and little of other government agency portfolios. The project is
transitioning from estimating jobs created by federal science awards to building a searchable
database of science awards from federal agencies; currently, the data set has one year of
voluntarily-provided data (National Institutes of Health 2014). Consistent with national
intentions to produce beneficial economic, scientific, and social outcomes, STAR
METRICSSM administrators ultimately hope to match existing administrative information with
existing research databases on economic, scientific and social outcomes.
The second, RaDiUS, was proposed and developed by the RAND Corporation
[contraction of Research and Development] to track federal grants for R & D and in support of
the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy’s efforts to catalog information about
which contractors and grantees received how much federal money (Identifying Federally Funded
Research and Development on Information Technology 2004). The advantage of the system was
that it tracked some aspects of federal R & D spending; the disadvantages, of course, are that it
did not track the information for every agency and the data were not connected with the agency
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strategies. Moreover, working with the data was challenging (Hall and Merrill 2005) and, now
that the RAND contract has ended, the system is unavailable (RAND 2015) and is no longer
being updated (Della-Piana 2015).
In the second category, tracking agency potential use of ECT, three key methodologies
exist, of which only the first incorporates agency strategies. Gerdsri and Kocaoglu (2009)
developed a methodology for supporting Thai policymakers in strategically defining policies for
nurturing, guiding, and adopting emerging technologies. They applied the methodology by
soliciting expert opinions about Thailand’s mission (e.g., leading the world in sustainable
agricultural-based economy), objectives (e.g., the set of achievements necessary to satisfy the
mission), and technological goals (e.g., novel tools, smart treatment delivery systems,
nanosensors) with respect to agricultural use of nanotechnology. Experts then identified and
evaluated research strategies based on the top ranked technologies and the contributions to the
overall mission.
Scientists working with the National Research Council (Committee on Forecasting Future
Disruptive Technologies 2009, 2010) proposed a second method for predicting a class of ECT,
disruptive technologies (i.e., technologies that will change the way we live and work). The
proposed system had seven major steps, which form the basis for the methodology proposed in
this study: 1) Decision makers define priorities and the problem set; 2) Analysts collect
information from workshops, predictive markets, feeds, etc.; 3) Analysts clean and normalize the
data; 4) The system processes the data with automatic monitoring and tools to identify signals in
the data; 5) The public and experts analyze the data via crowdsourcing, predictive markets, and
online games; 6) Policymakers allocate resources based on the forecast; and 7) Everyone reviews
and revises. The advantage of this system is that many potential problems have been anticipated
and solved. The disadvantages are that it probably has not been built yet and it is unlikely to be
built. Moreover, because the work was initiated by the DoD, if it were built, individual members
of the public and civil agency policymakers would be unlikely to know about the existence of the
system or its findings. Foresight Engine (Institute for the Future 2012; Gordon 2012) solicits
foresight on a variety of futures issues via online games. I include it in the section about agency
potential use of ECT because it is an outgrowth of the Signtific (Institute for the Future 2009a,
2009b) project, which sought to use foresight to identify concerns about ECT for policymakers.
Finally, the third category, any organization’s potential use of ECT, includes five
methodologies, two of which have been applied and three of which remain theoretical. The
federally-funded SciCast (George Mason University 2015) website allows crowd-based users to
post predictions for a wide variety of science and technology questions ranging from, “When
will the first car equipped with vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) safety technology be offered for sale to
the general public in the US?” to “Will the Mars Curiosity Rover discover organic matter on
Mars by July 1, 2015?” (George Mason University 2015). Based on a prediction market
algorithm, the forecasts are updated as new users make predictions or when current users update
their predictions in response to new information or thinking. The system is designed to consider
foresight for any outcomes that might incorporate technologies (Twardy et al. 2014).
The TechCast (George Washington University 2015) website encourages expert users to
provide a continuous assessment of major technological advances. Emerging technologies are
identified with environmental scanning and trend analysis, and panels of authorities are asked to
forecast the year of advance and its associated probability. Over the years, experts have
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participated in at least four Delphi-like survey rounds to identify and forecast outcomes for more
than 85 emerging technologies (Halal et al. 1997; Halal 2013).
The three theoretical systems in this last category are based on patent citation groupings.
TrendPerceptor (Yoon and Kim 2012) was proposed to engross information about patents to
predict technology trends. The advantage of a system like this is that the source information,
patent data, is relatively easy to find. The disadvantage of a system like this is that it is entirely
automated, so nuances in the data that a human analyst might catch go undetected.
In Shin and Kim’s (2013) methodology, the focus is on predicting future technologies in
support of policymakers. They build a list of current emerging technologies based on patent
citations and fit a growth curve to the patent citation data to forecast the growth path by
technology. Their intent is to forecast both the return and risk of future technologies in support of
policymakers’ decisions.
The latest global patent mapping system maps technology categories and technological
areas based on cross-citations (Kay et al. 2014). Researchers built the map based on citing-tocited relationships between categories of the International Patent Classification (IPC) of
European Patent Office (EPO) patents and piloted the system by comparing nanotechnologyrelated patenting activities of two companies and two different nanotechnology subfields on the
global patent map to visualize technological areas. Their most interesting finding was the new
relationships between technologies that were revealed by separating them from their patent
categories.
Regardless of the advantages and disadvantages of these various systems, even the
theoretical systems, none provide the information about current and potential use of ECT for
fulfilling agency strategies that I require. Given that existing methodologies do not accomplish
all of the things that we need—and that most offer significant problems—I develop a new
methodology.
2.6 Research Questions and Propositions
I am motivated by the general gaps in information about federal agency use of ECT and
the specific opportunity to develop and apply a methodology that generates the necessary
theoretical and applied information necessary to fill those gaps. The research objective is to
develop and apply a systematic methodology for characterizing ECT based on their current and
potential ability to fulfill agency strategies. Given the research problem and objective, I formed
the following research questions and propositions:
§ Research Question 1: Are ECT being used to fulfill agency strategic plans (current
use)?
§ Research Question 2: Could ECT be used more extensively to fulfill agency strategic
plans (potential use)?
§ Proposition 1: Develop a Methodology. Developing a methodology depends upon
identifying design criteria and noting efficiencies and deficiencies in related
methodologies. Thus, a methodology can be developed by identifying design criteria
and using effective elements of related methodologies to meet the criteria.
§ Proposition 2a: Apply to Characterize Current Use. The viewpoints of federal
agencies are summarized in strategic documents and Congressional Budget
Justifications, as required by the Executive Office of the President and the
Government Performance and Results Act, and are known by people familiar with the
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agencies and government employees. Thus, agency actual present use of technology
can be characterized based on strategic documents, expert knowledge, and
government employee knowledge.
§ Proposition 2b: Apply to Characterize Potential Use. Potential use can be defined as a
function of ECT, agency strategies, global trends, potential futures, and agency
strategies. Thus, agency potential present use of technology can be characterized
based on government employee knowledge, expert knowledge, and crowd-sourced
knowledge.
§ Proposition 3: Evaluate a Methodology. Evaluating a methodology requires a
standard to evaluate against or use of a different analysis approach to see if it
produces the same results. Thus, the methodology can be evaluated against a standard
set of criteria and using a different analysis approach.
§ Proposition 4: Disseminate a Methodology. Disseminating a methodology requires
sharing it with a variety of audiences using a variety of media. Thus, the methodology
and results can be disseminated by distributing them to members of academia,
government employees, and the general public via websites.
Please see also Table 1, “Research Questions and Propositions Mapped to the
Methodology,”3 for a summary of propositions by research question and research approach. The
table is best read from top to bottom and from left to right in order to follow the individual
research questions, phases, and steps. The columns display research questions and are further
divided by the analysis approaches necessary to address these research questions. The rows
display the phases of the methodology and are further divided by the steps necessary to fulfill the
developed methodology. Within each cell, the table also reveals the actions necessary to apply,
evaluate, and disseminate this developed methodology. The next chapter details the methods for
accomplishing this.

3

All tables are in Appendix A, “Tables.”
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Chapter 3
Methods
Developing a methodology to characterize current (Research Question 1) and potential
(Research Question 2) agency use of ECT for fulfilling agency strategies requires multiple
phases and methods. The phases organize the workflow while the mixed qualitative and
quantitative methods (Creswell 2003; Maxwell 2004; Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010;
Onwuegbuzie and Collins 2007) are necessary to provide a variety of perspectives on agency
uses of ECT and to yield findings and results that can be synthesized into a set of metainferences (Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010) about current and potential agency use.
The methodological approaches must fulfill the methodology’s design criteria and vary
by phase. In Phase 1, developing the methodology requires the creation of design criteria and
steps based on an extensive literature review and assessment of best practice. In Phase 2,
applying the methodology to characterize current agency use of ECT requires content analysis
(Krippendorff 1980; Weber 1990; Neuendorf 2002; Grimmer and Stewart 2013; Krippendorff
2013; Potter and Levine-Donnerstein 1999; Stemler 2001); technology assessments (Braun 1998;
European Parliamentary Technology Assessment 2014; Fleischer et al. 2005; Kameoka et al.
2004; Mali 2009; US Department of Energy 2012); and individual interviews (Weiss 1994;
Denzin and Lincoln 2008; Rapley 2007; Maxwell 2004; Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010; Horizon
Scanning Center 2008; Guba and Lincoln 1994). The characterization of potential agency use of
ECT requires individual interviews; plausibility matrices (United Kingdom Government ; Green
et al. 2007; Horizon Scanning Center 2008); and crowd-sourced intelligence (Howe 2006;
Sunstein 2006; Ranard et al. 2014; Briscoe et al. 2015). To produce the crowd-sourced
intelligence, the crowd must in turn draw on trend analysis (Sasuly 1934), forecasting (Cornish
2004; Fowles and Fowles 1978; Schwartz 1996), and foresight (European Commission 2014;
Sanz-Menendez et al. 2001).
In Phase 3, evaluating the methodology requires visual analytics (Börner 2010; Lima
2011; Thomas and Cook 2006; Chen 2008; Keim et al. 2008). In Phase 4, disseminating the
methodology requires only the distribution of the information to researchers, policymakers, and
the general public. These phases and analysis approaches are summarized along with the
research questions, propositions, data collected, and diagnostics in Table 1, “Research Questions
and Propositions Mapped to the Methodology.” This is, of course, a pilot application of the
methodology that can be augmented by applying it to other organizations, different data, or over
time.
In the next four sections, I detail the phases and analysis approaches and then explain
how each section integrates with the others. For each analysis approach, I detail the collection,
organization, analysis, and synthesis processes and conclude with the advantages and
disadvantages of the approach.
3.1 Developing the Methodology
I developed this methodology by balancing the desired outcomes of the methodology—
systematically identifying current and potential agency use of ECT to fulfill agency strategies—
with theoretical work related to methodology development in general and methodologies related
to foresight and ECT in particular.
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3.1.1 Building from Existing Work
To establish the criteria and develop the methodology steps, I built on the theoretical
work related to methodology development that underlies the related existing methodologies with
foresight and ECT as summarized in Table 2, “Overview of Key Methodologies,” especially the
STAR METRICSSM (National Institutes of Health 2015; National Institutes of Health 2014;
National Institutes of Health 2013), RaDiUS (now defunct) (RAND 2015), SciCast (George
Mason University 2015; Twardy et al. 2014), and TechCast Global (George Washington
University 2015; Halal 2013) methodologies. I also studied many proposed systems, especially
Forecasting Future Disruptive Technologies (Committee on Forecasting Future Disruptive
Technologies 2009, 2010) and the system for identifying priority nanotechnology investments
for Thai agriculture (Gerdsri and Kocaoglu 2009).
Table 2, “Overview of Key Methodologies,” displays the relevant methodologies by
agency current and potential use of ECT and by whether the methodology incorporates federal
agency strategies. This table is best read from top to bottom and from left to right to follow the
individual methodologies and to see the gaps in methodologies for characterizing agency use of
ECT. The columns display methodologies by agency current and potential use of ECT and the
organization’s potential use of ECT. The rows display methodologies by whether they
incorporate agency strategies. Within each cell, the table also reveals whether the methodology is
applied (i.e., deployed in some way) or theoretical (i.e., contemplated in a document or on a
website but not deployed). Each cell lists the methodologies that fit in that combination of row
and column. The takeaway from this table is that the methodology developed, applied, evaluated,
and disseminated in this research is necessary to fill major gaps in the applied and theoretical
methodologies currently available.
3.1.2 Establishing the Criteria
To identify the criteria and design a methodology that meets those criteria, I began with
the general criteria for qualitative and quantitative research: trustworthiness for qualitative
research (Denzin and Lincoln 2008; Guba and Lincoln 1994) and external and internal validity,
reliability, and objectivity for quantitative research (Shively 2009; Lewis-Beck et al. 2003;
Hammersley 2003; Ondercin 2003; Brewer 2003; Chen and Krauss 2003). Ontological,
educative, catalytic, and tactical authenticity were not relevant for this approach because this
research does not consider behavior in natural settings (Denzin and Lincoln 2008; James 2008).
Building from existing work, I considered features such as the practicality of
implementing and updating the approach; the ability to model actual and potential agency use of
ECT; and the ability to incorporate potential technologies, platforms, trends, and futures, among
others (cf. Tonn and Stiefel 2013). A methodology for estimating existential risks (Tonn and
Stiefel 2013) and a methodology for forecasting disruptive technologies (Committee on
Forecasting Future Disruptive Technologies 2009, 2010) share many aspects of the outcome
required of this methodology and yield criteria such as the practicality of implementing and
updating the approach and ability to solve the defined problem, respectively.
My preliminary methodology design criteria are detailed in Table 3, “Methodology
Design Criteria and Minimum Standard.” The purpose of this table is to summarize the
methodology design criteria and the minimum standard that must be met for each. This table is
best read from top to bottom and from left to right in order to follow the individual design
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criteria. The columns display the design criteria and the minimum standard that must be met for
each. Each cell displays the minimum standard that must be met for each design criterion.
3.1.3 Identifying the Steps
Based on the design criteria and the existing theoretical work, especially the methodology
for forecasting disruptive technologies (Committee on Forecasting Future Disruptive
Technologies 2010, 2009), the methodology is seven steps: define, collect, organize, analyze,
synthesize, evaluate, and disseminate. In a general application of this methodology, any foresight
problem can be defined for any foresight topic (e.g., all technologies, overpopulation, income
inequality) and the design criteria can be identified so that the remaining steps are consistent
with the defined problem and design criteria. For the specific foresight problem in this research,
details of the seven steps follow and are depicted in Figure 1, “Developed Methodology with
Phases” (inspired by “Conceptual Process Flow for the Persistent Forecasting System”
(Committee on Forecasting Future Disruptive Technologies 2009, 59)).4 The purpose of this
figure is to display the individual phases and the connections in the phases. It is also a useful way
to view the mix of collection inputs; the variety of analysis approaches; and the attention to
synthesis. This figure is best read from top to bottom in order to follow the individual steps
within each phase:
Define. Given the research questions, the defined problem is to identify current and
potential agency use of ECT to fulfill agency strategies.
Collect. Data collection is guided by the defined problem, the design criteria, and the
analysis approaches. For example, the defined problem requires consideration of the ways
government accomplishes things such as contracts, grants, regulations, tax expenditures, and
loan programs (Kettl 2015) and so the collected information was from government employees,
research scientists, online crowds, government reports, online articles, online datasets, and
academic literatures.
Organize. Once data are gathered, and depending on the analysis approach to be used, the
collected data must be organized into a variety of software packages and forms. Data from the
government documents or interviews with government employees that will be analyzed for
content can be organized into content analysis software such as QDA Miner (Peladeau 2013) or
NVivo (NVivo 2014). Data from research scientists and other experts that will be used in
technology assessments and plausibility matrices can be organized into Excel spreadsheets or an
online form. Data for crowd-sourced intelligence can be organized into a MySQL (Oracle
Corporation 2015) database serving a website built in Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP), and the
results can be analyzed in any statistical package. Visual analytics data could be organized in
visual analytics software packages such as Circos (Circos 2013), Gelphi (Gephi 2015), or
Tableau (Chabot et al. 2003).
Analyze. I sought analysis approaches that would answer the research questions and
fulfill the design criteria. This meant identifying multiple analysis approaches to triangulate
findings and results (Jick 1979; Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010; Onwuegbuzie and Collins 2007).
The analysis approaches are summarized at the beginning of the chapter and explained in greater
detail in each of the subsections of Section 3.2, “Applying the Methodology.”

4

All figures are in Appendix B, “Figures.”
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Synthesize. Findings for qualitative approaches and results for quantitative approaches
are summarized into tables so that meta-inferences (Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010) can be drawn
from the findings and results as a whole. Support for the research questions and propositions is
considered.
Evaluate. The entire methodology is studied in comparison to the defined problem and
the research questions that sourced it. Gaps in collection, organization, analysis, and synthesis
(including outcomes) are identified.
Disseminate. Findings, results, and meta-inferences are disseminated to researchers,
policymakers, and the general public so that the current research is known; choices can be made;
and future research can be conducted.
After these steps are handled, researchers can apply it iteratively to keep up with changes
in strategies and ECT. Please see also Figure 1, “Developed Methodology with Phases.”
3.1.4 Integrating with the Other Phases
The methodology is comprised of the seven steps, which are accomplished in the four
phases used to organize this research: 1) Developing; 2) Applying; 3) Evaluating; and 4)
Disseminating. Consistent with outcomes of the methodology generated in the developing phase,
I applied the methodology to two cases, the DOC and the DOE.
3.2 Applying the Methodology
I chose to apply the methodology to two agencies to gauge the differences across
organizations and to avoid tailoring the model to a particular organization. I chose the DOC and
the DOE because both focus on a range of societal benefits from economic growth to public
health and welfare. Both agencies use ECT in their internal operations and to fulfill their
strategic missions. Both engage in strategic planning in the form of agency strategic plans (US
Department of Commerce 2014; US Department of Energy 2014); yet, agency strategic planning
and foresight for use of ECT is mixed. For example, the DOE conducted a Quadrennial
Technology Review to assess a variety of technologies, including some ECT (US Department of
Energy 2011a, 2012). The DOC also seems to recognize an opportunity for increased innovation
and foresight in their planning. In the Fiscal Year (FY) 2016 Congressional Budget Justification,
the agency requests funds for an Idea Lab (representing Innovation, Design, Entrepreneurship,
and Action) and the agency is one of the leads for the President’s National Network for
Manufacturing Innovation initiative (US Department of Commerce 2015b).
The high-level goals for both agencies are summarized in Table 4, “Agency Strategies.”
The purpose of this table is to summarize the language for each agency’s high-level goals
because I use abbreviated versions in the actual document. For example, I refer to Department of
Commerce Goal 1 as DOC Goal 1 throughout the document to conserve space and as DOC 1.0 in
the figures to further conserve space.
Consistent with the defined problem and applying the Phase 2 steps of the
methodology—collect, organize, analyze, and synthesize—I used non-random qualitative
sampling and non-random quantitative sampling (Onwuegbuzie and Collins 2007) across five
analysis approaches to characterize agency use of ECT. Clearly, the application of a
methodology across 6331 agency strategy pages, 61,000 agency employees (US Department of
Commerce 2015a; US Department of Energy 2013), and 1.4 x 1013 potential use cases is still a
pilot. Still, applying the methodology provided preliminary findings and results about the
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theoretical and practical utility of the methodology and yielded useful information for the two
pilot cases.
3.2.1 Content Analysis (Analysis Approach 1)
Content analysis is an appropriate tool for characterizing current agency use of ECT
because strategic documents contain information about priorities and planned investments.
Finding information about those priorities and planned investments means identifying and
collecting strategic documents; organizing them into appropriate software; analyzing them; and
synthesizing the findings into tables by agency strategy and ECT.
3.2.1.1 Collect
I collected data from government documents such as agency strategic plans (US
Department of Commerce 2014; US Department of Energy 2014), Congressional Budget
Justifications (US Department of Commerce 2015b; US Department of Energy 2015), and
Quadrennial Technical Reviews (US Department of Energy 2011a, 2012) (only available for the
DOE). I considered any documents that contained information about government spending on
direct tools of government (e.g., provision of services) or indirect tools of government (e.g.,
contracts and grants) (Kettl 2015) with a special interest in documents that addressed spending
on ECT.
Two alternatives for data collection included using direct reports from agencies or
indirect online database reports from agencies or contractors and grantees. For direct reports
from agencies, I contacted the NSF’s National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics; the
Congressional Budget Office; and each of the Chief Information Officers or Chief Technology
Officers at the agencies. Those who responded confirmed that no data exist that match agency
use of ECT to agency strategies. I also performed extensive searches of agency sites, NSF,
OSTP, performance.gov, science.gov, all of the open data, the Executive Office of the
President’s Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Congressional Research Service (CRS),
Government Accountability Office (GAO), university databases, literature, National Academies
of Science reports, and National Research Council reports to confirm that those organizations are
not compiling or presenting information about current agency use of ECT by project, program, or
strategy.
Other online database reports were not appropriate because agencies do not consistently
or systematically report that information. The NSF only captures aggregate data by category
(National Science Foundation 2013a, 2013b; Yamaner 2015), and the program-level data
collection in STAR METRICSSM (National Institutes of Health 2015; National Institutes of
Health 2014; National Institutes of Health 2013) is not required, complete, or fully-operational.
The STAR METRICSSM data have the most potential for being useful when the system is more
developed and participation has increased but it still will not offer information by technology—
much less ECT—or by agency strategy.
3.2.1.2 Organize
I imported the strategic plans, Congressional Budget Justifications, and quadrennial
technology reviews into QDA Miner (Peladeau 2013) with figures removed. Then, I organized
the documents so that each document formed one case. This yielded 32 documents totaling 6331
pages.
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3.2.1.3 Analyze
I used content analysis, a process for categorizing qualitative texts, to analyze these
documents for current agency use because content analysis is an approach to “making replicable
and valid inferences from data to their context” (Krippendorff 1980, 21). The advantage of
content analysis is that it supports systematic examination of text documents and can even
support quantitative analyses such as inter-coder reliability or frequency calculations (cf. Loia et
al. 2007).
To use the automated text coding and retrieval functions in QDA Miner’s related
application, WordStat (Peladeau 2013), I updated the technology area definitions to match the
definitions used elsewhere in this research and updated the word choices to match. I then trained
and tested the model by successively applying the text-retrieval function in WordStat. For each
of the three cycles, I coded all mentions of technology at the paragraph level so that the coded
material would appear in the context of the surrounding language.
In the first cycle, I conducted a preliminary test of the model in which I hand- and
machine-coded the agencies’ strategies from previous years (US Department of Commerce 2011;
US Department of Energy 2011b). I then performed a visual inspection of the coding agreement
and disagreement lists to look for systematic errors and found none. To calculate inter-coder
reliability, “the extent to which different judges tend to assign exactly the same rating to each
object” (Tinsley and Weiss 2000, 98), between me and the software, I ran Krippendorff’s alpha,
which is appropriate for any number of coders and accounts for chance agreement (Lombard et
al. 2002; Neuendorf 2011) with 10% overlap and code absence as agreement. The
Krippendorff’s alpha for the preliminary test was 0.803, which is considered acceptable for
exploratory analysis of this type (Lombard et al. 2002; Neuendorf 2011).
In the second cycle, I hand- and machine-coded ten percent of the documents in the
actual document set. For each, I performed a visual inspection of the coding agreement and
disagreement lists to look for systematic errors and found none. I also ran Krippendorff’s alpha,
again with 10% overlap and code absence as agreement. The Krippendorff’s alpha was 0.827,
which was again acceptable for this type of research, so I proceeded to the actual analysis.
In the third cycle, I ran the actual analysis, in which I machine-coded all of the strategy
documents. For diagnostics, I performed a visual inspection of the documents to see if anything
important remained uncoded. I also manually updated the codes to eliminate incorrect use of
emerging (e.g., as “emerging leader” or “emerging market”), materials (advanced) (e.g., as
“nuclear materials” and “training materials”), and space (outer) (e.g., as “satellite offices”)
codes.
I used automated text coding and retrieval techniques because it is impractical to code
thousands of pages by hand. The reviews of hand- and machine-coding inter-coder reliability and
the disagreements were necessary to validate the model and the results of the actual analysis on
the data. Additional validation was not necessary because the inter-coder reliability was at least
80% in the first and second cycles; the disagreement lists offered nothing of concern; and I
visually validated the results each time. Given this, it was appropriate to synthesize and present
these results.
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3.2.1.4 Synthesize
After applying content analysis, I had a results list that included the agency technologies
and strategies and information about how they are connected based on position in the actual
documents. These findings are summarized in Chapter 4.
For future applications of this methodology, I would consider using natural language
processing with more advanced machine learning algorithms to increase accuracy and speed (cf.
Briscoe et al. 2015; Lehnert and Ringle 1982; Grimmer and Stewart 2013) as well as ontological
matching (Doan et al. 2004; Ehrig and Sure 2004), which involves finding the correspondences
between different concepts, in this case the technology areas and the agency strategies.
Still, as implemented, this approach met the key requirements for the overall
methodology (please see also Table 5, “Evaluation of Design Criteria, Minimum Threshold, and
Threshold Achieved,” for a summary by criterion and analysis approach). The purpose of this
table is to summarize the evaluation design criteria, minimum threshold required, and actual
threshold achieved for each design criterion. This table is best read from top to bottom and from
left to right in order to follow the individual design criteria. The columns display the minimum
threshold for that design criterion (first column) and then the actual threshold achieved by
analysis approach (remaining columns). Each cell displays a value of low, medium, or high to
denote the actual threshold achieved. This summary display of the criteria confirms that each of
the analysis approaches meets the minimum threshold for the design criteria.
In particular, the trustworthiness criterion—in the form of credibility, transferability,
dependability, and confirmability (Denzin and Lincoln 2008; Guba and Lincoln 1994; Given and
Saumure 2008)—was met by accurately representing the collected data; applicability of this
approach to the same content again would produce the same results as would applying this
approach to similar data from other organizations would produce similar results; and the findings
are consistent with the data. To gather the next set of results about current agency use of ECT, I
conducted technology assessment analysis with expert respondents.
3.2.2 Technology Assessment Analysis (Analysis Approach 2)
Technology assessment is “a systematic attempt to foresee the consequences of
introducing a particular technology in all spheres it is likely to interact with” (Braun 1998, 28).
In other words, technology assessment is the difference between thinking about the effects and
systematically noting implications and connections. Technology assessment analysis is an
appropriate tool for characterizing current agency use of ECT because experts have knowledge
about agency use of technologies that can be meaningfully characterized by technology and
strategy, especially if they can provide a probability to represent their certainty about the
technical feasibility (Clemen and Winkler 1999; French 1983; Jacobs 1995). This is an important
approach to characterizing the ECT that agencies are using now because it combines actual
research on the agency with extensive experience. Results are achieved by identifying and
collecting information about the agencies by line office and strategy; organizing the information
into a matrix; gaining responses; analyzing the responses; and synthesizing the results into tables
by agency strategy and ECT.
3.2.2.1 Collect
Collecting emerging technology definitions, agency strategies, and agency line office
summaries was necessary in order to provide a summary of the day-to-day work of the agency
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components and how ECT and agency strategies might relate. I collected data about every office
in each of the pilot agencies, beginning at the level of the Office of the Secretary and
encompassing constituent offices within the component offices and administrations. For the
DOC, I collected information about 241 offices or entities. For the DOE, I collected information
about 266 offices or entities. That information, combined with the experts’ extensive personal
knowledge, provided the background for assessing the likelihoods of particular ECT supporting
particular strategies now. The data matrix contained the following tabs: instructions; agency and
office information that included the level within the organization, a description, and a link to the
appropriate website for more information; and the actual matrix with the agency strategies on the
x-axis and the ECT categories along the y-axis to produce 850 combinations of ECT and
strategies for the expert respondents to code.
Technology assessment depends upon experts with knowledge about the agency, the
technology, and current application of the technology within the agency. I restricted expert
respondents to people who had extensive experience with the agencies through at least two of the
following roles: employee, contractor, or interagency involvement. My intention was to ensure
that the knowledge underlying the collection was sound. However, requiring extensive and
current knowledge of both agencies severely limited my potential pool of respondents, which is a
restriction that could be eased for future applications of this methodology by requiring less
breadth of expertise or by asking expert respondents to provide answers only for parts of the
strategies or the agencies.
Expert respondents were selected based on their background knowledge per their
education and work experience (Camerer and Johnson 1997; Meyer and Booker 2001; Hora
2007) and the diversity of backgrounds (Meyer and Booker 2001). Only individuals who were
confident about their knowledge of the technologies and the agencies agreed to complete the
matrix, which confirmed their expertise and thus the value of their information. For this analysis
approach, four expert respondents met the criteria.
These four expert respondents coded the current agency use of ECT as follows:
§ 1 = there is a 0% probability that this technology is supporting this strategy now;
§ 2 = there is a 25% probability that this technology is supporting this strategy now;
§ 3 = there is a 50% probability that this technology is supporting this strategy now;
§ 4 = there is a 75% probability that this technology is supporting this strategy now;
and
§ 5 = there is a 100% probability that this technology is supporting this strategy now.
I based this scale on the literature on Likert-type scale development (Likert 1974; Hinkin
1995; Clark and Watson 1995), choosing to include an odd number of choices because that is
what people are used to and because it has a clear midpoint even though it may produce a
slightly higher mean score than an even number of choices (Dawes 2008). The importance of
wording that denotes a mostly equal step between each code to produce interval data (Carifio and
Perla 2007) was satisfied with the even probability intervals.
Three potential concerns about this analysis approach require attention: the low number
of expert respondents (n = 4); the heavy reliance on expert respondents’ personal knowledge and
experience; and the potential flaws in the scale. The low number of expert respondents is not a
concern because these are the expert respondents with expertise about current agency use based
on their academic training and work experience. Heavy reliance on personal knowledge is not a
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concern in this case as I know the expert respondents and am familiar with their knowledge and
experience. Finally, the potential flaws in my scale are offset by the consistent use.
Alternatives for data collection included deploying the matrix at each organization; data
collection mandated by staffers in the Executive Office of the President’s Office of Science and
Technology Policy; or data collection requested by staffers at the NSF. None of those approaches
was appropriate because the mandates and requests are unlikely absent an executive branch
project or legislative branch requirement. Moreover, this type of massive data collection from
agencies is difficult. Even with a mandate from the heads of agency or the Executive Office of
the President, responses are slow, incomplete, and overall response rates can be low.
3.2.2.2 Organize
I organized the respondent data into an Excel spreadsheet and captured expert respondent
comments and concerns. I also removed personally-identifying information.
3.2.2.3 Analyze
I aggregated the probabilities using the linear opinion pool technique (Jacobs 1995;
Genest and McConway 1990; Stone 1961), which involves combining the experts’ distributions
into a new distribution but with weighted responses. Even weighting of the responses (i.e., a
simple mean) is appropriate in this case because the four expert respondents had equal personal
experience with ECT in general, and the agencies’ current use of them in particular. They also
received the same instructions and background information prior to completing the matrix.
I conducted a sensitivity analysis (Gerdsri and Kocaoglu 2009; Caswell and Shyu 2012)
of the results to understand the variability of the assessments above and below the “Current Use”
threshold set in the analysis. A mix of agreement and disagreement is expected for this type of
research (Mumpower and Stewart 1996; Meyer and Booker 2001) because of variations in
personal experience. Disagreement highlights different ways of looking at a problem area
(Mumpower and Stewart 1996; Meyer and Booker 2001), especially if it is multi-disciplinary
(Mumpower and Stewart 1996) as this problem area was.
I considered other analysis approaches, especially supra-Bayesian, which involves
combining the experts’ probability distribution with any decision maker’s prior distribution using
Bayes’ theorem (Jacobs 1995; French 1983; Gelfand et al. 1995). However, I discarded it
because, although it does not increase additional analytical advantage, it does decrease
transparency, one of the required criteria for the overall methodology.
3.2.2.4 Synthesize
After applying technology assessment analysis, I had a data set with the agency
technologies, the agency strategies, and probabilities about how each could be used now to fulfill
the agency strategies. These findings are summarized in Chapter 4, “Findings, Results, and
Meta-inferences.”
As implemented, this approach met the requirements for the overall methodology (please
see also Table 5, “Evaluation of Design Criteria, Minimum Threshold, and Threshold Achieved,”
for a summary by criterion and analysis approach). In particular, the external validity
(generalizability) criterion (Shively 2009; Ondercin 2003), was met by controlling the three main
threats with a pool of experts; a realistic environment; and no opportunity for testing effects
because it was too simple to require a pre-test or other requests that might bewilder or confuse
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respondents. Internal validity in the form of confidence that the independent variable has a causal
relationship with the dependent variable (Crano et al. 2014; Creswell 2003; Brewer 2003) is not
relevant because this analysis approach is an aggregation of simple probabilities. Reliability in
the form of consistent responses over multiple measurements (Creswell 2003; Chen and Krauss
2003) is present because the expert respondents were familiar with the agencies, questions, and
technologies. I supported that familiarity with hundreds of summaries of office-level work and
with definitions for each of the technologies. Objectivity in the form of unbiased inquiry (Crano
et al. 2014; Hammersley 2003) was met by the fact that none of the expert respondents has a
particular interest or connection with any of the responses or the outcomes of this research.
This was the right approach for this part of the methodology because it provided the
information I sought in a way that met the criteria for the overall methodology. To gather the
final set of findings about current agency use of ECT, I conducted individual interviews with
government employees at the two agencies.
3.2.3 Individual Interviews (Analysis Approach 3)
Qualitative individual interviews (Maxwell 1996) are an appropriate tool for
characterizing current and potential agency use of ECT because they provide insight into the use
and the considerations surrounding that use, or lack thereof. I also collected information about
each employee’s perceived future and other concerns they have related to agency uses of ECT.
3.2.3.1 Collect
I interviewed five government employees at the DOC and five government employees at
the DOE, each of whom represented varying levels of public administration from mid-level
manager through assistant secretary. One employee from each agency held a position with an
explicit focus on policy and planning. An eleventh interview subject was a former DOE
employee who also had served as a staffer for the US Congress and in the Executive Office of
the President. These qualitative research interviews were open-ended conversations in which I
sought to obtain knowledge about the employee’s use of ECT for their own job and in fulfillment
of the agency’s strategies. I also sought answers about the employee’s considerations when
contemplating ECT search and adoption, each employee’s view of the future, and any other
considerations they thought were important to my inquiry.
Individual interviews have the benefit of adding insight and depth while allowing
connections and insights into the big picture. The disadvantage is that all of the potential subjects
(in this case 61,000 government employees at the two agencies (US Department of Commerce
2015a; US Department of Energy) cannot be interviewed so I selected a consistent number of
typical government employees from each agency (Meyer and Booker 2001). To be consistent, I
worked from the Miles and Huberman (2002) checklist to develop my interviewing strategy:
1. Relevant to the conceptual framework and research questions: Each government
employee was familiar with current and potential agency use of ECT for themselves
and the agency (and their lack of familiarity in some cases also was instructive);
2. Generate rich information about the phenomena: Each government employee had a
lot to share about the topic;
3. Enhances the generalizability of the findings: This was not a goal of these interviews;
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4. Produces believable descriptions and explanations: Given the convergence in answers
between and within agencies and my personal and research experience with these
agencies, the resulting descriptions and explanations are believable;
5. Is ethical: I had permission from the respondents to ask questions; ensured their
comfort with pre-conversation materials; and offered a comfortable environment in
their office or over the phone. I also had approval from the University of Tennessee’s
Institutional Review Board (please see also Appendix D, “Status of Certificate of
Exemption for Human Subjects,” for details); and
6. Is feasible: It was feasible to have these conversations as a mix of in-person
conversations and phone conversations.
Interviews were conducted from December 2013 through February 2014 in Washington,
District of Columbia; New York, New York; and by teleconference. The domain of inquiry was
current and potential use of ECT by government in two main areas: 1) their work to handle the
agency’s day-to-day activities; and 2) the agency’s work to fulfill the strategies and thus serve
the nation (e.g., support economic growth or public health and welfare).
I was guided in the interviews by the questions listed in Table 6, “Types of Interview
Questions,” but, consistent with qualitative interview strategies, I followed the flow of the
conversation and the subject’s knowledge to ask additional questions or variations of these
questions. I limited the interviews to these ten government employees because the overall
methodology has to be reasonably implementable for other agencies and organizations and the
mid-to-high-level employees had knowledge about science and technology strategy and policy.
Interviewing federal agency employees allowed me to identify areas of agreement and
disagreement between the secondary sources (e.g., Congressional Budget Justifications or
website information about the various offices) and actual agency employee experiences. The
interviews were especially useful because they allowed me to ask detailed questions about ECT
and to follow up with clarifying questions. They also yielded a great deal of information about
the various approaches agency employees take when searching for ECT and the considerations
agency employees must address to consider or adopt a technology for their own use or in support
of the agency’s strategy.
Conducting qualitative research interviews aided data collection by giving me insight into
individual experiences within the agency and by revealing their knowledge about agency use of
ECT on their own and in support of agency strategies. I considered two alternative collection
methods: observation (Maxwell 2004) and open-ended questionnaires (Roberts et al. 2014;
Krosnick 1999). Observation was infeasible because I sought a balanced set of subjects ranging
from agency employees who use technology sporadically to agency employees who deal with
technology portfolios daily. Observation may have yielded answers about current technology use
but not the answers about current potential or future potential use. Questionnaires were infeasible
because so many answers required follow up questions. Moreover, many of the people I
interviewed were both busy and senior, characteristics that disinclined them to accept the
interview request, much less use their time to complete a questionnaire. Qualitative interviews
allowed me to explicitly address the research questions with the people who had the answers.
Table 6, “Types of Interview Questions,” summarizes the interview questions I asked by
the areas of inquiry. This table is best read from top to bottom and from left to right in order to
follow the individual design criteria. The columns display the area of inquiry and the sample
questions asked for each. Each cell displays sample interview questions.
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3.2.3.2 Organize
I organized the material by typing all of the answers into Microsoft Word. I then created
a QDA Miner project with one record per interview so that I could code the conversations based
on the methodology.
3.2.3.3 Analyze
To analyze the interviews, I coded each record with codes for each of the two research
questions, search for emerging technologies, considerations in the adoption of emerging
technologies, and the imagined future. Using QDA Miner to code the information (Rapley 2007;
Neuendorf 2002) allowed me to use multiple codes for the same statements, where appropriate,
and allowed me to create a summary table of comments by research question, search for
emerging technologies, considerations in the adoption of emerging technologies, and the
imagined future, which I then synthesized.
3.2.3.4 Synthesize
I synthesized these findings by research question, area of interest, and agency (please see
Chapter 4, “Findings, Results, and Meta-inferences”). This was the right approach for this part of
the methodology because it allowed me to ask direct questions and visit the offices, which
provided context for the answers.
This approach met the two key qualitative requirements for the overall methodology
(please see also Table 5, “Evaluation of Design Criteria, Minimum Threshold, and Threshold
Achieved,” for a summary by criterion and analysis approach). In particular, the trustworthiness
criterion—in the form of credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Denzin
and Lincoln 2008; Guba and Lincoln 1994; Given and Saumure 2008)—was met by accurately
representing the conversations and the underlying context; applicability of this approach and the
findings to other data in other public or private organizations; the fact that applying this approach
to similar data from other organizations would produce a similar structure and the information
could vary as necessary; and the findings are consistent with the data.
The first three approaches provided insight into the first research question, Are ECT
being used to fulfill agency strategic plans (current use)? This last approach, individual
interviews, also began to answer the second research question, Could ECT be used more
extensively to fulfill agency strategic plans (potential use)? The next two approaches provide
more answers to the second research question.
3.2.4 Plausibility Matrix Analysis (Analysis Approach 4)
Plausibility matrices help groups understand which connections are most probable in the
future (Horizon Scanning Center 2008; United Kingdom Government 2004; Green et al. 2007),
which can support prioritization for future search or investment. Plausibility matrix analysis is an
appropriate tool for characterizing potential agency use of ECT because the expert respondents
have knowledge about the technologies and the agency strategies and can provide informed
responses about the technical feasibility of the technologies supporting the strategies now or by
2050. Finding information about those probabilities means identifying and collecting information
about the technologies and agency line offices; organizing them into a matrix; collecting expert
responses; and synthesizing the results into a table by agency strategy and ECT.
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3.2.4.1 Collect
This analysis approach required emerging technologies, agency line office information,
and agency strategies, which were collected as described for the Technology Assessment
Analysis (Analysis Approach 2), above. The data matrix contained the following tabs:
instructions; agency and office information that included the level within the organization, a
description, and a link to the appropriate website for more information; and the actual matrix
with the agency strategies on the x-axis and the ECT categories along the y-axis to produce 850
combinations of ECT and strategies.
I asked expert respondents to exercise judgment and make conclusions about an unknown
quality (Amer and Daim 2013; Rohrbaugh 1979), in this case the technical feasibility of applying
a particular ECT to a particular agency strategy based on the provided information about the
current agency line offices; the ECT themselves; and the current agency strategies. Expert
respondents were characterized by background knowledge based on education and work
experience (Camerer and Johnson 1997; Meyer and Booker 2001) and the diversity of
backgrounds (Meyer and Booker 2001). When considering the future, between eight and ten
expert respondents are considered appropriate because they are the people with enough
information about the agencies and the technologies to provide this type of input (Meyer and
Booker 2001). Ten expert respondents provided information for this analysis approach.
These ten expert respondents—social and natural scientists with extensive expertise (and
often doctorates) in fields ranging from management to physics—each completed the
spreadsheet by coding the probability of a particular area of technology (e.g., cognitive science
or quantum computing) supporting a particular strategy (e.g., DOC FY 2014 - FY 2018 Goal 1,
Trade and Investment: “Expand the US economy through increased exports and inward foreign
investment that lead to more and better American jobs” (US Department of Commerce 2014, 6)).
Although these future events have not happened, they can have degrees of probability (Becker
and Brownson 1964). The ten expert respondents coded the connection now or in the future
between a funded technology and an agency strategy as follows:
§ 1 = there is a 0% probability of this technology supporting this strategy by 2050;
§ 2 = there is a 25% probability of this technology supporting this strategy by 2050;
§ 3 = there is a 50% probability of this technology supporting this strategy by 2050;
§ 4 = there is a 75% probability of this technology supporting this strategy by 2050; and
§ 5 = there is a 100% probability of this technology supporting this strategy by 2050.
Three potential concerns in this analysis approach require attention: the low number of
expert respondents (n = 10); the heavy reliance on expert respondents’ personal knowledge and
experience; and the potential flaws in the scale. The low number of expert respondents is not a
concern because I am characterizing knowledge of potential agency use and these are the expert
respondents with that expertise based on their academic training and work experience. Heavy
reliance on personal knowledge is not a concern in this case because I know the expert
respondents and am familiar with their knowledge and experience. The potential flaws in my
scale are offset by the consistent use.
Alternatives for data collection included open-ended surveys and Delphi sessions
(European Commission 2014; Green et al. 2007) in which experts could independently or
collectively discuss their expectations and analysis in several rounds of conversation until they
aligned on their foresight expectations. None were appropriate because of the reasons mentioned
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for all of the previous approaches. In particular, Delphi sessions were inappropriate because I
was not seeking open-ended qualitative feedback.
3.2.4.2 Organize
I organized the respondent data into an Excel spreadsheet. I also removed personallyidentifying information.
3.2.4.3 Analyze
I aggregated the probabilities using the linear opinion pool technique (Jacobs 1995;
Genest and McConway 1990; Stone 1961), which involves combining the experts’ distributions
into a new distribution with weighted responses. The even weighting of the responses (i.e., a
simple mean) is appropriate because the ten expert respondents had equal personal experience
with ECT in general and the agencies’ potential use of them in particular. They also received the
same instructions and background information prior to completing the matrix.
I conducted a sensitivity analysis (Gerdsri and Kocaoglu 2009; Caswell and Shyu 2012)
of the results to understand the variability of the assessments above and below the “Current Use”
threshold set in the analysis. This approach evidenced strong agreement, which is consistent with
the underlying knowledge of the expert respondents and a general statistical tendency for the
mean correlation between the median and true answer to increase with increasing sample size
(Dalkey et al. 1969).
3.2.4.4 Synthesize
After the plausibility matrix analysis, I had a data set with the agency technologies and
strategies as well as some information about the probabilities of them being connected now or in
the future. These results are summarized in Chapter 4, “Findings, Results, and Meta-inferences.”
As before, I considered the supra-Bayesian aggregation approach (Jacobs 1995; French
1983; Gelfand et al. 1995). However, I again discarded it because it does not increase additional
analytical advantage but it does decrease transparency, one of the required criteria for the overall
methodology.
This analysis approach has the advantage of meeting the methodological design criteria.
It offers high transparency and coherence of inputs and outputs and high acceptability in the
sense that linear opinion pooling has been used in other research (Genest and McConway 1990;
Jacobs 1995; Stone 1961). This approach also met the two key quantitative requirements for the
overall methodology (please see also Table 5, “Evaluation of Design Criteria, Minimum
Threshold, and Threshold Achieved,” for a summary by criterion and analysis approach). In
particular, the external validity (generalizability) criterion (Shively 2009; Ondercin), was met by
controlling the three main threats with a representative sample; a realistic environment; and no
opportunity for testing effects because there was no need for pre-tests or other bewilderment of
the expert respondents.
Internal validity in the form of confidence that the independent variable has a causal
relationship with the dependent variable (Crano et al. 2014; Creswell 2003; Brewer 2003) is not
relevant because this analysis approach is an aggregation of simple probabilities. Reliability in
the form of consistent responses over multiple measurements (Creswell 2003; Chen and Krauss
2003) is present because the expert respondents were familiar with the agencies, questions, and
individual technologies. I supported that familiarity with hundreds of summaries of line office
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work and with definitions for each of the technologies. Objectivity in the form of unbiased
inquiry (Crano et al. 2014; Hammersley 2003) was met by the fact that neither the participants
nor I had any interest or connection with a particular response or a general outcome to this
research.
This was the right approach for this part of the methodology because it yielded informed
probabilities that a particular ECT would be useful in fulfilling a particular agency strategy. It
also complements the next analysis approach, crowd-sourced intelligence.
3.2.5 Crowd-sourced Intelligence (Analysis Approach 5)
To gather additional information about technologies that could be used now and in the
future, I applied crowd-sourced intelligence (Howe 2006; Sunstein 2006) in which members of
the general public apply trend analysis, consideration of data that is changing in a consistent
direction over time (Sasuly 1934; Schwartz 1996), and forecasting, considering potential futures
(1973; European Commission 2014), to offer foresight on an issue. I designed a public website,
www.foresightchallenge.org, where users are presented with data and must identify an approach
for using that data to address the related strategy (see Figure 2, “‘Connect Technologies’
Example from The Foresight Challenge”). This is an appropriate tool for characterizing potential
agency use of ECT because crowd-sourced intelligence is a “…process by which the power of
the many can be leveraged to accomplish feats that were once the province of a specialized few”
(Howe 2006, 1; Sunstein 2006). Crowd-sourcing speeds medical advances (Swan 2012; Ranard
et al. 2014), earthquake damage assessments (Barrington et al. 2012), and disaster relief (Gao et
al. 2011), among other activities. In addition, it allows for general public answers to a problem;
the value of those answers or prioritizations can be used as they are or can be further vetted by
experts.
3.2.5.1 Collect
Data were collected in two parts: collecting the data for the website databases and
collecting data from answers on the site. To build the website databases, I collected emerging
technologies, agency strategies, platforms, global trends, potential futures, and societal
risks/benefits, as described above. The data collected from the answers on the website include
potential uses of ECT for fulfilling agency strategies; the technical feasibility of that technology
fulfilling that strategy by 2050; and the societal benefit of that technology fulfilling that strategy.
I also collected information about the particular societal benefit areas supported.
In part one, building the website databases, I collected the following data to populate the
website databases:
§ Agency missions and strategies as listed in the agency strategic plans (count = 50);
§ Emerging technologies per extensive searches of agency grants awarded and the
literature searches detailed below (count = 1110);
§ Platforms based on literature searches (count = 73). The platforms are all nouns and
that list on an extensive search of the various platforms that are supporting or could
support converging technologies. The criteria for adding a new platform to the list are
that it had to appear: 1) in the list of emerging technologies; or 2) individual searches
of nouns related to technology;
§ Global trends and forecasts based on the Tonn (2010) global trends and forecasts list
and expanded via an extensive search (count = 363). The Tonn global trends and
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forecasts list reflects more than half a decade of research and collection and is divided
into topic areas ranging from socio-demographic to technological. For trends, defined
as the tendency of a set of variables to increase or decrease over time (Clarke 2003;
Bianchi et al. 1999; Schwartz 1996), sample data are based on the same
month/period/quarter wherever possible to minimize seasonal variability effects. For
forecasts, in this case potential future events in a particular topic area, sample data
also are based on consistent timing and ranges wherever possible;
Potential futures based on sets of medium- and long-range scenarios by the United
Nations Economic Program (2007) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (2000), respectively (count = 8);
Societal risks/benefits based on President Obama’s Executive Order: “[o]ur
regulatory system must protect public health, welfare, safety, and our environment
while promoting economic growth, innovation, competitiveness, and job creation”
(Executive Office of the President 2011) (count = 7); and
Data collection for converging technologies was not necessary because they are
defined as the combination of an emerging technology with another emerging
technology or on a platform.

The emerging technologies list is based on a variety of sources, among them:
§ Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Technology Review (Massachusetts Institute
of Technology 2013). This list, curated by the senior editors at the publication, is an
appropriate foundational measure of emerging technologies because the editors are
immersed in technology news, especially regarding emerging technologies. Also, the
Technology Review has published the lists consistently since 2003, which provides an
eleven-year history with ten emerging technologies per year;
§ Annotated bibliographies published on Kurzweil’s Accelerating Intelligence website
(Kurzweil 2013);
§ Articles from The Futurist: A Magazine of Forecasts, Trends, and Ideas about the
Future (World Future Society 2013a);
§ Articles from World Future Review: A Journal of Strategic Foresight (World Future
Society 2013b);
§ Projects funded (and not canceled) by the Department of Defense’s Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
2013); Office of the Director of National Intelligence’s Intelligence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity 2013);
and the Department of Energy’s Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy
(Advanced Research Projects Agency - Energy 2013). These are especially helpful
because they are examples of indirect tools for government action (Kettl 2015);
§ Breakthroughs in the European Union (cf. Future Emerging Technologies Flagship
Initiatives (European Commission 2013) or Imec (Imec 2013), Korea (cf. (Seoul
National University 2013)), and Israel (Samid 2009);
§ Papers from International Conferences such as the International Conference & Expo
on Emerging Technologies for a Smarter World (Center of Excellence in Wireless &
Information Technology 2013), MIT Technology Review EmTech (MIT
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[Massachusetts Institute of Technology] Technology Review 2013), and O’Reilly
Emerging Technology Conference (O'Reilly Media 2013); and
§ The annual list from the World Economic Forum Global Agenda Council on
Emerging Technologies (World Economic Forum 2013).
Work performed by National Nanotechnology Initiative Centers and Networks, work performed
by biotechnology research centers, and projects funded by venture capitalists (e.g., Intel Capital,
Felicis Ventures, Sequoia Capital, First Round Capital, or Kickstarter.com) was captured in part
through the MIT and Kurzweil lists.
Relative to potential uses of ECT, global trends and forecasts underpin thinking about the
future as extensions of the past or in its own right. Global trends could include the increase in US
cities with more than one million inhabitants (by count) (Gibson 1998; Fey 2012); the decrease
in the growth rate of people working from home (Global Workplace Analytics 2013); or the
increase in the daily average volume of foreign exchange transactions (in US dollars) (Bank for
International Settlements 2013). The list is based on trends published in bestselling books like
Megatrends (Naisbitt and Cracknell 1984), popular press publications such as the New York
Times or the Wall Street Journal, and journals such as Futures.
Relative to potential uses of ECT, potential futures also support futures thinking.
However, few scholars or organizations publish general lists of scenarios so lists of potential
futures are rare or incomplete. Most scenarios are written for a particular line of business or area
of study. In fact, the two sets of futures scenarios I chose were published for environmental
studies, but they are appropriate for this research because they do not have an environmental
focus and are collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive (Rasiel 1999; Minto 1996). The
four medium-term regional and global scenarios (United Nations Environment Programme 2007)
are organized by the underlying societal focus: Markets First, Policy First, Security First, and
Sustainability First whereas the four long-term regional and global scenarios (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change 2000) range from a world with rapid economic growth to a world with
local solutions for economic, social, and environmental sustainability. Together, these mediumand long-term scenarios offer eight different views of the future, each of which could lead to
different ways of characterizing potential agency use of technology.
To avoid classified material—and to minimize conversations about harming others—all
data for and from the website excludes content or answers that are intelligence- or defenserelated.
In part two of the data collection, I designed a website interface and instructions that were
intuitive and engaging. I based the connections between agency strategies, ECT, platforms,
global trends/forecasts, and potential futures on the literature review and the underlying theories
of this research. I based the technical feasibility (probability) and societal benefit (priority) scales
on the literature on Likert-type scale development (Likert 1974; Hinkin 1995; Clark and Watson
1995), choosing to include an odd number of choices because the scale with my preferred
language came in either five or seven choices (Vagias 2006) even though it may produce a
slightly higher mean score than an even number of choices (Dawes 2008). The importance of
wording that denotes a mostly equal step between each code to produce interval data (Carifio and
Perla 2007) was satisfied by an existing list of Likert-type scale response anchors (Vagias 2006).
To connect technologies to agency strategies, users visit www.foresightchallenge.org
(Stiefel 2015). After reading the case details, the user answers with an approach to connecting
the ECT, platform, global trend or forecast, and potential future with the agency strategy. They
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can hover over any term for a description and reference. If the user does not want to consider the
content in a particular box, he or she clicks the corner of the box to delete it. If the user does not
want to answer or does not want the answer to be counted (e.g., if practicing), he or she clicks
“Skip Case.” The user concludes by clicking to account for the societal benefits and risks of the
answer; to note the priority for federal investment (considering only the societal benefits and
risks); and to note the probability that this technology or these technologies could support the
provided strategy by 2050 (considering only the technical feasibility). Users must consider at
least one ECT and the given agency strategy to submit a case or users can choose to “Skip Case.”
Please see the example in Figure 2, “‘Connect Technologies’ Example from The Foresight
Challenge.”
Figure 2 shows a sample entry screen for connecting ECT with agency strategies.
Consistent with the concepts of producing converging technologies by combining two emerging
technologies or by combining one emerging technology on a platform, this figure depicts the
website’s approach to serving up at least one emerging technology and then randomly adding
another emerging technology, a platform, or both. This allows the agency strategy to be
connected with a potential use of an emerging and/or converging technology. The figure also
displays a randomly added global trend and a potential future so that the user also can consider
the direction of a change or the potential future in which the change is already a fact. As the
figure shows, the site allows the user to ignore all of the factors except the agency strategy and at
least one of the emerging technologies in case the factors are nonsensical or, more likely, in case
the user is unable to consider all of the factors simultaneously. Gaining insight into variations in
mixes of converging technologies, global trends, and potential futures using those data prompts
also is helpful. This figure is best read from left to right to follow the individual factors and then
from top to bottom to consider the answer and the various societal benefits, risks, and ratings.
To rate other users’ answers for technical feasibility (probability) and societal benefit
(priority), users visit www.foresightchallenge.org (Stiefel 2015). After reading the case details,
the user may click to note the priority for federal investment (considering only the societal
benefits and risks); and the probability that this technology or these technologies could support
the provided strategy by 2050 (considering only the technical feasibility). Please see the example
in Figure 3, “‘Rate Other Answers’ Example from The Foresight Challenge.”
Figure 3 shows a sample entry screen for rating other users’ answers. Consistent with the
concept of learning what the mix of respondents on the website think about the various answers,
this allows the answer provided by another user to be rated based on the priority for federal
investment (from not a priority to essential) and based on the probability of this technology
supporting this strategy by 2050 (from 0% to 100%). This figure is best read from left to right to
follow the individual factors and then from top to bottom to consider the answer and the various
societal benefits, risks, and ratings.
Users learned about the website through a variety of avenues. I shared the information
with researchers via colleagues and friends. I shared the information with government employees
via the Chief Information Officers and Chief Technology Officers at the DOC and DOE and the
individual interview subjects. I shared the information with the general public via the creators of
related foresight websites (George Washington University 2015; George Mason University 2015;
Code for America 2014) and colleagues. In each communication, I invited people to participate
and to share the link with their friends and colleagues. Given that there are 1.4 x 1013
(14,947,985,052,000) possible cases, and given the potential variety of ideas for each case, there
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are plenty of opportunities to engage for any number of people to provide any type of
information, the definition of crowd-sourced. Analysis in this research is based on the initial 23
registered users who entered 62 answers.
Alternatives for data collection included addressing each of the cases myself; assigning
cases to respondents, including those who informed the technology assessment analysis and
plausibility matrix analysis; or using a genetic algorithm, which involves solving the
optimization problem using the algorithms of inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover
(Goldberg 2002; Whitley 1994) to find the most likely viable cases. None were appropriate
because of the level of effort required to address so many cases and because the increased
complexity of each alternative approach reduces the transparency and understandability.
3.2.5.2 Organize
Data were organized on the website so that users could interact in two different ways: to
connect technologies or to rate other users’ answers. Answers from the website were exported
from the administrator’s panel and organized in an Excel spreadsheet.
3.2.5.3 Analyze
Users analyze the data to enter two different types of answers
1. Connect technologies: For some or all of the areas of interest—emerging technology,
converging technology, platform, global trend, potential future, and agency
strategy—user can enter an answer or “Skip Case.” They then click one or more of
the societal benefits/risks. Finally, they rate their own answer based on technical
feasibility (probability) and societal benefit (priority).
2. Rate other users’ answers: For each answer presented by the website, users rate others
users’ answers based on technical feasibility (probability) and societal benefit
(priority).
I analyzed user data to produce a summary table of findings in Chapter 4, “Findings,
Results, and Meta-inferences,” by technical feasibility (probabilities aggregated) and societal
benefit (priorities aggregated). Findings and Results.” I did not run diagnostics because these are
descriptive data and only partially descriptive at that.
3.2.5.4 Synthesize
This was the right approach for this part of the methodology because it generated
interesting answers from a mixed group of users. It also informed users and raised awareness
about the opportunities to use ECT to fulfill agency strategies. The best advantage of this
approach is that it acknowledges wild card technologies and applications (Taleb 2010;
Committee on Forecasting Future Disruptive Technologies 2010, 2009). We can look for
signposts (Schwartz 1996) that indicate unintended consequences and this approach is a great
start at finding those signposts. For future applications of the methodology, however, I would
consider genetic algorithms and ontological matching, with the descriptions, advantages, and
disadvantages mentioned above.
Still, as implemented, this approach met the two key qualitative requirements for the
overall methodology (please see also Table 5, “Evaluation of Design Criteria, Minimum
Threshold, and Threshold Achieved,” for a summary by criterion and analysis approach). In
particular, the trustworthiness criterion—in the form of credibility, transferability, dependability,
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and confirmability (Denzin and Lincoln 2008; Guba and Lincoln 1994; Given and Saumure
2008)—was met by accurately representing the matrix and the collected data; applicability of
this approach and the findings to other data in other public or private organizations; the fact that
applying this approach to similar data from other organizations would produce similar results;
and the findings are consistent with the data.
3.2.6 Integrating the Approaches
These approaches are connected by the agency use questions they answer (e.g.,
Approaches 1, 2, and 3 each answer questions about current agency use of ECT while
Approaches 3, 4, and 5 answer questions about potential use) and the sources they use (e.g.,
Approaches 2 and 4 both rely on experts whereas Approaches 3 and 5 rely on information from
the agencies themselves). Also important, Approaches 2, 4, 5, and 6 include a measure for the
technical feasibility (probability) of the ECT supporting the agency strategies and Approaches 5
and 6 also include a measure for societal benefit (priority). Please see Figure 4, “Integrating the
Approaches,” for a visual summary of the relationships between the agency current and potential
uses; the data sources; and the analysis approaches. This figure is best read from bottom to top to
follow the individual analysis approaches and the related sources.
Approach 6, visual analytics, addressed in the next section, is designed to evaluate both
the current and potential uses research questions using these findings and results. I also discuss
the integration of this sixth approach with the other five approaches.
3.3 Evaluating the Methodology
I evaluated the methodology by reconsidering the defined problem and identifying gaps
in the development, application, evaluation, or dissemination, and I employ Analysis Approach
6, visual analytics, to consider the connections between the various findings and results.
3.3.1 Reconsider the Defined Problem
Reconsidering the defined problem requires asking a series of questions: Is this defined
problem still relevant? In what ways should it be restated or changed completely? Given the
literature review, are there other questions I should be asking? Given the findings, results, and
meta-inferences (Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010), should the current problem be redefined? Are
there new problems that must be defined and addressed? Answers to these questions provided no
reasons to reconsider the defined problem.
3.3.2 Identify Gaps
I identified gaps in the application of the methodology by considering the overall
methodology, each approach, and the gaps in the application of each approach. Then, I created
visual analytics (Thomas and Cook 2006) to support the evaluation of the gaps.
3.3.2.1 Gaps in Developing
The biggest challenge in developing the methodology was distinguishing the construct
for ECT and distinguishing potential current use versus potential use in the future. Distinguishing
the construct for ECT was handled by including all ECT in the model without distinction.
Similarly, distinguishing potential current use versus potential use in the future also was not
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important to this research because any potential use can help fulfill an agency strategy and the
technical feasibility provides probability information about that likelihood.
3.3.2.2 Gaps in Applying
Gaps in applying are identified by identifying gaps in collection, organization, analysis,
or synthesis. For clarity, I detailed each of those potential gaps in the next subsection, 3.3.3,
“Analyze Gaps.” As a whole, however, four items are worth nothing relative to collection,
organization, analysis, and synthesis. First, the gaps in current use and potential use collection
are inevitable aspects of this study. As anticipated, the lack of centralized or coordinated federal
data collection approach and individual agency unwillingness to participate drove those gaps, as
did expert respondent disagreement about current uses. Also anticipated, the infinite nature of the
potential futures and cases drives the gaps in the potential use collection. Neither of these gaps
detracts from the quality or utility of the conclusions because the design and application of this
methodology still provides important information about the categories of ECT that are or could
be used, including technical feasibility (probabilities) and societal benefit (priorities) ratings.
Second, gaps in organization are unlikely given my careful attention to detail. However,
data, findings, and results are available in the attachments as “File 1. Data” and “File 2. Findings
and Results” to allow verification of the data organization and the replication of the attendant
findings and results.
Third, for each approach, the analysis was carefully conducted to avoid incorrect results
or conclusions. As noted in each approach section, there were trade-offs in the analysis and the
diagnostics that must be considered in future applications of the methodology, but none was
sufficient to generate concerns with the overall methodology or the findings and results. Critics
could argue for more complex analysis approaches. However, given the criterion for utility to
policymakers, and given the possibility of illiteracy and innumeracy in the executive and
legislative branches of government, I chose to keep the methodology useful and the findings and
results accessible to as many people as possible.
Fourth, when synthesizing the work as a whole, including the research questions,
propositions, analysis, and results, the work is logically connected. The methodology addresses
the defined problem as summarized in Figure 1, “Developed Methodology with Phases,” and the
approaches are integrated as summarized in Figure 4, “Integrating the Approaches.” There are no
gaps in the synthesis because the synthesized research meets the evaluation criteria (please see
the summary in Table 5, “Evaluation of Design Criteria, Minimum Threshold, and Threshold
Achieved”) and answers the two research questions. However, the findings and results produced
a gap as a function of the gaps in collection noted above, which is why this is a pilot application
of the methodology. The visual analytics in the next subsection highlight those gaps for
transparency and as a starting point for future researchers.
3.3.3 Analyze Gaps
Visual analytics is an emerging field in computer graphics characterized by the creation
of images that display large amounts of data simply and intuitively to highlight patterns and
connections in large, complicated data sets (Thomas and Cook 2006; Keim et al. 2008; Chen
2008; Börner 2010; Lima 2011). I used visual analytics to support visual reasoning (Thomas and
Cook 2006) about the connections between technologies and agency strategies, whether current
or potential, and to highlight the gaps in synthesis that arise as a function of the gap in collection,
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as discussed above. Visual analytics are an appropriate approach because they are designed to
find interdisciplinary solutions based on complex, inter-related data (Keim et al. 2008; Thomas
and Cook 2006; Thomas et al. 2009; Chen 2008) of the type found in this research.
3.3.3.1 Collect
Data for this approach were the findings and results tables from the first five analysis
approaches.
3.3.3.2 Organize
The data were organized into a series of tables as required by the software, Tableau
(Chabot et al. 2003), which is one of the software platforms that facilitates analytic data
visualizations. The advantage of Tableau is that it produces interactive visual displays of the data
that allow more or less access to detail as the user wishes. It also is intuitive so the resulting
visual analytics are useful and accessible for other researchers, policymakers, and the general
public.
3.3.3.3 Analyze
I created interactive visual analytics of the results using Tableau (Chabot et al. 2003) and
embedded static images below and included the source files as attachments. Consistent with the
terms of the Institutional Review Board’s Human Subjects approval (see Appendix D, “Status of
Certificate of Exemption for Human Subjects Research”), I did not include the data from the
individual interviews.
Visual analytics are distinguished by the interactive nature of the visual: Users can
change dimensions and drill for detail, and the data can be updated in near-real-time. Visual
analytics are appropriate for evaluation of the research results because they present a new way of
seeing the big picture and highlight gaps and anomalies. Here, I provide the figures that best
present the big picture while also highlighting gaps and anomalies for each analysis type and
between analysis types.
3.3.3.4 Synthesize
The findings from this analysis are a series of images that depict the gaps in technologies
applied to strategies as identified via content analysis, technology assessment analysis,
plausibility matrix analysis, and crowd-sourced intelligence. I considered alternative software
platforms including Circos, a platform for visualizing data in a circular layout (Circos 2013), and
Gephi, a platform for visualizing networks and complex systems (Gephi 2015), but neither
supported the intuitive interactive experience offered by Tableau (Chabot et al. 2003).
As implemented, this approach met the two key qualitative requirements for the overall
methodology (please see also Table 5, “Evaluation of Design Criteria, Minimum Threshold, and
Threshold Achieved,” for a summary by criterion and analysis approach). In particular, the
trustworthiness criterion—in the form of credibility, transferability, dependability, and
confirmability (Denzin and Lincoln 2008; Guba and Lincoln 1994; Given and Saumure 2008)—
was met by accurately representing the results in visual form; applicability of this approach and
the findings to other data in other public or private organizations; the fact that applying this
approach to similar data from other organizations would produce similar results; and the findings
are consistent with the data.
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3.3.4 Assess the Methodology
The methodology is assessed by comparing the developed and applied methodology to
the design criteria (see Table 5, “Evaluation of Design Criteria, Minimum Threshold, and
Threshold Achieved”). I found no places where the methodology fails to meet the minimum
evaluation threshold, but if I had, I could resolve the problem by cycling back through the phases
of the methodology.
3.3.5 Integrating with the Other Phases
The evaluating phase integrates with the other phases by requiring the evaluation and
attendant gap analysis to highlight the work accomplished in the other phases and the work still
to be done. Someday, researchers will be able to evaluate this work by studying policy changes
over time in this area. For now, the visual analytics figures are an important part of
characterizing and evaluating current and potential agency uses of ECT.
3.4 Disseminating the Methodology
Including dissemination as a research phase supports and increases the utility and
transferability of the methodology and results. The methodology’s success—as measured by
theoretical updates to the methodology or practical use of the results—depends upon others
knowing about it.
To disseminate the methodology and results, and consistent with the Data Management
Plan in Appendix C, I used a mix of approaches:
§ Members of academia: Data and results in the Dataverse Network data repository and any
manuscripts published from this work
§ Policymakers: Data and results on www.foresightchallenge.org (Stiefel 2015) and the
policymaker summary document (for the interviewees, Chief Information Officers (CIO),
Chief Technology Officers (CTO), and specific Members of Congress)
§ General public: Data, results, and policymaker summary document on
www.foresightchallenge.org (Stiefel 2015)
3.4.1 Outreach to Members of Academia
This research primarily was disseminated to members of academia through the data,
findings, and results posted to the Institute for Quantitative Social Science’s (IQSS) Dataverse
Network data repository and through any manuscripts I will publish from this work. I posted all
of the files attached to this dissertation to IQSS, which included the data, results and findings,
policymaker documents, and all of the visual analytics files.
3.4.2 Outreach to Policymakers
Policymakers have access to the files I posted to the Dataverse Network because I also
posted them to www.foresightchallenge.org (Stiefel 2015). I also produced an executive
summary document and distributed it to the agency employees I interviewed, Chief Information
Officers, Chief Technology Officers, and some Members of Congress.
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3.4.3 Outreach to the General Public
The general public has access to the data, findings, and results via
www.foresightchallenge.org (Stiefel 2015) and to the executive summary document I distributed
to policymakers.
3.4.4 Integrating with the Other Phases
The disseminating phase integrates with the other phases by requiring me to make the
information about the previous three phases available to members of academic, policymakers,
and the general public.
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Chapter 4
Findings, Results, and Meta-inferences
The findings and results characterize current and potential agency use of ECT in the
context of the agency strategies. They also allow interesting comparisons of the “metainferences,” the synthesis of the findings and results from the mixed methods study (Tashakkori
and Teddlie 2010).5
4.1 Findings from Developing the Methodology
The theoretical work to develop the methodology resulted in the methodology
summarized in Figure 1, “Developed Methodology with Phases.” The findings from developing
the methodology are detailed in Section 3.1, “Developing the Methodology,” because the
subsequent application, evaluation, and dissemination phases depended on the development.
4.2 Findings and Results from Applying the Methodology
Applying the methodology resulted in a set of findings and results about current and
potential use of ECT by agency strategy. The results presented here detail ECT use for the main
goals from each agency (five for DOC and three for the Department of Energy).
4.2.1 Findings from Content Analysis (Analysis Approach 1)
Content analysis produced two sets of results: 1) current use of ECT by agency strategy
(based on the two agencies’ strategic plans (US Department of Energy 2014; US Department of
Commerce 2014)); and 2) an overview of current use of ECT by agency (based on agencies’
strategic plans (US Department of Commerce 2014; US Department of Energy 2014);
Congressional Budget Justifications (US Department of Commerce 2015b; US Department of
Energy 2015); and, in the case of the DOE, Quadrennial Technology Reviews (US Department
of Energy 2011a, 2012)).
The analysis of the use of ECT by agency strategy—studying just the agencies’ strategic
plans—identified 44 mentions of ECT (20 for the DOC; 24 for the DOE) across the two
documents totaling 88 pages. The analysis by all of the strategy documents identified 1996
mentions of ECT (862 for the DOC; 1134 for the DOE) across the 32 documents totaling 6331
pages. The counts of ECT mentions by each strategy in the strategic plans and sample statements
from the strategic plans are summarized in Table 7, “Current Use of Emerging and Converging
Technologies per Content Analysis of Strategic Plans (by Agency Strategy): Department of
Commerce,” and Table 8, “Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content
Analysis of Strategic Plans (by Agency Strategy): Department of Energy.”
Table 7 summarizes the number of times a particular ECT is mentioned in relation to a
particular DOC agency strategy. This table is best read from top to bottom to follow the ECT and
then from left to right to follow the agency strategies. The columns list each of the agency goals;
the rows list the ECT. Each cell contains the actual count of the times the technology is
mentioned relative to that goal. If a particular ECT is mentioned relative to a goal, I also include

5

Data, findings, results, the policymaker summary, and the visual analytics files are in the nine
attachments.
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an example of the relevant mention. For example, energy technology is mentioned once in the
context of the DOC Goal 3, Environment: “Boost exports of environmental and clean energy
technologies (ITA [International Trade Administration])” (US Department of Commerce 2014,
27).
By ECT, this table reveals that specific ECT are mentioned rarely in the actual agency
strategic plans. For the DOC, most of the mentions are in the context of the Internet. For
example, in the context of supporting DOC Goal 3, Environment, the DOC strategic plan
references, “Digital Coast is a web platform providing coastal geospatial information. The
number of communities using Digital Coast is based on Census-designated places within coastal
states, including all Census-defined cities, towns, townships, boroughs, and incorporated
municipalities” (US Department of Commerce 2014, 42). By goal, this table reveals that DOC
Goal 2, Innovation (13 mentions), and DOC Goal 3, Environment (5 mentions), are most likely
to mention ECT for fulfilling those goals. The takeaway from this table is that the DOC strategic
plan has few mentions of ECT and those mentions mostly are related to current use of ECT to
fulfill DOC Goal 2, Innovation, and DOC Goal 3, Environment.
Table 8 summarizes the number of times a particular ECT is mentioned in relation to a
particular DOE agency strategy. This table is best read from top to bottom to follow the ECT and
then from left to right to follow the agency strategies. The columns list each of the agency goals;
the rows list the ECT. Each cell contains the actual count of the times the technology is
mentioned relative to that goal. If a particular ECT is mentioned relative to a goal, I also include
an example of the relevant mention. For example, energy technology is mentioned once in the
context of the DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy: “Conduct discovery-focused research to
increase our understanding of matter, materials and their properties through partnerships with
universities, national laboratories, and industry” (US Department of Energy 2014, 10).
By ECT, this table reveals that specific ECT are mentioned rarely in the actual agency
strategic plans. For the DOE, most of the mentions are in the context of energy technology. For
example, in the context of supporting DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy, the DOE strategic plan
references, “Goal 1: Science and Energy. Advance foundational science, innovate energy
technologies, and inform data driven policies that enhance US economic growth and job
creation, energy security, and environmental quality, with emphasis on implementation of the
President's Climate Action Plan to mitigate the risks of and enhance resilience against climate
change.” (US Department of Energy 2014, 3). By goal, this table reveals that DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy (14 mentions) is most likely to also have mentions of ECT for fulfilling the
goal. The takeaway from this table is that the DOE strategic plan has few mentions of ECT and
those mentions mostly related to current use of ECT to fulfill DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy.
I also analyzed the current use of ECT based on the 6331 pages in the strategic
documents: strategic plans, Congressional Budget Justifications, and the Quadrennial
Technology Reviews. Those findings are summarized in Table 9, “Current Use of Emerging and
Converging Technologies per Content Analysis (by Agency).” The purpose of Table 9 is to
summarize the number of times a particular ECT is mentioned in the full set of agency strategic
documents, which includes the agency strategic plans, the congressional budget justification
documents, and the quadrennial technology review (DOE only). This table is best read from top
to bottom to follow the ECT and then from left to right to follow the agency strategies. The
columns list each of the agency goals; the rows list the ECT. Each cell contains the actual count
of the times the technology is mentioned relative to all of the strategic documents. If a particular
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ECT is mentioned relative to an agency’s documents, I also include an example of the relevant
mention. For example, cognitive science is mentioned twice in the DOE strategic documents and
the relevant mention is, “This philosophy extends further to the role of operator simulation
environments as a platform for validation of the impact of the tools and techniques on decisionmaking processes. Decision support, cognitive task analysis, and visualization (i.e., human
factors side of planning and operations) will be important to the effective implementation of new
tools and models” (US Department of Energy 2012, 160).
By ECT, this table reveals that specific ECT are mentioned more often in the agency
strategic documents than in the strategic plans alone. For the DOC, most of the mentions are in
the context of the materials (advanced) (235 mentions). For example, in the context of supporting
DOC strategies, the documents reference, “Complementary expertise at NIST and partner
consortium CHiMaD [Center for Hierarchical Materials Design] to address critical materials
challenges in both ‘hard’ (inorganic) and ‘soft’ (organic) advanced materials in fields as diverse
as self-assembled biomaterials, smart materials for self-assembled circuit designs, organic
photovoltaic materials, advanced ceramics and metal alloys” (US Department of Commerce
2015b, NIST-110). By agency, this table reveals that the DOE documents mentions ECT quite a
few more times than the DOC documents (862 mentions versus 1134 mentions).
This analysis approach identified current use of all areas of ECT, except geoengineering.
However, the following ECT were mentioned fewer than ten times, which indicates little current
use:
§ For the DOC, artificial intelligence, biotechnology, cognitive science, energy
technology, geoengineering, robotics, and ubiquitous computing.
§ For the DOE, artificial intelligence, biotechnology, cognitive science,
geoengineering, nanotechnology, robotics, space (outer), and ubiquitous computing.
The disproportionately heavy reliance on space (outer) (122 mentions) ECT at the DOC makes
sense given extensive satellite programs, as does the heavy departmental reliance on energy
technologies (216 mentions) at the DOE given the department’s mission. Consistent with the
literature review, and as measured by the portion of the strategic plans that mention ECT, there is
some current use of ECT but little strategic planning for ECT. In the DOC strategic plan (US
Department of Commerce 2014), ECT are mentioned 20 times whereas in the DOE strategic plan
(US Department of Energy 2014), ECT are mentioned 24 times.
This approach provides some answers to Research Question 1, Are ECT being used to
fulfill agency strategic plans (current use)? Still, additional analysis in the form of the technology
assessment, Analysis Approach 2, and the individual interviews, Analysis Approach 3, is
required to learn more about current agency use of ECT.
4.2.2 Results from Technology Assessment Analysis (Analysis Approach 2)
For this analysis approach, I aggregated the technology assessments using a linear
opinion pool with an unweighted average (i.e., simple mean) (Genest and McConway 1990;
Jacobs 1995) and displayed the results in Tables 10 through 13. I listed the linear opinion pool
results with dark green color-coding if the aggregated expert opinion probability is greater than
or equal to fifty percent that the ECT is being used now and light green if the probability is less
than fifty percent (see Table 10, “Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per
Technology Assessment Analysis (by Agency Strategy): Department of Commerce,” and Table
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12, “Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Technology Assessment
Analysis (by Agency Strategy): Department of Energy”).
The sensitivity analyses were especially strict because I wanted to know how many of the
findings would change if the expert respondents moved up or down by a single response (e.g.,
from 50% to 75% technical feasibility). I wanted to see the details of the variation around the
fifty percent probability mark. For Table 11, “Current Use of Emerging and Converging
Technologies per Technology Assessment Analysis (Sensitivity Analysis): Department of
Commerce,” and Table 13, “Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per
Technology Assessment Analysis (Sensitivity Analysis): Department of Energy,” I prepared the
data by creating two new tables, one with 25% subtracted from the aggregated responses and one
with 25% added. If the resulting probability moved below or above the fifty percent threshold for
a particular technology, I coded it orange and red on the chart, respectively. Because of the
subtraction and addition, the scale for these responses ran from -25% to 125%.
Table 10 summarizes the linear opinion pool aggregation (simple mean) of the individual
experts’ assessment (n = 4) of the current probability that a particular ECT is being used to fulfill
a particular DOC strategy. This table contains data that underlie Figure 6, “Visual Analytics of
Technology Assessment Analysis (Approach 2),” which is the visual display of these data
combined with the data from Table 12, “Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies
per Technology Assessment Analysis (by Agency Strategy): Department of Energy.” The table is
best read from top to bottom and from left to right to follow the individual ECT. The columns
display the various agency goals; the rows display the various ECT. Each cell displays the linear
opinion pool aggregation (simple mean) of the individual experts’ assessment of the current
probability that a particular ECT is being used to fulfill a particular agency strategy. Cells
highlighted in dark green have a fifty percent or greater probability of currently being used. Cells
highlighted in light green have a less than fifty percent probability.
In particular, the table highlights low (lower than fifty percent for the majority of the
goals) probabilities for current use of biotechnology (averages 41%), cognitive science (averages
39%), geoengineering (averages 33%), quantum (usually computing) (averages 41%), space
(outer) (averages 37%), ubiquitous computing (averages 46%), and virtual reality (averages
18%). Relative to DOC, the figure reveals that the most probable current uses of ECT are for
DOC Goal 1, Trade and Investment (13 ECT ≥ 50%), DOC Goal 2, Innovation (15 ECT ≥ 50%),
and DOC Goal 3, Environment (9 ECT ≥ 50%) (based on the majority of the ECT for those goals
having probabilities of fifty percent or greater). Little ECT use is probable for DOC Goal 4, Data
(5 ECT ≥ 50%), and DOC Goal 5, Operational Excellence (3 ECT ≥ 50%). The takeaway from
this table is that some ECT probably are being used to fulfill specific agency goals, but many
more are not at all likely to be used currently.
Table 12 summarizes the linear opinion pool aggregation (simple mean) of the individual
experts’ assessment of the current probability that a particular ECT is being used to fulfill a
particular DOE strategy. This table contains data that underlie Figure 6, “Visual Analytics of
Technology Assessment Analysis (Approach 2),” which is the visual display of these data
combined with the data from Table 10, “Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies
per Technology Assessment Analysis (by Agency Strategy): Department of Commerce.” The
table is best read from top to bottom and from left to right to follow the individual ECT. The
columns display the various agency goals; the rows display the various ECT. Each cell displays
the linear opinion pool aggregation (simple mean) of the individual experts’ assessment of the
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current probability that a particular ECT is being used to fulfill a particular agency strategy. Cells
highlighted in dark green have a fifty percent or greater probability. Cells highlighted in light
green have a less than fifty percent probability.
In particular, the table reveals the low (lower than fifty percent for the majority of the
goals) probabilities for current use of biotechnology (averages 33%), cognitive science (averages
19%), energy technology (averages 38%), geoengineering (averages 25%), space (outer)
(averages 21%), ubiquitous computing (averages 40%), and virtual reality (averages 22%). The
low probable current uses of ECT are for DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy (12 ECT ≥ 50%), and
DOE Goal 2, Nuclear Energy (10 ECT ≥ 50%) (based on the majority of the ECT for those goals
having probabilities of fifty percent or greater). Little ECT use is probable for DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance (3 ECT ≥	
 50%). The takeaway from this table is that some ECT
probably are being used to fulfill specific agency goals, but many more are not at all likely to be
used currently.
Table 11 displays the findings of the sensitivity analysis relative to expert assessments’
probabilities about current ECT use at DOC. The sensitivity analysis identifies shifts above or
below fifty percent probability given a hypothetical average change in the expert respondents’
answers. This table is best read from top to bottom and from left to right to follow the individual
ECT and the agency goals. The columns display the various agency goals; the rows display the
various ECT. Each cell displays the new values for the probability the agency currently is using a
particular ECT to fulfill a particular agency goal. These values are based on shifting the average
expert response both up and down absolutely by 25%.
In particular, items highlighted in red indicate items for which the probability of current
use to fulfill the agency strategy increases to equal or exceed fifty percent if the averaged
response is increased by 25% in absolute terms. This is a large increase in proportion to the fivepoint scale, which produces a conservative sensitivity analysis. Items highlighted in red are, for
the most part, highlighting expert respondent sensitivity to these increases in probabilities for
DOC Goal 4, Data (10 ECT increase to ≥ 50%), and DOC Goal 5, Operational Excellence (12
ECT increase to ≥ 50%). Across the rows, there is consistent sensitivity to an increase in the
averaged expert respondents’ assessment across all five goals regarding DOC use of
geoengineering. Items highlighted in orange indicate items for which the probability of current
use to fulfill the agency strategy decreases to less than fifty percent if the averaged response is
decreased by 25% in absolute terms. This is a large decrease in proportion to the five-point scale,
which produces a conservative sensitivity analysis. Items highlighted in orange are, for the most
part, highlighting expert respondent sensitivity to these decreases in probabilities for DOC Goal
1, Trade and Investment (10 ECT < 50%), and DOC Goal 2, Innovation (7 ECT < 50%). Across
the rows, there is no consistent sensitivity to the decrease that crosses all five goals.
Table 13 analyzes how the findings about current ECT use at DOE shift given a
hypothetical change in the expert respondents’ answers. This table is best read from top to
bottom and from left to right to follow the individual ECT and the agency goals. The columns
display the various agency goals; the rows display the various ECT. Each cell displays the new
values for the probability the agency currently is using a particular ECT to fulfill a particular
agency goal. These values are based on shifting the average expert response both up and down
absolutely by 25%.
In particular, items highlighted in red indicate items for which the probability of current
use to fulfill the agency strategy increases to equal or exceed fifty percent if the averaged
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response is increased by 25% in absolute terms. This is a large increase in proportion to the fivepoint scale, which produces a conservative sensitivity analysis. Items highlighted in red are, for
the most part, highlighting expert respondent sensitivity to these increases in probabilities for
DOE Goal 3, Management and Performance (9 ECT ≥ 50%). The rows show consistent
sensitivity across all five goals regarding DOE use of interfaces, quantum (usually computing),
and ubiquitous computing. Items highlighted in orange indicate items for which the probability
of current use to fulfill the agency strategy decreases to less than fifty percent if the averaged
response is decreased by 25% in absolute terms. This is a large decrease in proportion to the fivepoint scale, which produces a conservative sensitivity analysis. Items highlighted in orange are,
for the most part, highlighting expert respondent sensitivity to these decreases in probabilities for
DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy (8 ECT < 50%). Note that the first two ECT are sensitive to
decreases in probabilities for the first two goals and to increases in probabilities for the last goal.
The last ECT, ubiquitous computing, is sensitive to increases in probabilities for the first goal
and decreases in probabilities for the last two goals.
As the sensitivity tables reveal, the findings are sensitive to shifts in respondent answers.
This is expected given the overall scale of the responses and my interest in movement of the
probabilities in the middle of the scale. Geoengineering, for example, moves over the fifty
percent probability of use threshold at the DOC for all five goals and only moves under the fifty
percent probability of use threshold at the DOE for DOE Goal 1, Science and Engineering. DOC
Goal 3, Environment, Goal 4, Data, and Goal 5, Operational Excellence, and DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy, have most of the technologies shifting into the fifty percent and above
probability range with the addition of 25% probability.
This analysis approach indicates some current use of all of the ECT except
geoengineering and virtual reality at the DOC and current use of all of the ECT except cognitive
science, space (outer), and virtual reality at the DOE. These findings indicate the advantages of
applying a multi-methods approach, especially in overlaying content analysis with intimate
human subject matter knowledge. It also indicates the advantages of distinguishing ECT use by
strategy to understand particular uses at a more detailed level. Consistent with the literature
review, and as measured by the averaged responses that indicated a fifty percent or more
probability of current use for a particular strategy, agencies currently use some ECT to fulfill
strategies in agencies. Also consistent with the literature review, there are quite a few ECT for
which averaged responses indicate a less than fifty percent probability of current use for a
particular strategy, which means that it is unlikely that they currently are being used.
This approach provided some new answers to Research Question 1, Are ECT being used
to fulfill agency strategic plans (current use)? Still, additional analysis in the form of individual
interviews, Analysis Approach 3, is required to learn more about current agency use of ECT and,
possibly, to explain the differences in the results from the first two approaches
4.2.3 Findings from Individual Interviews (Analysis Approach 3)
Qualitative individual interviews addressed both current use and potential use. As
summarized in the next table, interview subjects at both agencies had similar views on current
and potential agency use of ECT: most were focused on information technologies and
incremental changes to their current work as technologies—especially information
technologies—change. Many wished for more time to search for and more resources to adopt
technologies.
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In general, interview subjects at the DOC and DOE only mentioned two ECT:
information technology and the Internet. Individual interview subjects at the DOC also
mentioned energy technologies, information technology, materials (advanced), and
nanotechnologies. The only ECT mentioned consistently was information technology despite
interviewees’ intimate use of ECT in their work or to fulfill the agencies’ strategies.
Table 14, “Current and Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per
Individual Interviews (by Agency),” synthesizes the answers. The purpose of this table is to
reveal the findings from the qualitative interviews (n = 10) by agency and consistent with the
research questions and specific ECT. This table is best read from top to bottom and from left to
right to follow the various interview questions by agency. The columns display the interview
questions (first column) and agencies (remaining columns); the rows display the various highlevel areas of questions (which map to Table 6, “Types of Interview Questions”). Each cell
contains the synthesized response from that agency for that high-level area of questions.
At DOC, information technology and sensors were mentioned in the context of current
use although information technology also was mentioned as a way of potentially fulfilling
agency goals. At DOE, energy technology and information technology were mentioned in the
context of current use whereas energy technology, materials (advanced), and nanotechnology
were mentioned in the context of potential use.
This table reveals employees’ dual focus on technology from the perspectives of
accomplishing their day-to-day work and the agencies’ mission, which is consistent with the
design of this research. The findings in this table confirm that few types of ECT are consistently
considered for use in either agency.
This approach provides some answers to Research Question 1, Are ECT being used to
fulfill agency strategic plans (current use)? and Research Question 2, Could ECT be used more
extensively to fulfill agency strategic plans (potential use)? Still, additional analysis in the form
of the plausibility matrix analysis and crowd-sourced intelligence is required to learn more about
potential agency use of ECT.
4.2.4 Results from Plausibility Matrix Analysis (Analysis Approach 4)
For the fourth analysis approach, plausibility matrix analysis, I aggregated the plausibility
matrix responses using a linear opinion pool unweighted average (i.e., simple mean) (Genest and
McConway 1990; Jacobs 1995) and displayed the results in Tables 15 through 18. Below, I list
the linear opinion pool results with dark green color-coding if the aggregated expert opinion
probability is greater than or equal to fifty percent that the ECT could be used in the future and
light green if the probability is less than fifty percent. See Table 15, “Potential Use of Emerging
and Converging Technologies per Plausibility Matrix Analysis (by Agency Strategy):
Department of Commerce,” and Table 17, “Potential Use of Emerging and Converging
Technologies per Plausibility Matrix Analysis (by Agency Strategy): Department of Energy” for
high-level results.
These sensitivity analyses were especially strict because I again wanted to know how
many of the findings would change if the expert respondents moved up or down by a single
response (e.g., from 50% to 75% technical feasibility). For Table 16, “Potential Use of Emerging
and Converging Technologies per Plausibility Matrix Analysis (Sensitivity Analysis):
Department of Commerce” and Table 18, “Potential Use of Emerging and Converging
Technologies per Plausibility Matrix Analysis (Sensitivity Analysis): Department of Energy” I
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prepared the data by creating two new tables, one with 25% subtracted from the aggregated
responses and one with 25% added. If the resulting probability moved below or above the fifty
percent threshold for a particular technology, I coded it orange and red on the chart, respectively.
Because of the subtraction and addition, the scale for these responses ran from -25% to 125%.
Table 15 summarizes the linear opinion pool aggregation (simple mean) of the individual
experts’ (n = 10) assessment of the potential probability that a particular ECT is being used to
fulfill a particular DOC strategy. This table contains data that underlie, Figure 7, “Visual
Analytics of Probability Matrix Analysis (Approach 4),” which is the visual display of these data
combined with the data from Table 17. The table is best read from top to bottom and from left to
right to follow the individual ECT. The columns display the various agency goals; the rows
display the various ECT. Each cell displays the linear opinion pool aggregation (simple mean) of
the individual experts’ assessment of the potential probability that a particular ECT is being used
to fulfill a particular agency strategy. Cells highlighted in dark green have a fifty percent or
greater probability. Cells highlighted in light green have a less than fifty percent probability.
In particular, there are low (lower than fifty percent for the majority of the goals)
probabilities for potential use of biotechnology (averages 44%), geoengineering (averages 37%),
materials (advanced) (averages 50%), nanotechnology (averages 49%), robotics (averages 56%),
and space (outer) (averages 33%). Relative to DOC, the table reveals the low mentions of ECT
(as detailed above) and that the most probable potential uses of ECT are for DOC Goal 1, Trade
and Investment (14 ECT ≥ 50%), DOC Goal 2, Innovation (16 ECT ≥ 50%), and DOC Goal 4,
Data (11 ECT ≥ 50%) (based on the majority of the ECT for those goals having probabilities of
fifty percent or greater). These are all consistent with expectations. Little potential ECT use is
probable for DOC Goal 3, Environment (9 ECT ≥ 50%) and DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence (7 ECT ≥ 50%). The takeaway from this table is that some ECT potentially could be
used to fulfill specific agency goals.
Table 17 summarizes the linear opinion pool aggregation (simple mean) of the individual
experts’ (n = 10) assessment of the potential probability that a particular ECT is being used to
fulfill a particular agency strategy at DOE. This table contains data that underlie Figure 7,
“Visual Analytics of Probability Matrix Analysis (Approach 4),” which is the visual display of
these data combined with the data from Table 13, “Potential Use of Emerging and Converging
Technologies per Technology Assessment Analysis (by Agency Strategy): Department of
Energy.” The table is best read from top to bottom and from left to right to follow the individual
ECT. The columns display the various agency goals; the rows display the various ECT. Each cell
displays the linear opinion pool aggregation (simple mean) of the individual experts’ assessment
of the potential probability that a particular ECT is being used to fulfill a particular agency
strategy. Cells highlighted in dark green have a fifty percent or greater probability. Cells
highlighted in light green have a less than fifty percent probability.
Relevant to DOE, the table reveals low (lower than fifty percent for the majority of the
goals) probabilities for potential use of biotechnology (averages 46%), cognitive science
(averages 28%), geoengineering (averages 39%), robotics (averages 52%), space (outer)
(averages 35%), ubiquitous computing (averages 44%), and virtual reality (averages 46%). In
addition to the potential uses of ECT (as detailed above), the most probable potential uses of
ECT are for DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy (11 ECT ≥ 50%), DOE Goal 2, Nuclear Security
(13 ECT ≥ 50%), and DOE Goal 3 (10 ECT ≥ 50%) (based on the majority of the ECT for those
goals having probabilities of fifty percent or greater). These are consistent with expectations. The
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takeaway from this table is that many of the ECT potentially could be used to fulfill specific
agency goals.
Table 16 analyzes how the findings about potential ECT use at DOC shift given a
hypothetical change in the expert respondents’ answers. This table is best read from top to
bottom and from left to right to follow the individual ECT and the agency goals. The columns
display the various agency goals; the rows display the various ECT. Each cell displays the new
values for the probability the agency currently is using a particular ECT to fulfill a particular
agency goal. These values are based on shifting the average expert response both up and down
absolutely by 25%.
In particular, items highlighted in red indicate items for which the probability of current
use to fulfill the agency strategy increases to equal or exceed fifty percent if the averaged
response is increased by 25% in absolute terms. This is a large increase in proportion to the fivepoint scale, which produces a conservative sensitivity analysis. Items highlighted in red are, for
the most part, highlighting expert respondent sensitivity to these increases in probabilities for
DOC Goal 3, Environment (8 ECT ≥ 50%), and DOC Goal 5, Operational Excellence (9 ECT ≥
50%). Items highlighted in orange indicate items for which the probability of current use to
fulfill the agency strategy decreases to less than fifty percent if the averaged response is
decreased by 25% in absolute terms. This is a large decrease in proportion to the five-point scale,
which produces a conservative sensitivity analysis. Items highlighted in orange are, for the most
part, highlighting expert respondent sensitivity to these decreases in probabilities for DOC Goal
1, Trade and Investment (9 ECT < 50%), and DOC Goal 2, Innovation (12 ECT < 50%). Note
that across the rows, there is consistent sensitivity across all five goals regarding DOC potential
use of cognitive science, energy technology, materials (advanced), nanotechnology, quantum
(usually computing), ubiquitous computing, and virtual reality.
The takeaway from this table is that these findings have been subjected to a rigorous and
conservative sensitivity analysis and the effects on the findings of major increase or decrease in
expert responses. This is helpful to see, especially because such a large shift would difficult to
produce across the four averaged expert responses.
Table 18 analyzes how these findings about current ECT use at DOE shift given a
hypothetical change in the expert respondents’ answers. This table is best read from top to
bottom and from left to right to follow the individual ECT and the agency goals. The columns
display the various agency goals; the rows display the various ECT. Each cell displays the new
values for the probability the agency currently is using a particular ECT to fulfill a particular
agency goal. These values are based on shifting the average expert response both up and down
absolutely by 25%.
In particular, items highlighted in red indicate items for which the probability of current
use to fulfill the agency strategy increases to equal or exceed fifty percent if the averaged
response is increased by 25% in absolute terms. This is a large increase in proportion to the fivepoint scale, which produces a conservative sensitivity analysis. Items highlighted in red are, for
the most part, highlighting expert respondent sensitivity to these increases in none of the goals.
Across the rows, there is consistent sensitivity across all three goals regarding DOE use of
everything except artificial intelligence, electronics, energy technology, information technology,
and space (outer). Items highlighted in orange indicate items for which the probability of current
use to fulfill the agency strategy decreases to less than fifty percent if the averaged response is
decreased by 25% in absolute terms. This is a large decrease in proportion to the five-point scale,
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which produces a conservative sensitivity analysis. Items highlighted in orange are, for the most
part, highlighting expert respondent sensitivity to these decreases in probabilities for all three
DOE goals: DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy (10 ECT < 50%), DOE Goal 2, Nuclear Security
(10 ECT < 50%), and DOE Goal 3, Management and Performance (10 ECT < 50%).
The takeaway from this table is that these findings have been subjected to a rigorous and
conservative sensitivity analysis and the effects on the findings of major increase or decrease in
expert responses. This is helpful to see, especially because such a large shift would difficult to
produce across the four averaged expert responses.
As the sensitivity tables reveal, the findings are especially sensitive to shifts in
respondent answers. This is again expected given the overall scale of the responses and my
interest in the movement around the midpoint. Cognitive science, for example, moves below the
fifty percent probability of use at the DOC, for the most part, but increases at the DOE for DOE
Goal 1, Science and Energy and DOE Goal 2, Nuclear Security. The columns by goal reveal that
most of these answers are sensitive to decreases in probabilities, which indicates that most of the
probabilities are over fifty percent but less than 75%.
This analysis approach indicates potential use of all of the ECT at both agencies, with
some variation by goal and ECT. This approach provides some answers to Research Question 2,
How could agencies be using ECT to fulfill agency strategies (potential use)? Still, additional
analysis in the form of the crowd-sourced intelligence is required to learn more about potential
agency use of ECT.
4.2.5 Findings from Crowd-sourced Intelligence (Analysis Approach 5)
The crowd-sourced intelligence information was based on user inputs via
www.foresightchallenge.org. The registered users (n = 23) entered 62 answers to average 2.7
cases completed per user. Many users reported that this was a challenging exercise and that it
took between ten and twenty minutes to complete each case.
The probability of supporting a particular agency strategy by 2050 (based on technical
feasibility) and priority for supporting a particular agency strategy by 2050 (based on societal
benefit) are summarized in Table 19, “Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies
per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and Probabilities): Department of
Commerce” and Table 20, “Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per
Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and Probabilities): Department of Energy.”
If an answer was available for a particular combination of strategy and ECT, I included
the provided technology or technologies and the answer. If the user was working from a
converging technology formed from two emerging technologies, I organized the answers based
on the ECT category for the first technology provided to the user. If the particular combination
of strategy and ECT had multiple answers, I chose one at random to keep the summary tables to
a reasonable size.
Table 19, “Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced
Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and Probabilities): Department of Commerce,” summarizes the
averaged responses to the cases on the crowd-sourced website in relation to a particular DOC
agency strategy. This table is best read from top to bottom to follow the ECT and then from left
to right to follow the agency strategies. The columns list each of the agency goals; the rows list
the ECT’s. Each cell contains a sample answer to a case and the averaged potential probability of
using that technology to fulfill that goal and the federal investment priority. For example,
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artificial intelligence is addressed once in the context of the DOC Goal 1, Trade and Investment
and this is the respondent’s answer for combining converging building artificial intelligence into
smartphones with converting light energy into mechanical work: “Converting light energy into
mechanical work (the second emerging technology) could make it easier and cheaper to build
artificial intelligence into smartphones (the first emerging technology), making a product that
would be a popular export (the agency strategy).” The averaged potential probability that
artificial intelligence is being used to fulfill Goal 1, Trade and Investment, is 100% and the
federal investment priority is 4.
By ECT, this table reveals only anecdotal information about the comparative ECT
because the cases are still being addressed (62 cases addressed for this project so far). The
takeaway from this table is that this analysis approach has quite a bit of potential to yield great
answers to using ECT to fulfill agency strategies and that those answers are especially useful
with attendant potential probabilities of usefulness and priorities for federal investment.
Table 20, “Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced
Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and Probabilities): Department of Energy,” summarizes the
averaged responses to the cases on the crowd-sourced website in relation to a particular DOE
agency strategy. This table is best read from top to bottom to follow the ECT and then from left
to right to follow the agency strategies. The columns list each of the agency goals; the rows list
the ECT’s. Each cell contains a sample answer to a case and the averaged potential probability of
using that technology to fulfill that goal and the federal investment priority. For example,
biotechnology is addressed once in the context of the DOE Goal 2, Nuclear Security, and this is
the respondent’s answer for converging creating spontaneous ‘cell’ division in artificial cell
models with speculating about former life on Mars: “Far-fetched: If Mars is habitable for humans
(extension of the second emerging technology), then global nuclear security threats (the agency
strategy) would be reduced for the humans who move to Mars. This fits with a potential future in
which local identities are preserved because the Mars colony would be likely to develop a local
identity.” The averaged potential probability biotechnology is being used to fulfill DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security, is 25% and the federal investment priority is 2.
By ECT, this table reveals only anecdotal information about the comparative ECT
because the remaining cases have not been addressed; by goal, this table reveals only anecdotal
information about the comparative ECT because the remaining cases have not been addressed
(62 cases addressed for this project so far). The takeaway from this table is this analysis
approach has quite a bit of potential to yield additional answers to using ECT to fulfill agency
strategies and that those answers are especially useful when combined with potential
probabilities of usefulness and priorities for federal investment.
Combined, these approaches represent the pilot application of the methodology and
provided answers to Research Question 1, Are ECT being used to fulfill agency strategic plans
(current use)? and Research Question 2, Could ECT be used more extensively to fulfill agency
strategic plans (potential use)? In the next section, I present the findings from evaluating the
methodology.
4.3 Findings from Evaluating the Methodology
For each analysis approach, except the individual interviews in Analysis Approach 3, I
generated an interactive visual analytic file with which users can look at different aspects of each
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measure and drill down to see the underlying data. The opening images for each of those visual
analytic files are embedded and discussed below.
The image in Figure 5, “Visual Analytics of Content Analysis (Approach 1),” displays
the count of ECT mentions in the strategic documents by agency. It highlights the expected uses
of energy technology and materials (advanced) at the DOC and DOE, respectively, and also
demonstrates how few technologies receive more than a few mentions. Figure 5 displays a static
image of the interactive visual analytics for the first analysis approach. The actual visual
analytics file is available on IQSS and at www.foresightchallenge.org and is useful for viewing
different combinations and aggregations of the content analysis data. Still, this static image is a
useful view of the aggregate number of mentions of each ECT by ECT type and by agency. This
figure is best read from left to right to follow the variations by ECT type. The x-axis lists each of
the ECT types in alphabetical order; the y-axis lists the number of mentions in the agencies’
strategic documents.
Relevant to both agencies, the figure reveals low (fewer than one hundred) mentions of
biotechnology (9 for DOC, 5 for DOE), electronics (35 for DOC, 68 for DOE), geoengineeering
(0 for DOC, 0 for DOE), information technology (70 for DOC, 75 for DOE), interfaces (18 for
DOC, 36 for DOE), nanotechnology (12 for DOC, 4 for DOE), quantum (usually computing) (40
for DOC, 21 for DOE), robotics (7 for DOC, 2 for DOE), sensors (58 for DOC, 63 for DOE),
ubiquitous (computing) (4 for DOC, 9 for DOE), virtual reality (12 for DOC, 23 for DOE).
Relevant by agency, the figure displays disparate mentions of artificial intelligence (2 for DOC,
0 for DOE), cognitive science (2 for DOC, 0 for DOE), energy technology (6 for DOC, 216 for
DOE), Internet (142 for DOC, 36 for DOE), materials (advanced) (235 for DOC, 475 for DOE),
space (outer) (112 for DOC, 3 for DOE).
In particular, relative to DOC, the figure reveals the low mentions of the majority of the
ECT (as detailed above) and that the majority of the mentions are related to the Internet,
materials (advanced), and space (outer). These are all consistent with use in day-to-day
management of the Internet, advanced materials use at NIST, and outer space use in the satellite
programs at NOAA, respectively. Relative to DOE, the figure reveals the low mentions of the
majority of the ECT (as detailed above) and that the majority of the mentions are related to
energy technology and the Internet. These are consistent with the overarching energy mention of
our nation’s energy agency and use in day-to-day management of the Internet, respectively.
The takeaway from this figure is that most of the ECT are not being mentioned very
much at all and those that are being mentioned the majority of the time are being mentioned in
the context of current uses, which is both consistent with this type of federal document and with
the intent for this analysis approach.
The image in Figure 6 is a heat map of the expert respondents’ linear opinion pool (no
weights) aggregated probabilities that the agency currently is using the technology. Agency
strategies and the ECT form the x- and y-axes. This is a useful way of evaluating patterns of
technologies that could support multiple strategies or strategies that are more easily supported by
technologies across the board.
Figure 6 displays a static image of the interactive visual analytics for the second analysis
approach. The actual visual analytics file is available on IQSS and at
www.foresightchallenge.org and is useful for viewing different combinations and aggregations
of the technology assessment analysis data. Still, this static image is a useful view of the average
percent probability that a particular ECT is currently being used to fulfill a particular agency
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goal. This figure is best read from top to bottom to follow the variations by ECT type. The x-axis
lists each of the agencies’ main goals in numerical order; the y-axis lists the average percent
probability that the particular ECT is currently fulfilling that particular agency goal per expert
respondents (n = 4).
Relevant to both agencies, the figure reveals low (lower than fifty percent for the
majority of the goals) probabilities for current use of geoengineering, space (outer), ubiquitous
computing, and virtual reality. Relevant by agency, the figure reveals no disparate mentions of a
particular technology. In particular, relative to DOC, the figure reveals the low mentions of ECT
(as detailed above) and that the most probable current uses of ECT based on the darkest areas of
green (highest values) are for DOC Goal 1, Trade and Investment, DOC Goal 2, Innovation, and
DOC Goal 3, Environment (based on the majority of the ECT for those goals having
probabilities of fifty percent or greater). Little ECT use is probable for DOC Goal 4, Data and
Goal 5, Operational Excellence. Relative to DOE, the figure reveals the low mentions of ECT (as
detailed above) and that the most probable current uses of ECT based on the darkest areas of
green (highest values) are for DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy, and DOE Goal 2, Nuclear
Security (based on the majority of the ECT for those goals having probabilities of fifty percent or
greater). Little ECT use is probable for DOE Goal 3, Management and Performance.
The takeaway from this figure is that many of the ECT probably not being used to fulfill
specific agency goals and those that are probably used are being mentioned in the context of
current uses, which is both consistent with this type of analysis and with the intent for this
analysis approach.
The image in Figure 7, “Visual Analytics of Plausibility Matrix Analysis (Approach 4),”
is a heat map of the expert respondents’ linear opinion pool (no weights) aggregated probabilities
that the agency could be using the technology by 2050. Agency strategies and the ECT form the
x- and y-axes. This is a useful way of evaluating patterns of technologies that could support
multiple strategies or strategies that are more easily supported by technologies across the board.
Figure 7 displays a static image of the interactive visual analytics for the fourth analysis
approach. The actual visual analytics file is available on IQSS and at
www.foresightchallenge.org and is useful for viewing different combinations and aggregations
of the probability matrix analysis data. Still, this static image is a useful view of the average
percent probability that a particular ECT could potentially be used to fulfill a particular agency
goal. This figure is best read from top to bottom to follow the variations by ECT type. The x-axis
lists each of the agencies’ main goals in numerical order; the y-axis lists the average percent
probability that the particular ECT could potentially fulfill that particular agency goal per expert
respondents (n = 10).
Relevant to both agencies, this figure reveals a low (lower than fifty percent for the
majority of the goals) probabilities for potential use of biotechnology, geoengineering, robotics,
and space (outer). The figure shows disparate mentions of cognitive science (much more
probable at DOC), materials (advanced) (much more probable at DOE), nanotechnology (much
more probable at DOE), ubiquitous computing (much more probable at DOC), virtual reality
(much more probable at DOC). In particular, relative to DOC, the figure reveals the low
mentions of ECT (as detailed above) and that the most probable potential uses of ECT based on
the darkest areas of green (highest values) are for DOC Goal 1, Trade and Investment, DOC
Goal 2, Innovation, and DOC Goal 3, Environment (based on the majority of the ECT for those
goals having probabilities of fifty percent or greater). Little potential ECT use is probable for
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DOC Goal 4, Data, and DOC Goal 5, Operational Excellence. Relative to DOE, the figure
reveals the potential uses of ECT (as detailed above) and that the most probable current uses of
ECT are for DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy, DOE Goal 2, Nuclear Security, and DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance (based on the majority of the ECT for those goals having
probabilities of fifty percent or greater).
The takeaway from this figure is that many of the ECT probably do have potential use to
fulfill specific agency goals and those with the most probability for being used are being
mentioned in the context of potential uses, which is both consistent with this type of analysis and
with the intent for this analysis approach.
The image in Figure 8, “Visual Analytics of Crowd-sourced Intelligence Probabilities and
Priorities (Approach 5),” is a scatter plot of crowd-sourced users’ assessments of a technology’s
probability (technical feasibility that it could support an agency strategy) and priority for
investment (societal benefit). As before, agency strategies and ECT define the x- and y-axes
while the y-axis is further defined by the priorities for each technology. The underlying data are
the averaged responses by ECT categories for both potential probability and priority for each
goal and its subsidiary objectives. The scales are zero to one for the potential probability and
zero to five for the priority.
Bubbles in the top right of boxes reflect crowd-sourced intelligence that a technology has
high technical feasibility and societal benefit for supporting that strategy. Conversely, bubbles to
the bottom left of boxes reflect crowd-sourced intelligence that a technology has a low technical
feasibility and societal benefit for supporting that strategy.
As more data are collected in the crowd-sourced intelligence website, I expect to continue
to see this variety of dots throughout the squares by technology and goal. However, over time, I
also expect more and more of the dots to cluster the top right and bottom left corners, which will
further differentiate ECT with the technical feasibility for future use to potentially fulfill agency
strategies.
Figure 8 displays a static image of the interactive visual analytics for the fifth analysis
approach. The actual visual analytics file is available on IQSS and at
www.foresightchallenge.org and is useful for viewing different combinations and aggregations
of the crowd-sourced intelligence data. Still, this static image is a useful view of the average
percent probability that a particular ECT could potentially be used to fulfill a particular agency
goal and the priority that ECT should be given for federal investment. This figure is best read
from top to bottom to follow the variations by ECT type. The x-axis lists each of the agencies’
main goals in numerical order; the y-axis lists the average percent probability that the particular
ECT could potentially fulfill that particular agency goal per crowd-sourced responses (62 cases).
Note that empty squares indicate a combination of ECT and agency goal that website users have
not yet chosen to address (including all of DOC Goal 5, Operational Excellence).
Relevant to both agencies, the figure reveals low (lower than fifty percent for the
majority of the goals) probabilities for potential technical feasibility of none of the ECT. Low
(lower than five for the majority of the goals) priorities for potential priority federal investment
in artificial intelligence, biotechnology, electronics, energy technology, interfaces, and sensors.
Relevant by agency, the figure shows no disparate mentions of ECT.
For example, the row for energy technology reveals consistently high probabilities and
high priorities for energy technology uses at both DOC and DOE. Moreover, the one exception,
with a 25% for probability and two for priority can be studied in the actual visual analytics file.
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In this case, the user saw a benefit to the technology but the concerns about technical feasibility
led to a low probability and its inability to improve competitiveness drove the low probability:
“More efficient Solar cells using the Liquid Filter with Plasmonic Nanoparticles combined with
well placed renewable energy storage facilities might make electricity more readily available in a
weather disaster area. Restoring power is a key factor in restoring a communities [sic]
functionality.”
As another example, in the column for the DOC Goal 2, Innovation, information
technology, interfaces, materials (advanced), and nanotechnology all have high probability and
priority scores. Biotechnology has a mix of scores, which represents the variety of technologies
presented to the users. These specific biotechnologies can again be studied in the actual visual
analytics file: One user was presented with a biotechnology for 3D printing food in space and
connected that to the innovation goal as follows, “3-D printing food will only add value in a
novelty environment (candy, frosting, special events). I see global trends toward natural
(recognizable) foods.” The attendant probability and priority, 0% and one, respectively, are the
user’s assessment of the technology in the context of the provided case. Other uses gave low
probabilities and priorities to using health-and-fitness monitoring headphones or sensing touch,
humidity, and temperature with “Artificial Skin” in support of the DOC’s Goal 2, Innovation.
In particular, relative to DOC, the figure reveals the low mentions of ECT (as detailed
above) and that the most likely current uses of ECT are for DOC Goal 1, Trade and Investment,
DOC Goal 2, Innovation, DOC Goal 3, Environment, and DOC Goal 4, Data (based on the
majority of the ECT for those goals having probabilities of fifty percent or greater). Little
potential ECT use is probable for DOC Goal 5, Operational Excellence. In particular, relative to
DOE, the figure reveals potential uses of ECT (as detailed above) and that the most probable
current uses of ECT are for all three DOE goals (based on the majority of the ECT for those
goals having probabilities of fifty percent or greater).
The takeaway from this figure is that many of the ECT probably do have potential use to
fulfill specific agency goals but that the priority for investment in them should be low (users are
perhaps factoring in other concerns about the particular underlying technology or their own
ideology about how governments should invest in ECT), which is both consistent with this type
of analysis and with the intent for this analysis approach.
The image in Figure 9, “Visual Analytics of Technology Assessment and Plausibility
Matrix (Approaches 2 and 4),” is a scatter plot of the expert respondents’ probabilities (technical
feasibility that it could support an agency strategy) of current versus potential use. Figure 9
displays a static image of the interactive visual analytics for the second and fourth analysis
approaches. The actual visual analytics file is available on IQSS and at
www.foresightchallenge.org and is useful for viewing different combinations and aggregations
of the technology assessment and probability matrix analyses data. Still, this static image is a
useful view of the average percent probability that a particular ECT is currently being used or
potentially could be used to fulfill a particular agency goal. This figure is best read from top to
bottom to follow the variations by ECT type. The x-axis lists each of the agencies’ main goals in
numerical order and is subdivided into sections for the potential probability of that ECT being
used for that agency goal; the y-axis lists each ECT and is subdivided into the average percent
probability that the particular ECT could potentially fulfill that particular agency goal per expert
respondents (n = 10).
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For example, the row for virtual reality reveals consistently low probabilities of current
use and only slightly higher probabilities for potential use across the agency goals. This indicates
that virtual reality technologies can be considered after other technologies and that, when
considered, consideration could begin with the ways in which virtual reality technologies could
support the two goals with slightly higher probabilities for potential use: DOC Goal 1, Trade and
Investment, and DOE Goal 2, Nuclear Security. In another example, the column for the DOC
Goal 2, Innovation, has current and potential probabilities that are mostly over fifty percent. This
makes sense given the intention of the goal, but it also reveals another opportunity for focused
search and investment: Technologies like robotics or ubiquitous computing have particularly
high probabilities and could be studied first.
Relative to DOC, the intersection of current probability and potential probability shows
high current and potential probable use for electronics, information technology, and Internet. It
generally shows low current and potential probable use for biotechnology, geoengineering,
quantum (usually computing), sensors, and space (outer). Expert respondents coded none of the
ECT for high current use and low potential use but artificial intelligence, interfaces, and virtual
reality all had higher codes for current use than for potential use. Expert respondents generally
agreed about the high current and potential uses of ECT for DOC Goal 1, Trade and Investment,
and DOC Goal 2, Innovation, and low current and potential uses of ECT for DOC Goal 3,
Environment, DOC Goal 4, Data, and DOC Goal 5, Operational Excellence.
Relative to DOE, the intersection of current probability and potential probability shows
high current and potential probable use for electronics, information technology, interfaces,
nanotechnology, and sensors. It generally shows low current and potential probable use for
biotechnology, cognitive science, space (outer), ubiquitous computing, and virtual reality. Expert
respondents coded none of the ECT for high current use and low potential use or the inverse.
Expert respondents generally agreed about the high current and potential uses of ECT for DOE
Goal 2, Nuclear Security, and DOE Goal 3, Management and Performance.
The image in Figure 10, “Visual Analytics of Plausibility Matrix and Crowd-sourced
Intelligence Probabilities (Approaches 4 and 5),” is a scatter plot of the expert respondents’
probabilities of potential use versus the crowd-sourced probabilities of potential use. Figure 10
displays a static image of the interactive visual analytics for the fourth and fifth analysis
approaches. The actual visual analytics file is available on IQSS and at
www.foresightchallenge.org and is useful for viewing different combinations and aggregations
of the probability matrix analyses and crowd-sourced intelligence data. Still, this static image is a
useful view of the comparative percent probabilities that an ECT potentially could be used to
fulfill a particular agency goal. This figure is best read from top to bottom to follow the
variations by ECT type. The x-axis lists each of the agencies’ main goals in numerical order and
is subdivided into sections for the average potential probability of that ECT being used for that
agency goal based on expert respondents (n = 10); the y-axis lists each ECT and is subdivided
into the average percent probability that the particular ECT could potentially fulfill that
particular agency goal per averaged crowd-sourced intelligence (62 cases).
For example, the row for artificial intelligence reveals both high and low crowd
probabilities and consistently low expert assessments. More helpful is the row for information
technology in which the experts and crowds mostly agreed that the probabilities for potential use
were high. One of the areas of disagreement, under DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy, was
interesting. The probability that made up that bubble from the crowd-sourced users’ data was
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based on a specific information technology, designing a replacement to flash memory. Clearly
the crowd thinks that has a lower probability of serving the goal than the experts thought about
the technology in general.
In another example, the column for the DOC Goal 4, Data, the largest probabilities are
for information technology, which makes sense. Artificial intelligence, energy technology, and
quantum (usually computing) also require study given these probabilities. As more data are
collected in the crowd-sourced intelligence website, I expect to see this same variety of dots
throughout the squares by technology and goal. However, over time, more and more of the dots
will cluster to the top right and bottom left corners.
Relative to DOC, the intersection of potential probability per expert respondents and
potential probability per the crowd-sourced intelligence shows high potential probable use for
electronics, information technology, interfaces, nanotechnology, and quantum (usually
computing). It generally shows low potential probable use for robotics. Split opinions in which
expert respondents coded a high potential probability and the crowd-sourced probabilities were
lower occurred for biotechnology, cognitive science, energy technology, and Internet. There
were mixed responses relative to the DOC goals.
Relative to DOE, the intersection of potential probability per expert respondents and
potential probability per the crowd-sourced intelligence shows high potential probable use for
nanotechnology and sensors. It generally shows low potential probable use for biotechnology,
materials (advanced), quantum (usually computing), and robotics. Split opinions in which expert
respondents coded a high potential probability and the crowd-sourced probabilities were lower
occurred for artificial intelligence, energy technology, and information technology. There were
mixed responses relative to the DOE goals.
4.4 Findings from Disseminating the Methodology
Disseminating the data, results, and policymaker overview from the research produced ad
hoc feedback from the various recipients. From the members of academia, several have made
suggestions about improving the website tool for theoretical and practical benefit. For example
one member of academia suggested including the University of Tennessee logo on the
www.foresightchallenge.org website to ascribe the imprimatur of the University to the website.
Neither policymakers nor the general public have offered any feedback.
I had no expectations for the findings from this phase. Disseminating the methodology
was about sharing the methodology, data, findings, results, and meta-inferences with interested
groups. I had no requests or intentions for generating additional feedback or actions.
4.5 Integrating the Findings and Results
The findings and results from the first five approaches are summarized in Table 21,
“Summary of Current and Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies (by Agency
and Analysis Approach)” and discussed in Chapter 5, “Discussion.” Table 21 summarizes the
findings across all ECT and both agencies. This table is best read from top to bottom to follow
the variations by ECT type. The x-axis lists each of the agencies’ main goals in numerical order;
the y-axis lists each ECT and is subdivided into the five analysis approaches from applying the
methodology: content analysis, technology assessment analysis, individual qualitative
interviews, plausibility matrix analysis, crowd-sourced intelligence. Each cell contains the value
from the analysis approach.
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Within an ECT, this reveals the consistency of findings across the various approaches,
bearing in mind that approaches one through three address current use and approaches three
through five address potential use. For example, cognitive science is mentioned only three times
in the strategic documents; the expert respondents (n = 4) for the technology assessment assessed
a probability of current use of fifty percent or less for each goal; and it was not mentioned at all
in the qualitative interviews. Relative to potential future use, it was not mentioned at all in the
qualitative interviews; the expert respondents (n = 10) for the probability matrix analysis
assessed between 45% and 65% of potential future use; and the crowd-sourced intelligence (62
cases addressed for this project so far) has identified a feasibility of 50% and a federal
investment priority of 2.5.
Viewing the summary data as a whole by ECT reveals little support at either agency for
current use of artificial intelligence, cognitive science, electronics, geoengineering, interfaces,
quantum (usually computing), and virtual reality. In contrast, current use of energy technology,
information technology, Internet, and materials (advanced) garnered quite a bit of support.
Viewing the summary data as a whole by ECT reveals little support for potential future use of
geoengineering, quantum (usually computing), and space (outer). In contrast, the potential future
use of artificial intelligence, biotechnology, energy technology, information technology, Internet,
nanotechnology, and robotics received quite a bit of support.
Viewing the summary data as a whole by goal reveals support for current use of ECT for
DOC Goal 1, Trade and Investment, DOC Goal 2, Innovation, and DOC Goal 3, Environment,
and DOE Goal 1, Science and Energy. Viewing the summary data as a whole by goal reveals
support for potential use of ECT for DOC Goal 1, Trade and Investment, DOC Goal 2,
Innovation, and DOC Goal 3, Environment, DOC Goal 4, Data, and DOE Goal 1, Science and
Energy.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
Given the premise that knowing what ECT agencies are using and could be using to
fulfill agencies’ strategies, the summaries of findings and results in the previous chapter are
helpful; however, the findings and results pertinent to the research questions extend beyond
tables of technologies and strategies. Also interesting are the disposition of the propositions,
themes, meta-inferences (Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010), theoretical relevance, and practical
relevance of this research.
5.1 Research Questions and Propositions
The findings from this research are consistent with literature review: a gap can be seen
between the ECT agencies are currently and potentially using. Although it is true that some of
the ECT are not yet sufficiently mature, others are ready for use now and could be used to
support agency goals.
Relative to the first research question, Are ECT being used to fulfill agency strategic
plans?, findings and results from the first three analysis approaches indicate that agencies are
making current use of ECT but they could be used more to fulfill agency strategies. However, the
individual interviews reveal that considerations like time and funds, including limited time to
search for information about ECT, constrain the current use of ECT. Relative to the second
research question, Could ECT be used more extensively to fulfill agency strategic plans
(potential use)?, findings and results from the next three analysis approaches indicate that
agencies could extend their potential use of technologies to use ECT across more strategies.
The disposition of each of the propositions is summarized in Table 22, “Disposition of
the Propositions.” Table 22 summarizes the propositions and whether or not each was supported
by the analysis. In particular, the table shows which analysis approaches were designed to
address the proposition. The takeaway from this table is that the propositions were all supported
by the findings and results.
5.2 Themes and Meta-inferences
Seven themes and meta-inferences run through the findings and results: 1) Characterizing
ECT that are being used currently and could be used potentially to fulfill agency strategies
reveals interesting lists that can be used in a variety of ways; 2) It is possible to identify and
prioritize R & D investment opportunities based on technical feasibility and societal benefit; 3)
There are opportunities for DOC and DOE to collaborate; 4) There are some unexpected ECT to
consider for current and potential use and others that were surprising for their absence; 5) This
research reveals interesting glimpses into why agencies are not using more ECT; 6) These
findings and results have unintended consequences that must be considered; and 7) This
methodological approach is useful and could be applied in an extension of this circumstance or
in other circumstances.
First, it is possible to characterize current and potential agency use of ECT for fulfilling
agency strategies, especially with multiple approaches. Across the methods, I found that agencies
are using ECT, but some are being used more than others. By technology, I found that
biotechnology, electronics, information technology, and the Internet are getting the most traction
toward fulfilling agency strategies. By strategy, the DOC’s Goal 1, Trade and Investment, and
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Goal 2, Innovation, and the DOE’s Goal 2, Nuclear Security, have the most current uses for
ECT.
It is also possible to characterize potential agency use of ECT for fulfilling agency
strategies, also with multiple methods. Across the methods, I found that artificial intelligence,
information technology, interfaces, and Internet have the most potential for fulfilling agency
strategies. By strategy, the DOC’s Goal 1, Trade and Investment, and DOC Goal 2, Innovation,
and the DOE’s Goal 2, Nuclear Security, have the most potential uses for ECT.
Second, assessing potential technical feasibility, as measured by the probability of
technical feasibility by 2050, and potential societal benefit, as measured by the priority for
federal investment, add additional information. When considering federal investments in ECT,
policymakers can begin with the functionality of the ECT or the use it might make for fulfilling
an agency strategy, and then add the information about the potential technical feasibility and
potential societal benefit to make the decision for investment.
Third, despite disparate goals, a number of additional opportunities exist for DOC and
DOE to collaborate. In particular, across the various approaches electronics, energy technologies,
information technology, interfaces, and Internet each had high probabilities, high priorities, and
most also were mentioned in the individual interviews. Although the applications may be
different between the agencies, the opportunities to collaborate at the level of the technology are
the same. I was especially surprised to see so many opportunities for emerging energy
technologies at the DOC, a potential that is corroborated by language in the DOC’s strategic
plan, “Boost exports of environmental and clean energy technologies (ITA). Governments
around the world are creating regulations and policies to address the changing environment. ITA,
with the Department of Energy and the Environmental Protection Agency, will lead interagency
efforts to support and anticipate the needs of US exporters and foreign investors” (US
Department of Commerce 2014, 27).
Fourth, given the potential utility of artificial intelligence and cognitive science, I was
surprised by how few times each was mentioned in the strategic documents; how low the
probabilities were for current use and—in the case of cognitive science—for potential use; and
how few times they were mentioned in the individual interviews, despite prompts. Both artificial
intelligence and cognitive science offer tremendous potential to augment and extend human
abilities and thinking, which seem like they would help all of the goals. I was not surprised that
biotechnology and nanotechnology consistently appeared on the current and potential use lists.
Both can support many aspects of the agencies’ strategies; they are known to policymakers so
they can be mentioned more often in strategic documents; and the expert respondents were
familiar with them.
Fifth, this research reveals interesting glimpses into why agencies are not using more
ECT. Beyond the expected answers of insufficient time and funds, the prose in the strategic
documents and answers in the qualitative interviews reveal a lack of a search mindset among
agency employees and difficult acquisition process that inhibits ECT investments and
implementations. Language in the strategic documents is mostly about the continuation of
current efforts, which explains the numbers of mentions for ECT such as energy and information
technologies. Answers in the qualitative interviews related the difficulties of coordinating
investments in any technologies, much less ECT that are defined by little information and many
options. The acquisition process within each agency requires significant coordination and,
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depending on the size and type of investment, that process also can include the Executive Office
of the President and, of course, appropriations from Congress.
Sixth, these findings and results raise interesting implications relative to unintended
consequences. Low probabilities of current use but high probabilities of potential use (e.g.,
interfaces or sensors) may indicate a lack of familiarity about the technology or a consideration
about unintended consequences from using it. Theoretically, identifying unintended
consequences begins with identifying the signposts such as the events, trends, and statistics
(Tonn and Stiefel 2014). Identifying the paths to these unintended consequences could begin by
studying and finding ways to explain the differences between current use and potential use
probabilities.
Seventh, this methodological approach is useful and could be applied in an extension of
this circumstance or in other circumstances. The methodology could be applied as it is to any
agency and any set of technologies. The underlying data sources (e.g., strategic documents,
expert assessments, government employee information, crowd-sourced intelligence) are always
changing as new information and new needs emerge. Applying this methodology continuously is
both easy and appropriate. The methodology also could be applied as it is to any organization
and any set of technologies or other decision areas. Following the methodology in Figure 1,
“Developed Methodology by Phases,” after clearly defining the problem the researcher must
identify all of the relevant data sources and the appropriate analysis approaches for analyzing
those data sources. Multiple approaches reveal multiple sets of findings and results that can be
compared and contrasted, as demonstrated in this research, to identify the consistencies and
inconsistencies in the findings and results. Simplifying the methodology also is appropriate,
although it requires at least one analysis approach for current use and at least one analysis
approach for potential use.
Together, these seven themes represent findings, results, and meta-inferences that can be
useful in their own right. They also ensure theoretical and applied relevance, as discussed in the
next sections, and form the basis for future research, as summarized in Chapter 7, “Conclusion.”
5.3 Theoretical Relevance
In addition to the theoretical contributions detailed above, this work is theoretically
relevant to the political science discipline because developing the methodology is based on
theories of methodologies and other theoretical methodological development work. Using this
methodology, political scientists can make a theoretical link between ECT and agency strategies
as a theoretical link between public policy in the form of ECT investments and public
administration in the form of the strategies and foresight necessary to make those investments.
Moreover, the role of governance in the application of the methodology and the findings
and results is significant. Use of ECT to benefit society is a governance choice because both
societal benefits and risks accrue as a function of the adopted ECT as well as those that are
ignored or missed. Governance is at the heart of political science because with governance,
senior agency leaders can drive the next innovations and find the biggest opportunities to serve
the Nation and the world. Thus, this research is relevant to the discipline because it offers
political scientists tools for analyzing the world as it is and as it will become, and then applies
those tools to organization strategies until useful opportunities for governance in general. Also,
investments in ECT in particular are characterized based on the technical feasibility and social
benefits.
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This research integrates the technological and political contexts based on the assumption
that systematic and coordinated federal investments in ECT benefit society. Inherent in this
assumption are the increased possibilities of federal regulation for ECT or decreased possibilities
of federal regulation overall if ECT is handling reporting and transparency; decreased privacy for
individuals; or decreased inequality. Various mentions in the content analysis, individual
interviews, and crowd-sourced intelligence findings support these concerns. Additional research
is necessary to make additional connections. Similarly, the content analysis, individual
interviews, and crowd-sourced intelligence identified quite a few considerations regarding the
search and adoption processes for ECT and most of these considerations seem to be caused by
the political and public administration processes. As revealed in the content analysis, individual
interviews, and crowd-sourced intelligence, considerations include concerns about knowing
which technologies to consider are driven in part by who is elected and appointed to the various
positions. Concerns about adoption are driven by the realities of the political process, especially
the budgeting and appropriations processes, and the timeline for all of these versus the timelines
for ECT and creative destruction.
The qualitative theoretical relevance of this work is high, as is expected for mixed
methods research. In particular, the trustworthiness criterion, in the form of credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Denzin and Lincoln 2008; Guba and Lincoln
1994), was met by accurately representing all of the information; applicability of methodology
and the findings to other data in other public or private organizations; the fact that applying this
approach to similar data from other organizations would produce a similar structure and the
information could vary as necessary; and the findings are consistent with the data.
The quantitative theoretical relevance of this work is mixed, as noted above. Regarding
the reliability of this work in particular: To what extent will this methodology yield the same
result when applied over and over to the same data? Different expert respondents might vary in
how they code the technology assessment analysis matrix for current use. On the other hand,
applying the methodology via crowd-sourced intelligence to determine potential current and
future use could create a variety of results each time, especially given that people on the Internet
are making those assertions.
The work is generalizable to other agencies because the methodology is generalizable to
other defined problems even if the findings and results from this pilot application cannot be
generalized beyond the DOC and DOE. Every agency is different and one ideal outcome of this
work would be for future researchers to continue applying the methodology across more data and
more expert respondents. Clearly, the developing and disseminating phases can be generalized to
other agencies and organizations. The applying phase produces results that are peculiar to the
two agencies in my study, but the societal benefits and risks affect other agencies and
organizations. Finally, the evaluating phase will have specific results applicable to the two
agencies individually and as a dyad, but other findings may be generalizable to other agencies.
5.4 Applied Relevance
This research offers a great deal of applied relevance. The methodology is applicable to
any organization considering any set of options regarding any question as well as being
specifically applicable to federal agencies because it accommodates data collection limitations
and incorporates agency strategies and intentions. The pilot application of the methodology that
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is detailed in this research also yields specific answers that are useful to any stakeholders
interested in the DOC and DOE.
The political science discipline needs more theoretical work in the methodologies that
support applied political decisions, including decisions about investment prioritization (Grupp
and Linstone 1999; Lee et al. 2008; Mulgan 2002). Federal agencies need a methodology for
characterizing current and potential use of ECT, one of the recommendations to policymakers in
the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Recommendations to Policymakers
Developing and applying this methodology revealed three overarching opportunities for
policymaker engagement. First, it revealed a significant opportunity to govern with foresight at
every level of government, from the Executive Office of the President, throughout all
interagency coordination, and down to the agency line office work. Second, we can rethink the
way we consider ECT in our daily work and to fulfill our organizations’ strategies. Third, and
finally, we have an opportunity to build and apply methodologies for systematically identifying
ECT that support our national strategies and for characterizing them based on technical
feasibility and societal benefit.
6.1 Govern with Foresight
The literature review, content analysis of strategic documents, and individual interviews
with government employees reveal that thinking ahead is unusual for humans in general, and it is
particularly challenging given the nature of ECT. Both the Fuerth recommendations (Fuerth
2012) and a European Union report (European Commission 2002) make the case for governance
with foresight that must be managed by a government-wide office run through the Executive
Office of the President (Coates 1985); coordination, consistency, and accountability are themes
that cross most of the work on this subject.
The UK’s Foresight Projects are coordinated through the Government Office for Science
(United Kingdom Government Office for Science 2013) and are a successful example in another
developed country. This office handles projects such as the future of aging (United Kingdom
Government Office of Science 2014) or the future of cities (United Kingdom Government Office
of Science 2015) and claims successes such as foresight reports on climate change, land use, and
reducing obesity (United Kingdom Government Office for Science 2013). In fact, European
foresight programs in Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Russia,
Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK have been so successful that European Union institutions are
now building a joint foresight capacity—European Strategy and Policy Analysis System
(ESPAS) to assess long-term global trends in order to improve policy planning (Dreyer and
Stang 2013). Such a government-wide approach is needed in the US as well.
Calof and Smith (2010, 31) have even identified eight criteria for successful government
foresight programs, which could be applied to such a government-wide approach and were
applied to this research as indicated in each set of parentheses:
1. Clearly-identified clients (DOC and DOE);
2. Link between foresight and the policy agenda (connections between ECT and the
agency strategies and the funding priorities established via crowd-sourced
intelligence);
3. Link to senior policymakers (one-on-one interviews; questions throughout the
research; access to www.foresightchallenge.org, the crowd-sourced website; and
dissemination of the methodology and results);
4. Strong public-private partnerships (inherent in the conversations that support this
work);
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5. Development of methodologies and skills that are not already in use at agencies (the
methodology and the underlying analysis approaches and skills are not consistently in
use);
6. Clear communication (in the creation and dissemination of this methodology);
7. Integrated stakeholders (through one-on-one interviews; questions throughout the
research; access www.foresightchallenge.org, the crowd-sourced intelligence website;
and dissemination of the methodology and results; and
8. National-level academic engagement (begun through conversations and inherent to
my current academic role but requires additional work).
US agencies with strategic planning offices (Dreyer and Stang 2013), including the DOC’s
Office of Policy and Strategic Planning and the DOE’s Office of Energy Policy and Systems
Analysis, have an opportunity to consider this research and these recommendations.
6.2 Encourage Systematic Consideration of ECT
One of the most interesting findings from the gap between current and potential use, and
as detailed in the individual interviews, was that technology is considered incrementally, if at all.
“The belief is that there is no middle ground for some advances because they depend on
regulatory changes, complementary breakthroughs, specific circumstances, competing
technologies, the effects of standardization, or other binary ‘go, no-go’ situations” (Halal et al.
1997, 7).
Content analysis of strategic documents and individual interviews reveal that strategy and
funding are considerations when thinking about ECT. Timelines are too long and the results are
too hard to change. ECT are moving faster and faster. Systematic consideration of ECT will
allow big-picture looks at what is already available and in use, and what is needed given the
potential futures. Combined with the first recommendation, foresight could mean taking action to
consider ECT solutions to societal problems.
6.3 Support Methodologies that Connect ECT with Agency Strategies
As the findings and results from research project revealed, opportunities exist to improve
agency data and access with a systematic methodology for characterizing current and potential
use of ECT for fulfilling agency strategies. Despite data.gov (US Government 2015) and
Google’s Public Data Explorer (Google 2015), gaps exist in our nation’s data, access to data, and
ability to communicate about the quality of the various datasets. These issues with our national
data was acknowledged recently by the Executive Office of the President:
Any attempt to create a data infrastructure around the effects of research and development (R & D) must
confront the fact that relevant data (e.g., funding agency R & D awards, educational institution outcome
data, research publications) are currently drawn from disparate sources, using widely differing
methodologies and approaches. Thus, building a coherent data infrastructure is particularly challenging.
Inputs, outputs, and outcomes are not currently generated or combined in a systematic fashion. The
development of consistent and reliable answers to stakeholder requests requires the use of common data
sources and standardized methodologies for data cleaning and analysis (Executive Office of the President
2014c, 64).

Resolving the gap in our current information and adding new information about potential use
will depend upon a systematic methodology for collecting, organizing, analyzing, and
synthesizing the data and the findings and results.
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Each of these can be accomplished with the methodology developed and applied herein.
However, such accomplishment will require sustained political attention and action in the form
of consistent funding and effort.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This research advanced knowledge and understanding within political science, public
administration, and public policy by providing a methodology for federal agencies to
systematically use ECT to fulfill agency strategies. It also advanced knowledge and
understanding in multiple disciplines by:
§ Identifying ECT that are being used currently to fulfill agency strategies;
§ Identifying ECT that could be used to fulfill agency strategies;
§ Identifying and prioritizing R & D investment opportunities based on technical
feasibility; and
§ Identifying and prioritizing R & D investment opportunities based on societal benefit.
Applying this information has the potential to systematically support agencies’
technology investments, which can enhance national innovation, which increases Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and thus increases quality of life (Diener, Diener, & Diener 1995). This
information also could be applied to fulfill the President’s request that agencies use “technology
to make a real difference in people’s lives” (Obama 2010).
7.1 Research Limitations
Research limitations include two data collection limitations and two research design
conceptualization limitations. The primary data collection limitation is in the data about current
agency use of ECT. I would have preferred to begin with agency-reported lists of technology
matched to each strategy, but—based on correspondence with a variety of sources (as detailed in
Chapter 3), and especially based on correspondence with individuals in the White House Office
of Science and Technology Policy (Rubin 2013) and the NSF (Yamaner 2015)—the closest
available sources are the DOE’s Quadrennial Technical Review, the various agency strategies,
and the Congressional Budget Justifications, all of which were used as the basis for current
agency use in content analysis, Analysis Approach 1.
A secondary data limitation is that agency strategic plan content and Congressional
Budget Justifications are conscribed by page limitations, the need for agency consensus, and the
need to be acceptable to the Executive Office of the President and Congress so it is possible that
many ECT are under consideration but are not mentioned. Moreover, mentioning ECT is not the
primary purpose of these documents.
Of the two research design conceptualization limitations, the most interesting is that this
research design cannot separate ECT that agencies potentially could be using now from the
technologies the agencies potentially could be using in the future. This is easily remedied in
future research by developing and applying a more rigorous definition of each term. Second,
technology itself is often conflated with ECT, either due to the nature of the object (e.g., a
smartphone) or because it has emerged in the course of the study (e.g., ubiquitous wristwatch
computers).
7.2 Future Research
I recommend three types of future research based on this project: 1) Theoretical
extensions and improvements to the methodology itself; 2) Applied research; and 3) Applied and
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theoretical work to extend the www.foresightchallenge.org website to improve support for R &
D investment decisions.
7.2.1 Theoretical Future Research
Additional work is needed to extend the theoretical distinctions between technologies that
agencies could be using now and could be using in the future and for technologies that are
converging with each other and on platforms. Future analysis approaches could include genetic
algorithms (Goldberg 2002; Whitley 1994) to distinguish and project the combinations of
technologies over time or ontological matching (Doan et al. 2004; Ehrig and Sure 2004; Euzenat
2013; Otero-Cerdeira et al. 2015) to distinguish and link the strategies and ECT.
Future research must include more studies of the behavioral aspects of how government
employees use ECT on a day-to-day basis and the specific decision-making processes related to
agency use of ECT to fulfill agency strategies.
Studying behavioral and process aspects of how agencies search for and adopt ECT is an
important next step in this research. Understanding how individual employees choose ECT for
their day-to-day use and for agency investments is as important as understanding the processes
that inhibit and support those choices. The interviews in this study hinted at more inhibitions to
ECT choices than support. In addition to inhibitions as a result of funds and time, employees also
revealed that they rarely, if ever, search out information about ECT and, even if their job is
technology-related, do not think of themselves as proponents for ECT. Researchers could base
this research on significant behavioral research and also could consider significant decisionmaking process research.
Researchers also could study the decision-making processes that underlie the use (or lack
of use) of ECT. Excellent foundational work exists on this in the study of strategic use of
information technology by non-profit organizations that could be the basis for this future
research. In particular, researchers could apply the organizational competencies (e.g., planning,
budgeting resources, using Internet, measuring effectiveness, leadership support) of strategic use
of information technology for nonprofit organizations (Hackler and Saxton 2007) to the data
gathered for this project.
Moreover, inspired by Fishkin’s (2009, 198) notion of deliberative democracy, which is
“defined by the combination of deliberation and political equality,” a faculty member suggested
studying the individual effects of contributing to national governance and policy via the crowdsourced website. Scholars could collect individual-, group-, or organizational-level information
about the participants to learn why they chose to participate; what they gain by participating; and
how the experience of participating has shaped their views or changed other aspects of their civic
participation. Results could be analyzed via social network analysis or a Delphi panel could
study the visual analytics.
7.2.2 Applied Future Research
Future research must apply the methodology in two important ways. First, it must
incorporate additional agencies. Second, it must consider interagency coordination, especially
coordinating mechanisms for federal science and technology regulation and investment such as
the federal Demonstration Partnership or the National Academies of Science. Technologies cited
more often may be more important or more likely to be important and so could be prioritized
earlier.
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This methodology can be applied to any public or private organization. For any
organization, the methodology can be applied annually to capture changes in technologies,
strategies, and the other results. Any findings and results from these future applications can be
compared to successive applications for that organization or among organizations.
7.2.3 Website Tool
Another logical extension of this work is to expand the website
(www.foresightchallenge.org) into a place where federal decisions about investments in science
and technology can be made. This would require adding in the data from every federal agency
(either through the method I employ in this methodology or by direct requests for data) and
building other functionality based on best practices in decision support systems. Extending the
website tool will require work in more sophisticated natural language processing for the data
collection and analysis.
7.3 Conclusions
The methodology I developed allows us to improve our understanding of how agencies
are using ECT to fulfill their strategies now and how they could be using technologies to fulfill
their strategies. It also offers information about technical feasibility and societal benefits of each
ECT relative to the strategy. By developing, applying, evaluating, and disseminating this
methodology, I contributed a theoretical understanding of the developed model, the relationship
to governance, and a theoretical link between public policy and public administration. I also
contributed an applied understanding of which ECT the DOC and the DOE are using and could
be using. With the systematic strategic planning, foresight, and use of ECT made possible by this
methodology, our society benefits.
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Appendix A. Tables
Table 1. Research Questions and Propositions Mapped to the Methodology
Phase

Step

Research Question 1: Are ECT being used to fulfill agency
strategic plans (current use)?	
  

Approach 1: Content
analysis involves
culling information
from documents
(Krippendorff 1980;
Weber 1990;
Neuendorf 2002;
Grimmer and
Stewart 2013;
Krippendorff 2013;
Potter and LevineDonnerstein 1999;
Stemler 2001)
Phase 1 /
Develop
Methodology
Proposition 1

Define

Phase 2 /
Apply
Methodology
Propositions
2a-2b

Collect

Defined problem is
to identify current
and potential use of
ECT agencies to
fulfill agency
strategies
Government reports
such as Agency
Strategies,
Congressional
Budget
Justifications, and
Quadrennial
Technology Reviews

Approach 2:
Technology
assessment analysis
captures expert
opinions about the
probability of
technology use
(Braun 1998;
European
Parliamentary
Technology
Assessment 2014;
Fleischer et al.
2005; Kameoka et
al. 2004)
[See column under
Approach 1]

Approach 3:
Individual
interviews involve
open-ended
discussion to
explore and
connect ideas
(Weiss 1994;
Denzin and
Lincoln 2008;
Maxwell 2004;
Horizon Scanning
Center 2008;
Guba and Lincoln
1994)
[See column
under Approach
1]

Expert assessments
on a survey matrix
built from online
articles and
government reports

Government
employee answers
to open-ended
questions

Research Question 2: Could ECT be used more
extensively to fulfill agency strategic plans (potential
use)?
Approach 3:
Approach 4:
Approach 5:
Individual
Plausibility
Crowd-sourced
interviews
matrices
intelligence
[See column to
involving expert
(folksonomies in
the left]
opinions of
futures research
probable, or
(Horizon Scanning
priority, areas for
Center 2008))
focus (United
involves collecting
Kingdom
expertise of
Government ;
individuals who
Horizon Scanning volunteer their
Center 2008;
expertise
Green et al. 2007) (Howe 2006;
Sunstein 2006;
Briscoe et al. 2015)
[See column
[See column under
under Approach
Approach 1]
1]

Expert
assessments on a
survey matrix
build from online
articles and
government
reports

Crowd-sourced
website tool built
from researched
lists of agency
strategies, ECT,
platforms,
trends/forecasts,
potential futures,
and societal
benefits and risks
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Table 1. Research Questions and Propositions Mapped to the Methodology (continued)
Phase

Step

Research Question 1: Are ECT being used to fulfill agency
strategic plans (current use)?	
  

Phase 2 /
Apply
Methodology
Propositions
2a-2b
(continued)

Organize

Loaded documents
to QDA Miner with
one record per report

Loaded
probabilities of
current use to
Excel with one line
per technology
funded and one
column per
strategy

Typed interviews
and loaded
documents to
QDA Miner with
one record per
interview subject

Analyze

§ Established the
process
§ Developed the
model
§ Coded as human
§ Coded as machine
§ Calculated
human/machine
inter-rater
reliability
§ Validated the
model
§ Applied visual
inspection and ran
inter-coder
reliability

§ Established the
process
§ Aggregated the
probabilities
using the linear
opinion pool
method (Genest
and McConway
1990; Stone
1961)
§ Ran sensitivity
analyses	
  

§ Established the
process
§ Developed the
model based on
the interview
question
categories,
which were
based on the
methodology
§ Coded as a
human

Research Question 2: Could ECT be used more
extensively to fulfill agency strategic plans (potential
use)?
Loaded
Loaded website
probabilities of
answers,
potential use to
probabilities, and
Excel with one
priorities to Excel
line per
with one line per
technology
answer, which
funded and one
were based on the
column per
researched data
strategy
stored in
MySQL™ and
served on a website
designed in PHP
§ Established the
§ Established the
process
process
§ Coded as
§ Summarized the
human
results
§ Aggregated the
probabilities
using the linear
opinion pool
method (Genest
and McConway
1990; Stone
1961)
§ Ran sensitivity
analyses	
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Table 1. Research Questions and Propositions Mapped to the Methodology (continued)
Phase

Step

Research Question 1: Are ECT being used to fulfill agency
strategic plans (current use)?	
  

Phase 2 /
Apply
Methodology
Propositions
2a-2b
(continued)
Phase 3 /
Evaluate
Methodology
Proposition 3

Synthesize

Table of findings

Evaluate

Phase 4 /
Disseminate
Methodology
Proposition 4

Disseminate

§ Reconsider defined problem and the resulting methodology
§ Identify gaps in collection, organization, analysis, and synthesis
§ Analyze gaps per Approach 6: Visual analytics (Börner 2010; Lima 2011; Thomas and Cook 2006; Keim et al. 2008; Chen
2008):
o Established the process
o Labeled and aligned the data
o Ran visual analytic images
§ Outreach with methodology and findings, results, and meta-inferences to researchers per best practices
§ Outreach with methodology and findings, results, and meta-inferences to policymakers per best practices
§ Outreach with methodology and findings, results, and meta-inferences to the general public per best practices

Table of results

Table of findings

Research Question 2: Could ECT be used more
extensively to fulfill agency strategic plans (potential
use)?
Table of findings Table of results
Table of findings
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Table 2. Overview of Key Methodologies

Role for Agency
Strategies
Incorporates
Agency
Strategies

Does Not
Incorporate
Agency
Strategies

Agency Current Use of
Emerging and Converging
Technologies
§ None: Individuals at the
White House Office of
Science and Technology
Policy (Rubin 2013) and
the NSF (Yamaner 2015)
confirm that there is no
systematic collection of
information about agency
current use of ECT or
technology-level
investments in ECT
§ Applied: STAR
METRICSSM captures
voluntary information
from federally-funded
researchers about the
research project and
outcomes such as job
creation and economic
growth (National Institutes
of Health 2013, 2015;
National Institutes of
Health 2014)
§ Applied: RaDiUS was
designed to track research
conducted with grant
money (RAND 2015) but
is no longer funded and the
data are no longer
available (Della-Piana
2015)

Agency Potential Use of
Emerging and
Converging Technologies
§ Theoretical: Uses expert
opinions about
technology related to the
nation’s agricultural
strategy. The applied
case prioritized
nanotechnology policies
for agricultural
development in Thailand
(Gerdsri and Kocaoglu
2009)
§ Theoretical: Based on
decision-maker priorities,
data are collected,
analyzed, and
automatically processed
for expert and crowdsourced analysis.
Policymakers can
allocate resources based
on the resulting priorities
(Committee on
Forecasting Future
Disruptive Technologies
2010, 2009)
§ Applied (available
intermittently): Foresight
Engine grew out of
Signtific (Institute for the
Future 2009a, 2009b),
which was designed to
alert the government to
concerns with ECT
(United States).
Foresight Engine is for
any foresight about any
issue and the games are
offered intermittently
(Gordon 2012; Institute
for the Future 2012)

Any Organization’s Potential
Use of Emerging and
Converging Technologies
§ Applied: Sponsored by the
US Government and run by
George Mason University,
SciCast.org uses a prediction
market algorithm to forecast
outcomes based on crowdsourced answers (note the
focus on any outcomes not
just technologies) (Twardy et
al. 2014; George Mason
University 2015)
§ Applied:
TechCastGlobal.com
provides continuous
assessment of ECT via online
Delphi cycles (Halal et al.
1998; Halal 2013)
§ Theoretical: Grouping
information about patents to
predict technology trends
(Yoon and Kim 2012)
§ Theoretical: Based on patent
citations for current
emerging technologies, the
proposed system fits a
growth curve to patent cites
and forecasts the growth
path by technology,
including risk and return
(Shin and Kim 2013)
§ Theoretical: Grouping
patents by relationships
between cited and citing
patents allows a new
visualization of technology
areas (Kay et al. 2014)
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Table 3. Methodology Design Criteria and Minimum Standard
Design Criteria
If qualitative: Trustworthiness in the form of credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Denzin and
Lincoln 2008; Guba and Lincoln 1994)
If quantitative: External validity (generalizability), internal
validity, reliability, and objectivity (Shively 2009; Ondercin
2003; Brewer 2003; Chen and Krauss 2003; Hammersley
2003)
Transparency and coherence of the inputs and outputs (Tonn
and Stiefel 2013; Yardley 2000)

Acceptability to the academic community (e.g., with respect to
commitment and rigor) (Tonn and Stiefel 2013; Yardley 2000)
Impact and importance (Yardley 2000): Utility of the approach
to the research community and utility of the outputs to the
policy community (Tonn and Stiefel 2013)
Degree to which it integrates relevant stakeholders (Calof and
Smith 2010)
Practicality of implementing and updating the approach (Tonn
and Stiefel 2013)
Ability to incorporate contexts, especially potential
technologies, platforms, trends, and futures (Yardley 2000)
Ability to address the defined problem (e.g., by characterizing
current and potential agency use of ECT)

Minimum Standard
High: the remaining criteria will not be
considered by researchers or policymakers if
this criterion is not met	
  
High: the remaining criteria will not be
considered by researchers or policymakers if
these first two criteria are not met
Medium: some approaches necessary for
meeting the other criteria may impact
transparency and coherence
High: for the methodology and its results to be
useful, they have to be accepted
High: this is a subjective choice, though, and
could vary by application of the methodology
Medium: this may or may not determine the
utility of the outputs
Medium: others may or may not be willing to
exert too much effort and time to produce the
results
High: context can be decisive so capturing that
surrounding information is necessary
High: this is the purpose of the research and
frames the two research questions
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Table 4. Agency Strategies

Department of Commerce
Department of Commerce FY 2014 - FY 2018 Goal 1,
Trade and Investment: “Expand the US economy
through increased exports and inward foreign investment
that lead to more and better American jobs

Department of Commerce FY 2014 - FY 2018 Goal 2,
Innovation: “Foster a more innovative US economy—
one that is better at inventing, improving, and
commercializing products and technologies that lead to
higher productivity and competitiveness”
Department of Commerce FY 2014 - FY 2018 Goal 3,
Environment: “Ensure communities and businesses
have the necessary information, products, and services to
prepare for and prosper in a changing environment”
Department of Commerce FY 2014 - FY 2018 Goal 4,
Data: “Improve government, business, and community
decisions and knowledge by transforming Department
data capabilities and supporting a data-enabled
economy”
Department of Commerce FY 2014 - FY 2018 Goal 5,
Operational Excellence: “Deliver better services,
solutions, and outcomes that benefit the American
people”

Department of Energy
Department of Energy 2014 - 2018 Goal 1, Science
and Energy: “Advance foundational science, innovate
energy technologies, and inform data driven policies that
enhance US economic growth and job creation, energy
security, and environmental quality, with emphasis on
implementation of the President’s Climate Action Plan
to mitigate the risks of and enhance resilience against
climate change”
Department of Energy 2014 - 2018 Goal 2, Nuclear
Security: “Strengthen national security by maintaining
and modernizing the nuclear stockpile and nuclear
security infrastructure, reducing global nuclear threats,
providing for nuclear propulsion, improving physical
and cybersecurity, and strengthening key science,
technology, and engineering capabilities”
Department of Energy 2014 - 2018 Goal 3,
Management and Performance: “Position the
Department of Energy to meet the challenges of the 21st
century and the nation’s Manhattan Project and Cold
War legacy responsibilities by employing effective
management and refining operational and support
capabilities to pursue departmental missions”
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Table 5. Evaluation of Design Criteria, Minimum Threshold, and Threshold Achieved
Design Criteria

Minimum
Threshold for
the
Methodology

Threshold
Achieved for
Content
Analysis
(Analysis
Approach 1,
qualitative)
High

Threshold
Achieved for
Technology
Assessment
(Analysis
Approach 2,
quantitative)
[See next row,
quantitative]

Threshold
Achieved for
Individual
Interviews
(Approach 3,
qualitative)

Threshold
Achieved for
Plausibility
Matrices
(Approach 4,
quantitative)

Threshold
Achieved for
Crowd-Sourced
Intelligence
(Approach 5,
qualitative)

Threshold
Achieved for
Visual Analytics
(Approach 6,
qualitative)

If qualitative:
Trustworthiness in the
form of credibility,
transferability,
dependability, and
confirmability (Denzin
and Lincoln 2008; Guba
and Lincoln 1994)
If quantitative: External
validity (generalizability),
internal validity,
reliability, and objectivity
(Shively 2009)
Transparency and
coherence of the inputs
and outputs (Tonn and
Stiefel 2013; Yardley
2000);
Acceptability to the
academic community
(e.g., with respect to
commitment and rigor)
(Tonn and Stiefel 2013;
Yardley 2000)

High

High

[See next row,
quantitative]

High

High

High

[See previous
row,
qualitative]

Mixed, as noted

[See previous
row,
qualitative]

High

[See previous
row, qualitative]

[See previous
row, qualitative]

Medium

High

Medium

High

Medium

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High
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Table 5. Evaluation of Design Criteria, Minimum Threshold, and Threshold Achieved (continued)
Design Criteria

Minimum
Threshold for
the
Methodology

Impact and importance
(Yardley 2000): Utility of
the approach to the
research community and
utility of the outputs to
the policy community
(Tonn and Stiefel 2013)
Degree to which it
integrates relevant
stakeholders (Calof and
Smith 2010)
Practicality of
implementing and
updating the approach
(Tonn and Stiefel 2013)

High

Ability to incorporate
contexts, especially
potential technologies,
platforms, trends, and
futures (Yardley 2000)
Ability to characterize
actual or potential agency
use of ECT, as
appropriate

High

High

Medium

Medium

Threshold
Achieved for
Content
Analysis
(Analysis
Approach 1,
qualitative)
High

Threshold
Achieved for
Technology
Assessment
(Analysis
Approach 2,
quantitative)
High

Threshold
Achieved for
Individual
Interviews
(Approach 3,
qualitative)

Threshold
Achieved for
Plausibility
Matrices
(Approach 4,
quantitative)

Threshold
Achieved for
Crowd-Sourced
Intelligence
(Approach 5,
qualitative)

Threshold
Achieved for
Visual Analytics
(Approach 6,
qualitative)

High

High

High

High

Medium as
they wrote the
source
documents
Medium as it
is laborintensive

High as they
were expert
respondents

High

High as they
were expert
respondents

High as they were
website users

High

High

High

High

Medium as it
is difficult to
secure expert
respondents
who meet the
criteria
High

High

High

Medium as it is
difficult to
secure expert
respondents
who meet the
criteria
High

High

High

High

Mixed

High

High

High

High
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Table 6. Types of Interview Questions

Area of Inquiry
These are background questions to establish the
subject’s level of knowledge and interest, especially as
relates to technology and the agency’s strategies

These are questions in support of Research Question 1,
Are ECT being used to fulfill agency strategic plans
(current use)?

These are questions in support of Research Question 2,
Could ECT be used more extensively to fulfill agency
strategic plans (potential use)?	
  

These are questions about the subject’s search for new
technologies; thoughts about the future; and the
considerations that affect both search for and adoption of
emerging technologies

Question
§ Tell us more about your position description?
§ What is your day-to-day work like?
§ How do you know when you’ve been successful in
your position?
§ Do you engage with the agency’s strategic plan for
your day-to-day work? Are you accountable for
particular sections of your agency’s strategic plan?
§ How do you use technology in your work to help
meet the agency’s strategic plan?
§ How do you find out about new technologies the
agency is adopting or should adopt?
§ What types of emerging technologies, technologies
that are just now becoming available like
[something relevant to their area], is the agency
adopting or should it adopt?
§ What types of converging technologies,
technologies that are combining with other
technologies like [something relevant to their area],
is the agency adopting or should it adopt?
§ Are there technologies you wish you were using for
YOUR work? That you wish the agency was using?
§ Are there emerging technologies you wish you were
using? That you wish the agency was using?
§ Are there converging technologies you wish you
were using? That you wish the agency was using?
§ Regarding converging technologies—for example,
the ability to read email on all of your devices or
have your car read it to you—what are your
opinions?
§ What do you think the world will be like in 2050?
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Table 7. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis of Strategic Plans (by Agency Strategy):
Department of Commerce
Emerging and
Converging
Technology
[Count of mentions in
the strategic plan with a
sample mention]
Artificial Intelligence
Biotechnology
Cognitive Science
Electronics
Energy Technology

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Geoengineering
Information
Technology

0
0

0
2
“USPTO [United States
Patent and Trademark
Office] has made historic
strides in reducing the
backlog of applications
in the past four years.
The Department will
continue the pace by
engaging with
stakeholders, developing
new standards and tools,
optimizing information
technology (IT)
capabilities, and hiring a
nationwide workforce.”

0
0
0
0
1
“Boost exports of
environmental and clean
energy technologies
(ITA [International
Trade Administration]).”
0
0

0
0

0
0
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Table 7. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis of Strategic Plans (by Agency Strategy):
Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technology
[Count of mentions in
the strategic plan with a
sample mention]
Interfaces

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

0

0

0

0

Internet

0

9
“Objective 2.3.
Strengthen the Nation’s
digital economy by
championing policies
that will maximize the
potential of the Internet,
expanding broadband
capacity, and enhancing
cybersecurity (NIST
[National Institute of
Standards and
Technology], NTIA
[National
Telecommunications and
Information
Administration],
USPTO).”

2
“Digital Coast is a web
platform providing
coastal geospatial
information. The number
of communities using
Digital Coast is based on
Census-designated
places within coastal
states, including all
Census-defined cities,
towns, townships,
boroughs, and
incorporated
municipalities.”

1
“Ensures that NOAA
provides real time (or
near real time)
availability of critical
satellite data and
products without gaps.”
1
“Increase capacity to
make data accessible,
discoverable, and usable
by the public (NIST,
NOAA). The
Department’s Big Data
vision will not be
realized simply by
making data available
through conventional
means. Through publicprivate partnerships,
scientific data can be
intelligently positioned
in the cloud and be colocated with easy,
affordable access to
computing, storage, and
advanced analytical
capabilities.”

0
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Table 7. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis of Strategic Plans (by Agency Strategy):
Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technology
[Count of mentions in
the strategic plan with a
sample mention]
Materials (Advanced)

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

0

0

0

Nanotechnology
Quantum (usually
Computing)
Robotics
Sensors
Space (Outer)

0
0

0
0

1
“Develop standards and
tools to assess green
building technologies
(NIST). NIST will
develop measurement
science that enables
architects and developers
to design buildings that
produce as much energy
as they consume and to
use more durable
materials.”
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Ubiquitous Computing
Virtual Reality

0
0

0
0

0
0
1
“Ensures that NOAA
provides real time (or
near real time)
availability of critical
satellite data and
products without gaps.”
0
0

0
0

0
0
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Table 7. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis of Strategic Plans (by Agency Strategy):
Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technology
[Count of mentions in
the strategic plan with a
sample mention]
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies (in
General)

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

0

2
“Accelerate rate of labto-market
commercialization (EDA
[Economic Development
Administration], NIST,
USPTO). A wide range
of life-changing
commercial technologies
were nurtured by
federally funded R & D,
from the Internet, to the
global positioning
system (GPS), to
leading-edge vaccines.
The federal R & D
enterprise must continue
to support fundamental
research and diffuse this
knowledge through open
data and publications.”

0

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

0
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Table 8. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis of Strategic Plans (by Agency Strategy):
Department of Energy
Emerging and
Converging
Technology
[Count of mentions in
the strategic plan with
a sample mention]
Artificial Intelligence
Biotechnology
Cognitive Science
Electronics
Energy Technology

Geoengineering
Information
Technology

Interfaces
Internet

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance

0
0
0
0
11
“Goal 1: Science and Energy. Advance
foundational science, innovate energy
technologies, and inform data driven policies
that enhance US economic growth and job
creation, energy security, and environmental
quality, with emphasis on implementation of
the President's Climate Action Plan to
mitigate the risks of and enhance resilience
against climate change.”
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
“0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
4
“Management and Performance - DOE
leads the largest cleanup effort in the world
to remediate the environmental legacy of
over six decades of nuclear weapons and
nuclear research, development, and
production. As DOE carries out its mission,
it will strengthen effective and cost-efficient
management, support an engaged
workforce, and provide a modern, secure
physical and information technology
infrastructure.”
0
0
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Table 8. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis of Strategic Plans (by Agency Strategy):
Department of Energy (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technology
[Count of mentions in
the strategic plan with
a sample mention]
Materials (Advanced)

Nanotechnology

Quantum (usually
Computing)
Robotics
Sensors
Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous Computing

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance

3
“Conduct discovery-focused research to
increase our understanding of matter,
materials and their properties through
partnerships with universities, national
laboratories, and industry.”
0

0

0

0

0

1
“Talented researchers, engineers, and
technicians work across a range of
national-level challenges and enhance
their skills and expertise by working
concurrently on stockpile stewardship
and other national priority missions. For
example, supercomputers are key to
stockpile stewardship, but also have
been used to provide foreign threat
assessments and to open up the field of
nanotechnology.”
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
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Table 8. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis of Strategic Plans (by Agency Strategy):
Department of Energy (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technology
[Count of mentions in
the strategic plan with
a sample mention]
Virtual Reality

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance

0

0

Emerging &
Converging
Technologies (General)

1
“DOE will bolster the capabilities of the
US government to address cyber and
other related security threats through
research and development, vulnerability
analyses, testing at physical and virtual
ranges, and modeling and simulation.”

1
“National laboratories design, build, and operate unique scientific instrumentation and facilities that serve tens of thousands of
scientists and engineers from academia, government, and industry collaborating on solutions to pressing and complex problems. These
facilities, which are found nowhere else in the world, support open scientific research as well as classified work. They continually
advance the state of the art through the development and use of next-generation tools and technologies. They enable fundamental
scientific discoveries, ensure our national security, and assist industry (with new materials, improved manufacturing processes, and
advanced product testing).”
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Table 9. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis (by Agency)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Count from all
strategy
documents and
sample content]
Artificial
Intelligence
Biotechnology

Cognitive
Science

Department of Commerce

Department of Energy

2 mentions
“Coupled with artificial-intelligence-based decision-support
systems, tornado lead times could be increased from the current
13 minutes to over 20 minutes.”
9 mentions
“MML [Material Measurement Laboratory at NIST] serves a
very broad range of industry sectors ranging from
transportation to biotechnology by conducting research, and
providing its output in the form of measurement services and
measurement quality assurance tools to address problems of
national importance, such as greenhouse gas emissions
measurements; renewable energy; the Nation's aging
infrastructure; environmental quality; food safety and nutrition;
forensics and homeland security; healthcare measurements; and
manufacturing ranging from advanced materials to
photovoltaics to biologic drugs.”
3 mentions
“As noted above, the Economic Census is investing in an
electronic -only mode of collection, which will require
designing the Centurion system, another CEDCaP [Census
Enterprise Data Collection and Processing] component, to
accommodate the nation's largest companies with spreadsheet
reporting, as well as a user -friendly self- response instrument
to accommodate small business reporting needs. This involves
doing extensive cognitive research with businesses, lots of
prototyping of business scenarios, and development of
requirements and specifications activities of which occur
outside of the CEDCaP funding and are the responsibility of
each of the programs.”

0 mentions

5 mentions
“Today, with its Genomic Sciences activity and the DOE Joint Genome
Institute (JGI), BER [Biological and Environmental Research]
researchers are using the powerful tools of plant and microbial systems
biology to pursue fundamental breakthroughs needed to develop costeffective cellulosic biofuels. The three DOE Bioenergy Research Centers
lead the world in fundamental biofuels-relevant research.”

2 mentions
“This philosophy extends further to the role of operator simulation
environments as a platform for validation of the impact of the tools and
techniques on decision-making processes. Decision support, cognitive
task analysis, and visualization (i.e., human factors side of planning and
operations) will be important to the effective implementation of new
tools and models.”
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Table 9. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis (by Agency) (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Count from all
strategy
documents and
sample content]
Electronics

Department of Commerce

Department of Energy

35 mentions
“Help the US electronics industry retain leadership in nextgeneration device realization by developing new measurement
capabilities that combine atomic force microscopy with
scanning tunneling microscopy to yield unprecedented,
detailed, atomic scale electronic property information on a wide
range of potential future electronic materials.”

Energy
Technology

6 mentions
“Boost exports of environmental and clean energy technologies
(ITA). Governments around the world are creating regulations
and policies to address the changing environment. ITA, with
the Department of Energy and the Environmental Protection
Agency, will lead interagency efforts to support and anticipate
the needs of US exporters and foreign investors.”

Geoengineering
Information
Technology

0 mentions
75 mentions
“The foundations of smart city solutions lie in the convergence
of information technology with manufactured products,
engineered systems of products, and associated services that
enable a new generation of ‘smart’ systems.”

68 mentions
“Power electronics underpin the converters, controllers, and switches that
regulate power flows on the grid. Advanced power electronics will ease
renewable energy integration while improving stability as they can
accommodate—and even counteract—voltage swings along circuits and
dynamically reroute power in response to varying generation and system
conditions. Transitioning to semiconductors with high operating
temperatures (such as wide band-gap semiconductors) will allow for
improved alternating current-direct current conversion, higher voltage
operation, and improved efficiency. The cost and manufacturability of
semiconductor materials tolerant of high voltage and temperature is a key
challenge.”
216 mentions
“DOE will give priority to those technologies most likely to have a
significant impact on timescales commensurate with the urgency of
national energy challenges. The Department will maintain a mix of
analytic, assessment, and fundamental engineering research capabilities
in a broad set of energy-technology areas without any expectation of
DOE investment in demonstration or deployment activities. The mix will
vary according to the status and significance of the technology, which
can be judged by maturity, materiality, and market potential.”
0 mentions
70 mentions
“The nation that succeeds in leading in HPC and large-scale data analysis
for the long term will have a competitive advantage in a wide array of
strategic sectors, including basic science, national defense, energy,
advanced manufacturing, health care, space, transportation, education,
and information technology.”
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Table 9. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis (by Agency) (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Count from all
strategy
documents and
sample content]
Interfaces

Internet

Materials
(Advanced)

Nanotechnology

Department of Commerce

Department of Energy

18 mentions
“NIST contributions to standards development in smart city
data access, integration and analysis, application interfaces, and
communication technologies and protocols.”
142 mentions
“Next Generation Internet Architectures: NIST released to the
Internet industry, protocol specifications, rapid prototypes and
measurement/monitoring systems for emerging secure interdomain routing technologies. These are helping industry
measure and characterize the completeness, correctness and
robustness of emerging global information infrastructures for
BGP security.”
235 mentions
“Complementary expertise at NIST and partner consortium
CHiMaD [Center for Hierarchical Materials Design] to address
critical materials challenges in both “hard” (inorganic) and
“soft” (organic) advanced materials in fields as diverse as selfassembled biomaterials, smart materials for self-assembled
circuit designs, organic photovoltaic materials, advanced
ceramics and metal alloys.”
12 mentions
“For example, NIST develops measurements focusing on the
very small (e.g., nanotechnology devices) and the very large
(e.g., skyscrapers), the physical (e.g., methods for
characterizing strands of DNA for forensic testing) and the
virtual (e.g., methodologies and best practices for securing
cyberspace).”

36 mentions
“Better understanding of how consumers respond to user interfaces and
economic signals is needed, requiring integration of social science
research with grid operation and planning.”
36 mentions
“Funding supports development and deployment of a public web portal
to track the inventory of STEM [Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics] workforce internship and outreach activities and
opportunities across the DOE laboratory complex.”

475 mentions
“Challenges to the commercialization of these technologies include the
stability of the materials against oxygen and water ingress, which could
potentially be overcome by developing improved, cost-effective
encapsulants. Alternatively, for organic solar cells, materials exist that
are stable in air and can be deposited under a small vacuum or in a
solution. Further R & D is needed to improve the efficiency of materials
for these emerging technologies.”
4 mentions
“Transformational developments in next-generation manufacturing
concepts can enable revolutionary advances in energy efficiency and
carbon abatement. This includes innovating the next generation of
processes and materials with lower embodied energy and lifecycle costs
for all manufactured products. Innovative enabling technologies for
energy-efficient and low CO2-equivalent emission products and
processes can take advantage of developments in sensors and controls,
catalysis, nanotechnology, micro-manufacturing, and reducing the GWP
of industrial gases.”
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Table 9. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis (by Agency) (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Count from all
strategy
documents and
sample content]
Quantum
(usually
Computing)

Department of Commerce

Department of Energy

40 mentions
“To conduct research into quantum resistant cryptography,
usable security, privacy enabling encryption, constrained
encryption and formal proofs for cryptography.”

Robotics

7 mentions
“Robotic Systems for Smart Manufacturing: To safely increase
the versatility, autonomy, and agile re-tasking of collaborative
robot systems with humans-in-the-loop for next-generation
smart manufacturing systems.”

Sensors

58 mentions
“Communication technologies and protocols that provide for
flexible and agile interconnection of sensors, systems, and
infrastructures.”

Space (Outer)

112 mentions
“NOS [National Ocean Service] conducts geodesy and height
modernization activities in all 50 states and many US
territories. NOS’ s geodesy products provide the foundational
data layer for transportation, mapping and charting, and a
multitude of other scientific and engineering applications.”

21 mentions
“Quantum chemical calculations were used for the first time to obtain
molecular reaction rates for surrogate biodiesel in combustion reactions.
The results revealed that by including tunneling reactions in high-fidelity
engine models, predicted engine performance was noticeably impacted.
Such calculations significantly improve the fidelity of engine modeling
and will assist in the design and optimization of compression-ignition
engines.”
2 mentions
“Continue development of robotics and smart tooling systems that are
needed to facilitate characterization, equipment removal, and
dismantlement under complex, unsafe or inaccessible conditions for
human entry. This initiative focuses on development of next generation
remote and robotic platforms and smart tooling systems to improve the
efficiency of decontamination and demolition efforts.”
63 mentions
“The Department’s whole-building R & D portfolio will focus on gaining
a better under- standing of how buildings operate as a system, including
the development of sensors, controls, and validated building energy
models. This will guide R & D in component and envelope technologies,
as well as the development of the next generation of model codes and
building labels.”
3 mentions
“Continues required engineering development work and satellite
interface coordination to support payload design update for subsequent
satellite blocks for GBDs [Global Burst Detector] and treaty monitoring
focused payloads.”
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Table 9. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Content Analysis (by Agency) (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Count from all
strategy
documents and
sample content]
Ubiquitous
Computing

Department of Commerce

Department of Energy

4 mentions
“NIST will provide measurement science and standards to
support the development of distributed and ubiquitous devices
that can be integrated everywhere by consumers and
manufacturers, to meet diverse needs.”

Virtual Reality

11 mentions
“Piloted a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure to allow NIST
business and scientific users to access their data and
applications anytime, anywhere, from any device, so that ideas,
collaboration, and innovation aren't limited to business hours or
office buildings.”
93 mentions
“lnteroperability - Critical emerging technologies such as the
Smart Grid and National healthcare information systems have
the potential to transform our society and revitalize the US
economy. NIST programs are helping to accelerate the
development of standards needed to ensure that the many
interconnected components in these systems can fully function
and exchange information seamlessly across systems.”

9 mentions
“IA [International Affairs] will explore and pursue international
collaborations, building on extensive relationships with international
stakeholders in recognition that the energy-water nexus is a global issue
with ubiquitous data, modeling and analysis; technology RDD&D
[Research, Development, Demonstration, and Deployment]; and policy
analysis interests.”
24 mentions
“Establish a virtual collaborative environment for conducting real-time
advanced digital forensics analysis.”

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies (in
General)

100 mentions
“Emerging Technology (IM-51): Funding will provide analysis on the
impact of emerging technologies and solutions on current strategies, and
develop a vision of the technological future of the organization. Work
products will include, but are not limited to: partner engagement
framework, partner engagement catalogue, strategic vendor reports,
targeted market validation, and the DOE Technology Roadmap.”
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Table 10. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Technology Assessment
Analysis (by Agency Strategy): Department of Commerce

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
Legend:
nAre using
(probability ≥
50%)
nAre not using
(probability <
50%
[Linear opinion
pool calculated
without
weightings,
percent
probability]
Artificial
Intelligence
Biotechnology
Cognitive
Science
Electronics
Energy
Technology
Geoengineering
Information
Technology
Interfaces
Internet
Materials
(Advanced)
Nanotechnology
Quantum
(usually
Computing)
Robotics
Sensors
Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous
Computing
Virtual Reality

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

13%

50%

13%

56%

31%

69%
50%

88%
50%

31%
25%

6%
44%

13%
25%

81%
56%

88%
75%

75%
75%

56%
38%

63%
38%

25%
75%

31%
88%

31%
75%

38%
75%

38%
75%

38%
56%
69%

50%
75%
81%

63%
75%
56%

56%
75%
25%

44%
63%
31%

81%
50%

81%
56%

50%
38%

25%
25%

25%
38%

63%
50%
56%
56%

88%
63%
50%
69%

56%
50%
31%
44%

25%
44%
25%
25%

25%
44%
25%
38%

33%

17%

17%

17%

8%
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Table 11. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Technology Assessment
Analysis (Sensitivity Analysis): Department of Commerce

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
Legend:
n ECT moves ≥
50% probability
if average score
increased
absolutely by
25%
n ECT moves
<50%
probability if
average score
decreased
absolutely by
25%
Artificial
Intelligence
Biotechnology
Cognitive
Science
Electronics
Energy
Technology
Geoengineering
Information
Technology
Interfaces
Internet
Materials
(Advanced)
Nanotechnology
Quantum
(usually
Computing)
Robotics
Sensors
Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous
Computing
Virtual Reality

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

25%
44%
25%

25%

56%
50%

31%

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

31%

56%

69%

50%

31%
63%

38%
63%

50%

56%

56%

63%

63%

63%
31%
44%

25%

38%

31%

31%

50%

69%
38%
56%

25%

31%

25%
63%

50%
50%

50%
63%

38%
25%
31%
31%

38%
25%
44%

31%
25%
56%
69%

50%
69%
50%
50%

50%
69%
50%
63%

58%
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Table 12. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Technology Assessment
Analysis (by Agency Strategy): Department of Energy

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
Legend:
nAre using
(probability ≥
50%)
nAre not using
(probability <
50%
[Linear opinion
pool calculated
without
weightings,
percent
probability]
Artificial
Intelligence
Biotechnology
Cognitive
Science
Electronics
Energy
Technology
Geoengineering
Information
Technology
Interfaces
Internet
Materials
(Advanced)
Nanotechnology
Quantum
(usually
Computing)
Robotics
Sensors
Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous
Computing
Virtual Reality

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and
Performance

38%

69%

6%

56%
38%

19%
13%

25%
6%

81%
63%

88%
38%

44%
13%

50%
88%

13%
81%

13%
50%

56%
75%
56%

69%
88%
75%

44%
25%
38%

56%
50%

88%
63%

50%
25%

25%
75%
25%
50%

81%
75%
38%
44%

38%
50%
0%
25%

8%

33%

25%
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Table 13. Current Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Technology Assessment
Analysis (Sensitivity Analysis): Department of Energy

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
Legend:
n ECT moves ≥
50% probability
if average score
increased
absolutely by
25%
n ECT moves
<50%
probability if
average score
decreased
absolutely by
25%
Artificial
Intelligence
Biotechnology
Cognitive
Science
Electronics
Energy
Technology
Geoengineering
Information
Technology
Interfaces
Internet
Materials
(Advanced)
Nanotechnology
Quantum
(usually
Computing)
Robotics
Sensors
Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous
Computing
Virtual Reality

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

63%

DOE Goal 3,
Management and
Performance

44%

31%
63%
38%

50%

63%

25%
31%

25%
44%

31%
31%
25%

38%

50%
50%
25%

69%

63%
69%
58%

69%
50%
63%
13%
50%
63%
25%
50%
50%
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Table 14. Current and Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Individual
Interviews (by Agency)

Interview
Questions and
Agency
[Respondent
codes noted in
parentheses
where:
DOC# =
Respondent
from DOC
DOE# =
Respondent
from DOE]
Research
Question 1:
Are ECT being
used to fulfill
agency
strategic plans
(current use)?	
  
Research
Question 2:
Could ECT be
used more
extensively to
fulfill agency
strategic plans
(potential use)?	
  

Specific
Mentions of
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies

Details about
Search for
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies

Department of Commerce

Department of Energy

Focused on information technology for
doing the daily work (DOC2, DOC5), for
capturing data (DOC2, DOC4, DOC5), and
for cyber-security (DOC5). Sensors also
came up (DOC3, DOC4), especially when
thinking about how to get information about
natural phenomena.
Respondents tended to think more about
existing information technology capabilities
(DOC1, DOC2, DOC3, DOC4, DOC5) and
how use them more for collecting individual
opinions (DOC1, DOC2); information
analysis and modeling for risk management
(DOC3); and privacy (DOC5). Also related
to information technology, one respondent
balanced potential technology use with
concerns about government versus private
sector leadership.
Information technology for decision support
systems (DOC3, DOC4) and paperless
workflow (DOC3); Internet for cybersecurity and privacy (DOC1, DOC4,
DOC5), ubiquitous computing (DOC1).
Even when prompted with examples,
interviewees did not mention other ECT.

Respondents tended to discuss current technology
use as something assigned to them (DOE1), or as
something to be analyzed (DOE2, DOE3). Many
conversations were about energy technologies
(DOE2, DOE4) and information technology
hardware and software (DOE1, DOE4, DOE5).

Some consider emerging technologies based
on cultural conversations within the agency
(e.g., to build or buy an information
technology product (DOC1) and funding
studies (DOC3). Some do not search at all
because there is enough current technology
to incorporate (DOC4).

Respondents tended to think about considerations
(see below), especially lack of technology choice
(DOE1), time (DOE2), and agenda choice
(DOE3). Some conversations were about potential
energy technologies (DOE3, DOE4, DO5),
materials (advanced) DOE4), and nanotechnology
(DOE5).

Energy technologies (DOE3, DOE4, DOE5);
information technology (DOE1, DOE2, DOE3,
DOE4, DOE5), materials (advanced; DOE4), and
nanotechnologies (DOE5) were mentioned. Other
than that, even when prompted with examples, no
other ECT were mentioned. Specific technologies
are not the conversation. It is more about choosing
a technology based on the desired outcome and
funding only the things that industry is not getting
to (DOE3).
Search for ECT is based on cultural conversation
about building or buying (DOE1), a short-term
horizon (DOE1), and, in some cases, workshops
(DOE4) or peer-review (DOE5).
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Table 14. Current and Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Individual
Interviews (by Agency) (continued)

Interview
Questions and
Agency
[Respondent
codes noted in
parentheses
where:
DOC# =
Respondent
from DOC
DOE# =
Respondent
from DOE]
Considerations

Imagined
Future

Department of Commerce

Department of Energy

Fall behind the private sector because of
congressional appropriator strategy failure
to understand what is needed and when
(DOC3, DOC4), but also have to consider
opportunities for private sector leadership
(DOC5) and privacy considerations
(DOC4). Note again the focus on
information technology.
Most respondents imagined a future with
more input and progress from industry
(DOC1). Three thought ahead to an
increased use of wearables and drones
(DOC1) or internalized devices (DOC4,
DOC5). Most thought about extensions of
their current work (e.g., improved forecasts,
sensors, handhelds) (DOC2, DOC3,
DOC4).

Respondents tended to mention considerations,
especially lack of technology choice (DOE1), time
(DOE2, DOE5), agenda choice (DOE3), and
incentives (DOE4). Insufficient public and
congressional technical literacy and numeracy
(DOE4). Strategy failure and insufficient funding
(DOE2, DOE4, DOE5).
Imagined future involves massive increases in data
and technology use (DOE1), but not in creation or
design (DOE2). Smaller scale nanotechnologies
will emerge (DOE5).
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Table 15. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Plausibility Matrix
Analysis (by Agency Strategy): Department of Commerce

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
Legend:
n Could be using
(probability ≥ 50%)
n Could be using
(probability < 50%
[Linear opinion pool
calculated without
weightings, percent
probability]
Artificial
Intelligence
Biotechnology
Cognitive Science
Electronics
Energy Technology
Geoengineering
Information
Technology
Interfaces
Internet
Materials
(Advanced)
Nanotechnology
Quantum (usually
Computing)
Robotics
Sensors
Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous
Computing
Virtual Reality

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

55%

58%

60%

80%

53%

68%
45%
88%
68%
40%
80%

70%
65%
78%
68%
53%
75%

40%
58%
60%
48%
50%
83%

18%
58%
58%
50%
23%
89%

25%
50%
60%
53%
20%
70%

60%
95%
73%

83%
75%
68%

83%
83%
40%

70%
85%
33%

68%
75%
35%

73%
50%

68%
63%

35%
44%

38%
50%

33%
31%

75%
75%
43%
65%

73%
73%
45%
73%

48%
60%
25%
60%

40%
63%
23%
50%

43%
40%
28%
45%

53%

70%

40%

53%

45%
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Table 16. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Plausibility Matrix
Analysis (Sensitivity Analysis): Department of Commerce

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
Legend:
n ECT moves ≥
50% probability if
average score
increased absolutely
by 25%
n ECT moves <50%
probability if
average score
decreased absolutely
by 25%
Artificial
Intelligence
Biotechnology
Cognitive Science
Electronics
Energy Technology
Geoengineering
Information
Technology
Interfaces
Internet
Materials
(Advanced)
Nanotechnology
Quantum (usually
Computing)
Robotics
Sensors
Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous
Computing
Virtual Reality

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

30%

33%

35%

43%
70%

45%
40%

43%
65%

43%
28%

65%
33%
35%
73%
25%

35%

DOC Goal
4, Data

DOC Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

28%
33%
33%
25%

50%
25%
35%
28%
45%

45%

43%

48%

43%

65%

58%

60%

48%
25%

43%
38%

60%
69%

63%
25%

58%
56%

68%
40%

48%
48%
70%
48%

73%
35%
50%
35%

65%
38%
25%

68%
65%
53%
75%

28%

45%

65%

28%

70%
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Table 17. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Plausibility Matrix
Analysis (by Agency Strategy): Department of Energy

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
Legend:
nCould be using
(probability ≥ 50%)
nCould be using
(probability < 50%
[Linear opinion pool
calculated without
weightings, percent
probability]
Artificial Intelligence
Biotechnology
Cognitive Science
Electronics
Energy Technology
Geoengineering
Information Technology
Interfaces
Internet
Materials (Advanced)
Nanotechnology
Quantum (usually
Computing)
Robotics
Sensors
Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous Computing
Virtual Reality

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and
Performance

75%
55%
45%
65%
65%
53%
70%
65%
73%
45%
50%
47%

70%
35%
45%
80%
75%
28%
78%
70%
73%
53%
55%
67%

70%
48%
50%
68%
50%
35%
73%
63%
68%
53%
48%
50%

40%
68%
50%
43%
45%

73%
68%
33%
50%
55%

43%
55%
23%
40%
38%
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Table 18. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Plausibility Matrix
Analysis (Sensitivity Analysis): Department of Energy

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
Legend:
n ECT moves ≥ 50%
probability if average
score increased
absolutely by 25%
n ECT moves <50%
probability if average
score decreased
absolutely by 25%
Artificial Intelligence
Biotechnology
Cognitive Science
Electronics
Energy Technology
Geoengineering
Information
Technology
Interfaces
Internet
Materials (Advanced)
Nanotechnology
Quantum (usually
Computing)
Robotics
Sensors
Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous Computing
Virtual Reality

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

30%
70%
40%
40%
28%
45%

DOE Goal 3,
Management and
Performance

45%
60%
70%
53%

45%
73%
25%
43%
25%
60%
48%

40%
48%
70%
25%
72%

45%
48%
28%
30%
42%

38%
43%
28%
73%
25%

65%
43%
25%
68%
70%

48%
43%
58%
25%
30%

68%
30%
65%
63%
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Artificial Intelligence

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

Converging building
artificial intelligence
into smartphones with
converting light
energy into
mechanical work:
“Converting light
energy into
mechanical work (the
second emerging
technology) could
make it easier and
cheaper to build
artificial intelligence
into smartphones (the
first emerging
technology), making
a product that would
be a popular export
(the agency
strategy).” (100%, 4)

Converging making
IBM’s artificialintelligence engine,
Watson, smarter with
developing new selfhealing materials: “It
would seem that
fostering a more
innovative US economy
in the future requires
radical rethinking of the
strategy for public
education. How do you
foster innovative
thinking at all levels of
society? Perhaps there
are innovative teaching
approaches that
incorporate Watson
technology, or expose
students to it at a young
age, in ways that foster
curiosity and a deeper
desire for learning?”
(25%, 1)

Converging
developing deep
learning with making
self-driving cars
without steering
wheels, brakes, or
accelerators: “Use the
improved artificial
intelligence in selfdriving cars to deliver
capacity-building
services. Count on
market pressures and
competition to drive
the quality and price
of the technologies
and the capacitybuilding services.”
(100%, 4)

Converging building
artificial intelligence
into smartphones and
developing molten
glass for thermal
storage: “Truly ‘Smart’
Phones having some
level of AI could assist
in the decision making
and data sharing
between departments
and other agencies.
The AI could
coordinate meetings
and availability. This
might lead to an
increase in public
opinion of
government.” (25%, 2)

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Biotechnology

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

Converging describing
a potential meat
production process
from stem cells with
developing utility-scale
silicon carbide power
transistors:
“Developing the utilityscale silicon carbide
power transistors (the
second emerging
technology) could
power the meat
production process (the
first emerging
technology). Both,
together and separately,
drive higher
productivity and
competitiveness (the
agency strategy) and
support sustainability
(the potential future).”
(100%, 4)

Converging
developing enhanced
carbon concentration
in camelina with
developing an
exascale
supercomputer:
“Faster
supercomputers allow
for better modeling.
This might include
modeling of fuel
future fuel needs or
CO2 emissions and
their effect on the
environment. This
information might
help communities and
companies make better
decisions for the
future.” (100%, 4)

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Cognitive Science

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

Converging
developing
knowledge through
social learning
networks with
revealing reflected
faces in pupils:
“Learning more
through social
learning networks
(the first emerging
technology) and from
others' faces (the
second emerging
technology) could be
commercialized (the
platform) and then
exported or financed
through foreign
investment (the
agency strategy)…..”
(100%, 3)

Converging improving
neuron modeling to see
more patterns with
making a material with
surface area and water
adsorption abilities: “If
neuron modeling could
be used to visualize
other non-neurological
technologies such as
traffic or logistics
routing, this would
definitely enhance
productivity and
competitiveness.”
(50%, 4)

Converging
mimicking the brain in
real time and
observing excitons in
action: “Mimicking
the Brain in Real Time
sounds compelling,
but artificial
intelligence attempts
in the past have been
far to slow and use far
too much computing
power to be
competitive.” (0%, 1)

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Electronics

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence

Converging
triggering rain and
lightening with a
laser with developing
quantum
cryptography: “Better
Cryptography if
applied correctly
could help prevent
industrial espionage
by foreign
governments and
entities.” (100%, 5)
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Energy Technology

Geoengineering

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

Converging
developing a
renewable energy
positioning system
with developing a
liquid filter with
plasmonic
nanoparticles: “More
efficient manufacture
of alternate Fuel
would further the
global trend of
decreasing Petroleum
imports, which in turn
could further the
potential future by
making clean fuels
more cost
effective/abundant. If
enough fuel could be
synthesized, it could
become a global
export for local
companies” (75%, 5)

Converging discovering
a synthetic pathway for
methanol conversion
with converging algae
to crude oil in minutes:
“It would seem that
either of these
technologies would
have many applications
in industry that would
necessitate the creation
of new jobs.” (50%, 5)

Converging using 3D
graphene in solar cells
with imaging
individual atoms:
“Getting buildings off
the grid is a priority
for disaster mitigation,
especially in stormprone regions. Any
technology that makes
solar more affordable,
more available to atrisk communities, and
more commonplace
would have positive
ramifications.” (0%, 5)

Converging breaking
the record for cadmium
telluride solar modules
with leveraging
Einstein to produce an
ultra-secure Internet:
“Improving the security
of the Internet (the
second emerging
technology) will make
it safer for the
Department of
Commerce to share data
within the agency and
with other agencies (the
agency strategy). Rapid
economic growth and
more efficient
technologies (the
potential future) would
enable this progress.”
(100%, 5)

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Information
Technology

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

Developing crashproof code:
“Spaceships to
explore outside our
solar system would
benefit greatly from a
Crash-Proof
Computer control
system. It is likely
that a crash in critical
systems could cause
catastrophic failures.
This effort is
enormous and
possibly financially
lucrative. It is likely
that if this were a
private company
developing these
spaceships, that
foreign investors
would be attracted to
the opportunity.”
(50%, 4)

Converging developing
universal authentication
with developing
cognitive radio: “As
Internet sales increase
and the potential market
of potential buyers
increases worldwide, a
Secure Universal
Authentication would
make a big difference in
the online
commercialization of
new products. This
would be a driver in
building public and
private inventions and
improvements to
existing products.”
(100%, 4)

Converging
developing cognitive
radio with leveraging
offshore wind farms:
“Developing cognitive
radios (the first
emerging technology)
can improve
communication before
and during a weather
event (the agency
strategy) and can
improve the
communication of data
from offshore wind
farms (the second
emerging strategy).
Both support Earth
(the platform) and
increased urbanization
(the global trend),
especially in a future
where markets drive
everything (the
potential future).”
(100%, 3)

Converging developing
an autonomous,
decentralized grid
architecture with using
mind-controlled robots:
“Just as computing
evolved from
centralized to
distributive machinery,
decentralized grid
architecture could allow
decision making
possible at the most
appropriate points and
then share the benefits
with all.” (100%, 3)

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Interfaces

Internet

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

Enhancing technology
for education: “The link
between improved
education and increased
innovation is certain.
By enhancing
technology for
education one cannot
help but succeed in
fostering a more
innovative US
economy.” (100%, 5)

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence

Converging
contemplating the
Internet of Things with
connecting renewables
directly to the grid:
“Neither of these are
[sic] likely to advance
understanding or
prediction.” (0%, 1)
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Materials (Advanced)

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

Microscale 3D printing:
“High-value, yes. Jobcreating, probably not
as much as traditional
manufacturing
processes. This type of
multi-material
microscale printing
would align with the
goals of agility and
high-value outputs.”
(100%, 5)

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence

Converging exploring
the 3D structure of
objects with building
artificial intelligence
into smartphones:
“Building artificial
intelligence into
smartphones (the
second emerging
technology) would
support Department
data capabilities (the
agency strategy), both
in data calculations,
data presentation, and
communication of
results/implications. In
a world with a service
economy and fewer
materials (the potential
future), this
development might be
especially important.”
(100%, 5)
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Nanotechnology

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

Converging
discovering a new
class of industrial
polymers with
developing a chipscale power
conversion for LED
lighting: “Offering
financial incentives to
foreign firms that
specialize in these
types of technologies
to continue
development or
manufacturing in the
US” (50%, 4)

Converging using
grapheme to absorb
radio waves with
developing a flexible
display made of paper:
“A desk with using the
flexible display
technology desk could
be located in an
enclosure that screens
all Radio wave
transmissions for
privacy or to prevent
the user from
transmitting sensitive
information from inside
the enclosure.” (75%,
3)

Converging making a
small but powerful
magnet with using
eye-tracking instead of
passwords:
“Information is
burgeoning; products
are increasingly
personalized. Just to
get where something
can happens takes time
and effort. Let’s
simplify the
gateways.” (100%, 2)

Improving “plastic”
semiconductors:
“Combine better
semiconductors (first
emerging technology)
with synbio to extend
the forecast of reviving
recently extinct species
(global trend).
Together, these could
support better data
products and services to
customers (agency
strategy) for a variety of
issues and all of it could
be done locally
(potential future).”
(100%, 4)

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Quantum (usually
Computing)

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

Converging linking
LEDs and
superconductors to
get entangled protons
with developing
cloud programming:
“The
interconnectivity of
data in the future will
require an easier
programming
environment.”
(100%, 3)

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence

Converging achieving
fault-tolerant quantum
computing with
discovering a hidden
code in DNA: “By
encouraging quantum
computing the ability of
private enterprise to
solve existing problems
and tackle new ones
would be immense.
Perhaps the biggest
connection would be
the use of the
technology to speed up
the internet. The U.S
already has so.me of the
most reliable, and
robust networks in the
world. How can we
make them faster?
More widespread?....”
(50%, 3)
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Table 19. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Commerce (continued)
Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a goal.
Includes sample
answers for illustration
purposes (Probability,
Priority)]
Robotics

Sensors
Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous Computing
Virtual Reality

DOC Goal 1,
Trade and
Investment

DOC Goal 2,
Innovation

DOC Goal 3,
Environment

DOC Goal 4,
Data

DOC Goal 5, Operational
Excellence

Converging turning
robots into “Adaptive,
Learning Beings” with
developing solid state
batteries: “I'll go with
developing solid state
batteries. The robot
thing is pretty far out.”
(50%, 2)
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Table 20. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Energy

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a
particular goal.
Includes answers to
goals and sub-goals for
illustration purposes
(Probability, Priority)]
Artificial Intelligence

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance

Converging building artificial intelligence
into smartphones with refueling with
space robots: “Advances in AI
(smartphone or otherwise) could get us
closer to effective smart grids for more
optimized strategies of minimizing energy
consumption and actually maximizing
energy production by end users and
sharing that energy in effective ways. AI
could also be linked to better software for
operating buildings in more resourceefficient ways based on better predictions
of occupant behavior in different
scenarios.” (50%, 5)
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Table 20. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Energy (continued)

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a
particular goal.
Includes answers to
goals and sub-goals for
illustration purposes
(Probability, Priority)]
Biotechnology

Cognitive Science
Electronics

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance

Converging creating spontaneous
“cell” division in artificial cell models
with speculating about former life on
Mars: “Far-fetched: If Mars is
habitable for humans (extension of the
second emerging technology), then
global nuclear security threats (the
agency strategy) would be reduced for
the humans who move to Mars. This
fits with a potential future in which
local identities are preserved because
the Mars colony would be likely to
develop a local identity.” (25%, 2)
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Table 20. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Energy (continued)

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a
particular goal.
Includes answers to
goals and sub-goals for
illustration purposes
(Probability, Priority)]
Energy Technology

Geoengineering
Information
Technology

Interfaces
Internet

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

Converging developing distributed power
flow control with testing detectability of
dark matter: “Improving power flow
control (the emerging technology) and
incorporating artificial intelligence (the
platform) will improve transmission
efficiency, which is part of reducing
cumulative carbon pollution (the agency
strategy). Improving transmission
efficiency should reduce electricity costs,
which would decrease expenses for
everyone, especially individuals living in
poverty (the global trend).” (100%, 5)

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance

Converging developing biofuels from bacteria,
electricity, and CO2 with improving
interactions between humans and robots: “By
improving interactions between humans and
robots, it will become ever more possible to
offload undesirable or boring tasks to
automated workers. With such tasks out of the
way the remaining job descriptions will be
more interesting and challenging, a condition
that will attract the best workforce.” (75%, 5)

Converging designing a replacement to
flash memory and developing an
accelerator on a chip: “Both the
replacement to flash memory and the
accelerator on a chip could improve
modeling for climate change mitigation
and consumer choices.” (50%, 4)
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Table 20. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Energy (continued)

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a
particular goal.
Includes answers to
goals and sub-goals for
illustration purposes
(Probability, Priority)]
Materials (Advanced)

Nanotechnology

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

Converging converting light energy into
mechanical work with turning graphite
into diamond: “This technology could
have applications in smart facades or
smart roofs to help reduce overall energy
consumption and the subsequent carbon
pollution / greenhouse gas emissions
associated with operating buildings. In
cooling-determinate climates, surfaces
oriented to the sun could be developed
with a material that subtly changes shape
at times of day when the incident solar
energy is too intense. This could be a kind
of screen that morphs at sunniest or
hottest times of the day to provide
incremental shading when needed most.”
(50%, 1)

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance

Converging improving “Plastic”
semiconductors with developing a
biological teleportation device:
“WOW this idea of plastic
semiconductors is exciting. Military
could use it. “Agents” could use it.
Diplomats could use it. Who wouldn't
want this?” (100%, 4)
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Table 20. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Energy (continued)

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a
particular goal.
Includes answers to
goals and sub-goals for
illustration purposes
(Probability, Priority)]
Quantum (usually
Computing)

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance

Converging inventing the optical analog
of a transistor with attaching molecules to
gold nanoparticles: “Optical analog of
transistor will increase computer and
computer interconnections, this will help
improve the management and control of
the energy infrastructure.” (75%, 3)
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Table 20. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Energy (continued)

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a
particular goal.
Includes answers to
goals and sub-goals for
illustration purposes
(Probability, Priority)]
Robotics

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance

Developing robots like us: “Much of the
US energy infrastructure is, at the
moment, built and maintained by humans.
Enhancing desirable characteristics will,
in large part, be accomplished by
improving or increasing the frequency of
existing human-based tasks. By
developing Robots Like Us we will be
more easily able to 1:1 substitute
automated workers for existing humanbased tasks. This enables the realization
of the benefits of automation without
suffering the necessity of
redesigning/developing all existing
infrastructure-related tasks in order to
automate them. It is also worth noting that
energy infrastructure work is mostly done
at the fleet level, which can simplify the
rolling out of changes such as the
introduction of new technologies such as
Robots Like Us…..” (75%, 5)
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Table 20. Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies per Crowd-sourced Intelligence (by Agency Strategy and
Probabilities): Department of Energy (continued)

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Averaged across all
answers for a
particular goal.
Includes answers to
goals and sub-goals for
illustration purposes
(Probability, Priority)]
Sensors

Space (Outer)
Ubiquitous Computing

Virtual Reality

DOE Goal 1,
Science and Energy

DOE Goal 2,
Nuclear Security

DOE Goal 3,
Management and Performance

Converging considering the “Internet of
Cars” with developing crop models to
better forecast food production: “Internet
of Cars is already ‘sort of’ happening as
sensors watch cars creeping into blind
spots. The sensors are fundamental
science and implemented into auto
technology.” (100%, 4)
Assisting real-time drawing and developing
compact inexpensive reformers for natural gas:
“I don't see either emerging technology helping
with project management, financial assistance
agreements, contracts or contractor
performance.” (0%, 1)
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Table 21. Summary of Current and Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies (by
Agency and Analysis Approach)

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Findings and results
for each analysis
approach:
1. Content Analysis
(mentions in the
strategic documents)
2. Technology
Assessment Analysis
(see the note below
the table)
3. Individual
Interviews
4. Plausibility Matrix
Analysis
5. Crowd-sourced
intelligence (sample
feasibility and
priority)]
Artificial
1.
intelligence
2.
3.
4.
5.
Biotechnology
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Cognitive
1.
Science
2.
3.
4.
5.
Electronics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Energy
1.
Technology
2.
3.
4.
5.
Geoengineering 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Department of Commerce

DOC
DOC
Goal 1,
DOC
Goal 3,
Trade
Goal 2,
Envand
InnoironInvestment
vation
ment
2 mentions
13%
50%
13%
0 mentions
55%
58%
60%
A feasibility, priority: 65%, 2.8
9 mentions
69%
88%
31%
0 mentions
68%
70%
40%
A feasibility, priority: 57%, 2.9
3 mentions
50%
50%
25%
0 mentions
45%
65%
58%
A feasibility, priority: 50%, 2.5
35 mentions
81%
88%
75%
0 mentions
88%
78%
60%
A feasibility, priority: 100%, 3.0
6 mentions
56%
75%
75%
0 mentions
68%
68%
48%
A feasibility, priority: 64%, 4.6
0 mentions
25%
31%
31%
0 mentions
40%
53%
50%
No examples

Department of Energy

DOC
Goal 4,
Data

DOC
Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

56%

31%

80%

53%

6%

13%

18%

25%

44%

25%

58%

50%

56%

63%

58%

60%

38%

38%

50%

53%

38%

38%

23%

20%

DOE
Goal 3,
Management
and
Performance

DOE
DOE
Goal 2,
Goal 1,
NucScience
lear
and
SecEnergy
urity
0 mentions
38%
69%
6%
0 mentions
75%
70%
70%
A feasibility, priority: 50%, 5.0
5 mentions
56%
19%
25%
0 mentions
55%
35%
48%
A feasibility, priority: 25%, 2.0
2 mentions
38%
13%
6%
0 mentions
45%
45%
50%
No examples
68 mentions
81%
88%
44%
0 mentions
65%
80%
68%
No examples
216 mentions
63%
38%
13%
Current and potential use
65%
75%
50%
A feasibility, priority: 88%, 4.8
0 mentions
50%
13%
13%
0 mentions
53%
28%
35%
No examples
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Table 21. Summary of Current and Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies (by
Agency and Analysis Approach) (continued)

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Findings and results
for each analysis
approach:
1. Content Analysis
(mentions in the
strategic documents)
2. Technology
Assessment Analysis
(see the note below
the table)
3. Individual
Interviews
4. Plausibility Matrix
Analysis
5. Crowd-sourced
intelligence (sample
feasibility and
priority)]
Information
1.
Technology
2.
3.
4.
5.
Interfaces
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Internet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Materials
1.
(Advanced)
2.
3.
4.
5.
Nanotechnology 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Quantum
1.
(usually
2.
Computing)
3.
4.
5.

Department of Commerce

DOC
DOC
Goal 1,
DOC
Goal 3,
Trade
Goal 2,
Envand
InnoironInvestment
vation
ment
75 mentions
75%
88%
75%
Current and potential use
80%
75%
83%
A feasibility, priority: 90%, 3.7
18 mentions
38%
50%
63%
0 mentions
60%
83%
83%
A feasibility, priority: 100%, 5
142 mentions
56%
75%
75%
Current use
95%
75%
83%
A feasibility, priority: 42%, 1.7
235 mentions
69%
81%
56%
0 mentions
73%
68%
40%
A feasibility, priority: 94%, 4.5
12 mentions
81%
81%
50%
0 mentions
73%
68%
35%
A feasibility, priority: 75%, 3.6
40 mentions
50%
56%
38%
0 mentions
50%
63%
44%
A feasibility, priority: 50%, 3.7

Department of Energy

DOC
Goal 4,
Data

DOC
Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

75%

75%

89%

70%

56%

44%

70%

68%

75%

63%

85%

75%

25%

31%

33%

35%

25%

25%

38%

33%

25%

38%

50%

31%

DOE
Goal 3,
Management
and
Performance

DOE
DOE
Goal 2,
Goal 1,
NucScience
lear
and
SecEnergy
urity
70 mentions
88%
81%
50%
Current and potential use
70%
78%
73%
A feasibility, priority: 50%, 4.0
36 mentions
56%
69%
44%
0 mentions
65%
70%
63%
No examples
36 mentions
75%
88%
25%
Current and potential use
73%
73%
68%
No examples
475 mentions
56%
75%
38%
Potential use
45%
53%
53%
A feasibility, priority: 42%, 2.0
4 mentions
56%
88%
50%
Potential use
50%
55%
48%
A feasibility, priority: 100%, 4.0
21 mentions
50%
63%
25%
0 mentions
47%
67%
50%
A feasibility, priority: 75%, 3.0
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Table 21. Summary of Current and Potential Use of Emerging and Converging Technologies (by
Agency and Analysis Approach) (continued)

Emerging and
Converging
Technologies
[Findings and results
for each analysis
approach:
1. Content Analysis
(mentions in the
strategic documents)
2. Technology
Assessment Analysis
(see the note below
the table)
3. Individual
Interviews
4. Plausibility Matrix
Analysis
5. Crowd-sourced
intelligence (sample
feasibility and
priority)]
Robotics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Sensors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Space (Outer)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Ubiquitous
1.
Computing
2.
3.
4.
5.
Virtual Reality
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Department of Commerce

DOC
DOC
Goal 1,
DOC
Goal 3,
Trade
Goal 2,
Envand
InnoironInvestment
vation
ment
7 mentions
63%
88%
56%
0 mentions
75%
73%
48%
A feasibility, priority: 50%, 2.0
58 mentions
50%
63%
50%
Current and potential use
75%
73%
60%
No examples
112 mentions
56%
50%
31%
0 mentions
43%
45%
25%
No examples
4 mentions
56%
69%
44%
Potential use
65%
73%
60%
No examples
11 mentions
33%
17%
17%
0 mentions
53%
70%
40%
No examples

Department of Energy

DOC
Goal 4,
Data

DOC
Goal 5,
Operational
Excellence

25%

25%

40%

43%

44%

44%

63%

40%

25%

25%

23%

28%

25%

38%

50%

45%

17%

8%

53%

45%

DOE
Goal 3,
Management
and
Performance

DOE
DOE
Goal 2,
Goal 1,
NucScience
lear
and
SecEnergy
urity
2 mentions
25%
81%
38%
0 mentions
40%
73%
43%
A feasibility, priority: 75%, 5.0
63 mentions
75%
75%
50%

68%
68%
55%
A feasibility, priority: 100%, 4.0
3 mentions
25%
38%
0%
0 mentions
50%
33%
23%
No examples
9 mentions
50%
44%
25%
0 mentions
43%
50%
40%
A feasibility, priority: 0%, 1.0
24 mentions
8%
33%
25%
0 mentions
45%
55%
38%
No examples
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Table 22. Disposition of the Propositions

Proposition
Proposition 1: Develop a Methodology. Developing a
methodology depends upon identifying design criteria
and noting efficiencies and deficiencies in related
methodologies. Thus, a methodology can be developed
by identifying design criteria and using effective
elements of related methodologies to meet the criteria.
Proposition 2a: Apply to Characterize Current Use. The
viewpoints of federal agencies are summarized in
strategic documents and Congressional Budget
Justifications, as required by the Executive Office of the
President and the Government Performance and Results
Act, and are known by people familiar with the agencies
and government employees. Thus, agency actual present
use of technology can be characterized based on
strategic documents, expert knowledge, and government
employee knowledge.
Proposition 2b: Apply to Characterize Potential Use.
Potential use can be defined as a function of ECT,
agency strategies, global trends, potential futures, and
agency strategies. Thus, agency potential present use of
technology can be characterized based on government
employee knowledge, expert knowledge, and crowdsourced knowledge.
Proposition 3: Evaluate a Methodology. Evaluating a
methodology requires a standard to evaluate against or
use of a different analysis approach to see if it produces
the same results. Thus, my methodology can be
evaluated against a standard set of criteria and using a
different analysis approach.
Proposition 4: Disseminate a Methodology.
Disseminating a methodology requires sharing it with a
variety of audiences using a variety of media. Thus, the
methodology and results can be disseminated by
distributing them to members of academia, government
employees, and the general public via websites.

Disposition
Supported. See the set of criteria and a methodology that
met the criteria.

Supported. See the findings and results from the content
analysis (Analysis Approach 1), technology assessment
analysis (Analysis Approach 2), and individual
interviews (Analysis Approach 3).

Supported. See the findings and results from the
individual interviews (Analysis Approach 3), plausibility
matrix analysis (Analysis Approach 4), and crowdsourced intelligence (Analysis Approach 5).

Supported. See the comparison of the methodology
application to the original criteria and the visual
analytics (Analysis Approach 6).

Supported. See the summary of the distribution of data,
results, and executive summary.
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Appendix B. Figures

Figure 1. Developed Methodology with Phases [inspired by “Conceptual Process Flow for the
Persistent Forecasting System” (Committee on Forecasting Future Disruptive Technologies
2009, 59)]
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Figure 2. “Connect Technologies” Example from The Foresight Challenge
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Figure 3. “Rate Other Answers” Example from The Foresight Challenge
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Figure 4. Integrating the Approaches
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Figure 5. Visual Analytics of Content Analysis (Approach 1)
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Figure 6. Visual Analytics of Technology Assessment Analysis (Approach 2)
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Figure 7. Visual Analytics of Plausibility Matrix Analysis (Approach 4)
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Figure 8. Visual Analytics of Crowd-sourced Intelligence Probabilities and Priorities
(Approach 5)
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Figure 9. Visual Analytics of Technology Assessment and Plausibility Matrix
(Approaches 2 and 4)
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Figure 10. Visual Analytics of Plausibility Matrix and Crowd-sourced Intelligence Probabilities
(Approaches 4 and 5)
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Appendix C. Data Management Plan
My data management plan addresses the data generated and related standards; policies for
accessing and sharing data; policies for re-using, redistributing, and production of derivatives;
plan for managing and archiving the data; and past performance.
C.1 Data Generated and Standards Used
My research generated data and metadata (e.g., methodological protocols, code for the
web portal), which is now managed via the Institute for Quantitative Social Science’s (IQSS)
Dataverse Network at Harvard. Code for the website tool and the visual analytics tool is
proprietary so individuals requesting access will have to request permission from those content
owners.
Developing and applying the methodology generated several data sets. These data are
available in Excel™ via the Dataverse Network. Evaluating the methodology via visual analytics
generated visual images in Tableau™ files, which also are available via the Dataverse Network.
Disseminating the methodology required publicly-available email and mailing addresses for
Members of Congress and their staffs and federal agency employees and posting materials on
www.foresightchallenge.org.
C.2 Policies for Accessing and Sharing Data
Anyone is free to access or share my data within the parameters specified here and on the
websites on which the data are posted.
C.3 Policies for Re-using, Redistributing, and Production of Derivatives
Anyone is free to re-use and redistribute my materials and to produce any derivatives
they wish.
C.4 Plan for Managing and Archiving the Data
All of the data sets are posted to the Institute for Quantitative Social Science’s (IQSS)
Dataverse Network at Harvard.
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Appendix D. Status of Certificate of Exemption for Human Subjects Research
The University of Tennessee-Knoxville’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) has certified
my research as exempt from IRB review under 45 CFR 46.101(b)(4). Certification was granted
January 28, 2013; the institution’s federal-wide Assurance Number is FWA00006629.
I proposed the following information for consent on my Form A: “The purpose of this
research is to share ideas about how federal agencies, in this case the Department of Commerce
and Department of Energy, can use technologies to fulfill their strategies. The procedure is for
participants to use the website in three ways: 1) The website will serve up a preset combination
of technologies, platforms, global trends, potential futures, and agency strategies and the user
will enter an approach to fulfilling the provided Agency strategy, if possible; 2) Users will come
with their own inventions and tag their data as they add it to the website; and 3) Users will rate
ideas by searching for them or by getting a random set to rate and comment upon. I understand
and agree to the preceding purposes and procedures, as well as the following:
§ I am benefiting society by sharing ratings and ways that federal agencies can use
technologies to fulfill their strategies and serve society.
§ I am not required to participate in on this website.
§ I have the right to confidentiality. I am not required to provide identifying
information, and I am discouraged from providing it.
§ I can participate as much or as little as I would like.
§ I can withdraw at any time.
§ I will not be paid for participating.
§ All information will be hosted on a secure server.
§ I am over the age of 18.
§ I agree to participate professionally and respectfully.
§ I release all rights to the material I post here.
§ I promise to provide only peaceful solutions.
§ I can reach Dori Stiefel with concerns, suggestions, or questions,
dori@websiteURL.org
§ I choose to participate.”
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